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Short-term wind power forecasts together with a quantification of uncertainties are required for the reliable operation of power systems with significant wind power penetration. A challenge for utilizing wind power as a source of energy is the intermittent and hardly predictable nature of wind. This thesis aims at contributing to the wind power literature by building and evaluating new statistical techniques for producing forecasts at multiple locations and lead times using spatio-temporal information. By exploring the features of a rich portfolio of wind farms in western Denmark, we investigate different types of models and provide several forms of predictions. Starting with spatial prediction, we then extend the methodology to spatio-temporal prediction of individual wind farms and aggregated wind power at monitored locations as well as at locations where recent observations are not available.

We propose spatial models for predicting wind power generation at two different time scales: for annual average wind power generation and for a high temporal resolution (typically wind power averages over 15-min time steps). In both cases, we use a spatial hierarchical statistical model in which spatial correlation is captured by a latent Gaussian field. We explore how such models can be handled with stochastic partial differential approximations of Matérn Gaussian fields together with integrated nested Laplace approximations. We show that complex hierarchical spatial models are well suited for wind power data and provide results in reasonable computational time. Moreover, the hierarchical
approach for obtaining predictions at a high temporal resolution is found to produce accurate predictions with improved performance compared to a standard geostatistical method at a small additional computational cost. The use of the integrated nested Laplace approximations is motivated by the desire to produce forecasts on large data sets with hundreds of locations, which is critical during periods of high wind penetration.

Subsequently, the extension from spatial to spatio-temporal models is given. Three different hierarchical models are developed for obtaining probabilistic wind power forecasts. First, a time series model consisting of an autoregressive process with a location specific intercept is considered. This approach gives satisfactory results for individual forecasts but fails to generate calibrated aggregated forecasts. The second approach has a common intercept for all farms and a spatio-temporal model that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics and has spatially correlated innovations given by a zero mean Gaussian process. The third model, which also has a common intercept as well as an autoregressive process to capture the local variability and the spatio-temporal term from the second approach, is able to produce reliable individual and aggregated forecasts for multiple lead times.

Finally, very-short-term wind power forecasting is considered. Probabilistic forecasts from 15 minutes up to two hours ahead are produced by using anisotropic spatio-temporal correlation models to account for the propagation of weather fronts and a transformed latent Gaussian field is used to accommodate the probability masses that occur in wind power distribution due to chains of zero measurements. Using what is called kriging equations, even the simplest proposed covariance model is able to produce calibrated spatio-temporal predictions of wind power production.
For at opnå en pålidelig drift af strømforsyningssystemer, hvor vindenergi bidrager med en betragtelig andel af energiproduktionen, kræves kortsigtede vindkraftforudsigelser samt en kvantificering af de pågældende usikkerheder. En stor udfordring ved at benytte vindkraft som energikilde er vindens uforudsigelige opførsel. Denne afhandling sigter efter at bidrage til vindenergi-litteraturen ved at opbygge og evaluere nye statistiske metoder, der vha. spatiotemporal information kan producere forudsigelser for adskillelige lokationer og gennemløbstider.


Til sidst betragter vi meget kortsigtede vindenergi forudsigelser. Probabilistiske forudsigelser fra 15 minutter og op til to timer forud bliver genereret ved hjælp af anisotropiske spatiotemporal korrelerede modeller til at tage højde for udbredelsen af vejrfronter og en transformeret latent Gaussisk felt model til at imødekomme sandsynlighedsmassen, der forekommer i vindenergi-fordelinger på grund af kæder af nul-målinger. Ved brug af såkaldte Kriging-ligninger er selv den mest simple foreslåede ko-variansmodel i stand til at give spatiotemporale forudsigelser af vindenergiproduktionen.
This thesis was prepared at the Section of Statistics and Data Analysis of the Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), in partial fulfilment of the requirements for acquiring the Ph.D. degree in Applied Mathematics.

The thesis deals with spatial and spatio-temporal models for wind power forecasting. Accurate and reliable forecasts of wind power production, together with a quantification of the uncertainty, is essential to optimally integrate wind energy into power systems. The main focus is on developing statistical models that uses spatio-temporal information. Special attention is given to probabilistic wind power forecasting at both individual and aggregated levels. The novelty of the Bayesian hierarchical models for predicting wind power is addressed.

The thesis consists of a summary report and three research papers written during the study period.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The expected main benefit from using wind power as a source of energy instead of fossil fuels is the reduction of carbon emissions. Indeed, wind power, as an alternative to burning fossil fuels, is widely available, renewable, clean, extremely low in greenhouse gas emissions and consumes no clean water. In a society increasingly concerned with sustainability, the share of wind energy in total installed power capacity has grown rapidly in recent years around the world, and it is expected to keep growing significantly in the years to come. Denmark, for instance, has the largest proportion of wind energy capacity relative to the volume of electricity consumption and the Danish government aims at having more than 50% of the energy demand met by wind power by 2020 (Energinet.dk, 2014). Also, the European Union aims to have 20% of its power coming from renewable sources by 2020, and the United States will likely receive 20% of their electrical energy from wind mills by 2030 (Lindenberg and DeMeo, 2008).

Integrating such large amounts of wind power into the existing power grids brings new challenges to power system design and operation (Ackermann, 2005). For example, thousands of wind turbines have been installed where wind is
available in sufficient speed and frequency, which often happens to be in remote locations. Thus, traditional transmission networks that were built for centralized systems, must move towards systems that connect distant renewable generators to load centers, so that power can be transmitted from new wind farms to where the demand is. Moreover, there is currently no feasible way of storing wind energy directly, so it has to be consumed when it is produced.

Wind energy is different from conventional energy sources, since its production is highly dependent on the occurrence and speed of the wind, there are risks of power shortages during periods of low wind speeds and oversupply when there are strong winds. Electricity markets have to constantly adjust electricity supply to instantaneously meet the changing demand. Ensuring security of supply requires careful planning for high renewable energy penetration, since electricity markets were designed for dealing with mainly dispatchable generation and fairly predictable demand. Energy distribution networks, in turn, are usually projected to handle the maximum demand to prevent overload. A method for modelling the typical energy consumption pattern of different types of consumers, that can be used in the planning of energy distribution, was presented in Lenzi et al. (2016).

From the point of view of a producer participating in the day-ahead electricity market, lack of predictability at a wind power production site results in imbalance costs, given the financial penalties that are incurred for deviating from the power levels that are declared in the contract settled by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) and the market operator (Girard et al., 2013). In this sense, accurate forecasting of wind power generation helps to reduce imbalance charges to producers and makes wind power more competitive in the energy market.

A number of approaches can be considered to mitigate the uncertainty in power systems and electricity markets that arises from the large scale integration of wind energy into the power grids. Several ideas, such as energy storage technologies like pumped storage plants or heat pumps, are based on the extension of the power system infrastructure. However, even while research in storage technologies is still ongoing, one has to bear in mind that increasing the reserves and extending the power system infrastructure might reduce the environmental and economic benefits brought by wind power. Another important component
of the integration of variable power sources into the grids is accurate forecasting (Morales et al., 2013). Forecasts of wind power production are, in fact, widely used by electrical utilities, as they are not only important in order to efficiently handle the energy demand (Katzenstein et al., 2010), but accurate forecasts also increase the revenues from the electricity market with the optimization of bidding strategies (Pinson et al., 2007). In particular, specific attention has been given to short-term wind power forecasting, i.e., within a time frame of a few hours ahead, which is the most important horizon for optimal planning of power dispatch (Landberg, 1999).

1.1 Motivation and objectives

Ultimately, with the increasing abundance of wind farms on many power systems today, it is desirable to build predictor systems that are cost efficient, easy to implement and can be applied on a regional or national scale, with hundreds of wind farms installed. This calls for a new framework that mimics the spatio-temporal dependence structure of the wind power process, and that is able to give an overview of the power generation at all wind power generation sites over a region. However, understanding a spatio-temporal process throughout a country, such as wind power production in Denmark, is a difficult problem due to the complex temporal and spatial structures. In this direction, Girard and Allard (2013) provided a detailed analysis on the propagation of wind power forecast errors in space and time. In view of this evolving context and of the limitations with existing approaches, the methodologies described in this thesis can be seen as part of this ongoing effort towards making better use of the available data by utilizing the spatial and spatio-temporal characteristics present in wind power generation.

The motivation for this thesis is to contribute to the wind power forecasting state-of-the-art methodologies by utilizing the spatial correlation among wind farms. The initial idea stems from the fact that most of the wind power prediction systems provide methods that are optimized for each and every location individually - be it a turbine, a wind farm or an aggregated portfolio of wind farms. In those cases, traditional inputs to forecasting models consist of wind power measurements, wind speed, wind direction and meteorological forecasts.
at a single site. However, these techniques do not consider information coming from neighbouring territories, whose inclusion offers many attractive benefits and has been currently overlooked. Firstly, borrowing information by utilizing the spatial correlation among individual wind farms has been shown to reduce the errors in forecasts significantly. Secondly, it provides the option of generating forecasts for locations that are not within the observation samples, which is essential for operational problems where online data is not available for all wind farms in a region, while decision-making problems may require information at all sites over a region.

The purpose of this research is to develop new prediction techniques for application to short-term and very-short-term wind power forecasting. Density forecast at multiple locations is obtained by considering recent wind power measurements at the neighbouring areas, but not necessarily at the site where prediction is desired. This is achieved by taking into account the spatial and spatio-temporal dependence structures at all wind power generation sites in a region. Keeping in mind that decision making problems require a quantification of the uncertainty of the forecast, all the techniques studied in this thesis provide predictive probability density functions of wind power generation.

Several types of wind power forecasts are of interest. We start with models for spatial probabilistic prediction. This type of scenario is of relevance for a number of operational problems where wind power generation is only observed at a limited number of wind farms, while decision-making problems may require an overview of power generation at all sites over a region. Next, we move to spatio-temporal probabilistic forecasts of wind power production. We obtain forecasts at wind farms from which data is available, but also at a larger portfolio including wind farms at possible unmonitored locations. We furthermore study the performance of the different approaches in forecasting from individual and aggregated wind farms. Probabilistic forecasts of individual farms are essential for a wind farm operator, since they improve decision making regarding the management of the spinning reserves, which is the extra capacity that is available by increasing the power output of generators already connected to the power system. On the other hand, aggregated wind power generation over pre-defined areas is of particular importance from the point of view of a system operator.

Through the extensive analysis of a Danish wind power data set, we get differ-
1.2 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis has led to several new statistical methodologies that contribute to the wind power forecasting community and literature. Before moving to the complex spatio-temporal dependence structures in wind power data, the first step in this work consists of building a better understanding of the underlying spatial aspects. Toward this aim, in Paper A, we propose purely spatial statistical models for the prediction of wind power generation. Initially, we focus on a model describing spatial variation of annual average wind power generation. The annual average of all the energy demand and supply is of relevance for both system operation and for electricity companies. We use a hierarchical spatial model based on a beta distribution with a stochastic, spatially structured mean, that depends on a covariate. We proceed to consider wind power generation data with high temporal resolution (typically wind power averages over 15-min time steps). Predicting wind power at a high resolution is particularly important for the management of the immediate regulating power reserve. Having a method that provides an overview of the power generation at all sites over a region, even when observations are provided only at a limited number of wind farms, helps to ensure the continuous balance of the power system. In this case, we use a hurdle model, which consists of a mixture of a degenerated distribution at zero and a skewed continuous distribution for the
non-zero values. We assume that there is a common Gaussian random field with a Matérn covariance function governing those two variables, the occurrence and the amount of wind power generation. To meet the computational requirements, the SPDE approach to spatial modelling is taken (Lindgren et al., 2011) for which fast Bayesian inference can be done using INLA. We apply the proposed methods on a data set from 349 wind farms in western Denmark. We show that predictions, especially at low quantiles (i.e., when wind power is close to zero) for high temporal resolution, are significantly improved when we apply the hierarchical hurdle model instead of the simpler but less realistic kriging method.

After analysing the spatial dependences of wind power data in Paper A, Paper B and C aim at deriving models which capture the spatio-temporal dependency structure in order to improve the quality of typical wind power forecasts based only on measurements from a single site as input.

Another contribution in this thesis is our work from Paper B on providing short-term probabilistic forecasts for individual wind farm and aggregated wind power production. In this work, we analyse wind data from 349 Danish wind farms, which is a much larger data set than those generally being studied in the literature, see, e.g., Tastu et al. (2014), Focken et al. (2002), Wytock and Kolter (2013a) and Tastu et al. (2011). To deal with the non-Gaussianity of wind power series, we use a parametric framework for distributional forecasts based on the logit-normal transformation. Motivated by the need to produce such forecasts on a very large spatial scale, we introduce a scalable inference methodology using the INLA-SPDE approach and illustrate this methodology using three different hierarchical models. We start with a model consisting of a location-specific intercept and an autoregressive component that captures the local variability without considering the dependency between the farms. This model is well suited for individual forecasts, but it is not calibrated for aggregated forecasts. To obtain reliable aggregated forecasts, we introduce two different models that capture the spatio-temporal features present in the data. The first has a common intercept and a spatio-temporal process, in which spatial and temporal dependency is modelled by a latent Gaussian field. The second is a combination of the previous two models, with a common intercept, an autoregressive process and a spatio-temporal term that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics. We apply the models to generate probability forecasts
of wind power generation at multiple lead times and at locations where data is available, but also at a larger portfolio including wind farms at new locations. We show that all three models perform reasonably well in terms of calibration of individual density forecasts. However, we find that modelling spatial dependency is required to achieve calibrated aggregated probabilistic forecasts. This is a valuable study in the field of wind energy, since there is very little research on large spatio-temporal data sets, presumably due to the difficulty in obtaining sufficient data on wind power production. To our knowledge, this is the first work where the INLA-SPDE approach is used to obtain spatio-temporal forecasts of wind power generation and the evaluation is done with an aim of making consistent individual and aggregated probabilistic wind power forecasts.

In Paper C, we suggest a way to obtain very-short-term spatio-temporal predictions of wind power production. Forecasts at horizons of a few minutes ahead are crucial to the TSOs to optimally operate reserves. More specifically, in Denmark, the TSO has defined the 10-minute ahead prediction as the most important lead time, since power fluctuations at this time scale are the main responsible for the balance in the power system (Akhmatov, 2007). We obtain predictions using what is called kriging equations together with a latent truncated Gaussian random field. The use of the truncated Gaussian field allows us to simultaneously model both the mass at zero and also, through an anamorphosis transformation, the heavy tails of the empirical distribution. This type of model has previously been used in Baxevani and Lemnartsson (2015) for modelling precipitation depth. In our application, at any individual wind farm, the wind power production is modelled using a beta distribution with shape parameters that vary spatially. The spatio-temporal dependence of the Gaussian field is modelled using three different anisotropic covariance models, two of which additionally take into account the propagation of the weather fronts that are, at least partly, responsible for the generation of wind energy. The mean of the Gaussian field is estimated locally by inverting the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the proportion of positive wind energy. The proposed methodology is applied to a portfolio of 30 wind farms in western Denmark and results show that even the simple covariance models used in the analysis perform well in terms of calibration. This study reveals important features of the spatio-temporal correlations present in wind power data that should be extendible to other wind power time series.
1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis consists of a number of papers as well as seven chapters that provide a foundation for the appended papers. For brevity, in this thesis, we refer to the papers included in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C only as Paper A, Paper B and Paper C, respectively.

Chapter 2 provides some background on wind power forecasting, comments on various categories of wind power prediction, and gives an overview of the problem in terms of different applications at each prediction category. Furthermore, the major challenges encountered when building models to predict wind power generation are presented.

Chapter 3 provides a description of both point and probabilistic forecast scores that are used to quantify the performance of the proposed methods. Point forecasts are assessed using the familiar root mean square error (RMSE), bias and mean absolute error (MAE). To evaluate probabilistic density forecasts, the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), reliability and sharpness diagrams are introduced.

Chapter 4 introduces general methods for inference and prediction of spatial and spatio-temporal data sets. It starts by introducing the conventional best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP), also called spatial kriging predictor in geostatistics. The next idea is to generalize the kriging predictor to include the temporal dimension. This results in the spatiotemporal kriging predictor, which is used later on for predicting wind power production. Then, an alternative and computationally efficient methodology for spatial prediction that takes advantage of a Markov representation of the Matérn covariance family in a continuous space is introduced and a scalable inference methodology using INLA is shortly described. The extension of the spatial predictor to the spatio-temporal case is presented and it is illustrated how the INLA-SPDE methodology can be used for modelling spatio-temporal data sets.

Chapter 5 describes three different models to wind power forecasting, with techniques that handle the aforementioned numerical characteristics of wind power, such as the non-Gaussian character and the probability masses in the distribution. First, we introduce the hurdle model, which makes use of a Bernoulli-
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distributed random variable to account for the probability of wind power occurrence, and a skewed continuous distribution for the non-zero values. Next, we propose the use of the generalized logit distribution and transformation to reduce the influence of the bounds and to make the assumption of a Gaussian distribution more appropriate. The last representation is based on anisotropic spatio-temporal correlation models to account for the propagation of weather fronts, and a truncated Gaussian random field to accommodate the probability masses due to chains of zeros, that can occur, for instance, when there is absence of wind, severe weather conditions or maintenance of the turbines.

Subsequently, Chapter 6 presents the main results from applying the techniques in Chapters 4 and 5 to a data set of wind power generation in Denmark. This chapter starts with the problem of purely spatial prediction. Then, it moves to the critical component of modelling the spatio-temporal correlations in wind power data. The results for individual, aggregated and spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts are provided.

Finally, Chapter 7 reflects on what we have learned from the work reported in this thesis and concludes.
Introduction
Chapter 2

Basics of wind power prediction

Before proceeding to the prediction methods and the actual models and applications, it is important to understand the different aspects that constitute wind power forecasting and the inherent limitations of the problem. This chapter comprises an introduction to some of the different paths that can be explored when forecasting wind power as well as their applicability. It also provides a discussion of the major challenges that are usually encountered when predicting wind power generation due to the variable and intermittent nature of wind, and how these issues have been addressed in the existing research.

The recognition of the difficulties involved in the forecasting of wind power can be traced back to the 1980s, when Brown et al. (1984) identified the need of forecasting wind power a few hours ahead to ensure efficient power utilization when a wind power generator is supplying power to an energy system. As one of the first proposals in the wind forecasting literature, Brown et al. (1984) used a purely temporal model consisting of an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) for predicting wind speed at lead times between a few hours and a few days. Over the following years, with the growth of wind energy in total installed power
capacity around the world, research activity in this area has rapidly increased.

An extensive literature review of the state-of-the-art in short term (i.e., less than 6 hours) prediction of wind power from 2011 was presented in Giebel et al. (2011). A review of short-term wind speed forecasting for power system operations can be found in Zhu and Genton (2012) and Foley et al. (2012). A particular important conclusion of the papers discussed in these reviews is that for short term horizons, statistical methods using local measurements as input are superior to physical models that consider numerical weather predictions.

2.1 Categories of wind power prediction

Depending on the nature of the wind power series and on the objective of the study, one could predict - or forecast, as we will use these terms indistinguishably - on different spatial and temporal scales. For instance, distribution system operators may be concerned with individual wind farms connected to their system, while a transmission system operator may be interested in the aggregated wind power generation over pre-defined areas. Likewise, some decision making problems can benefit from spatiotemporal forecasts since these require only measurements from a certain number of wind farms to predict the entire power production over a region.

While some users of wind power predictions can benefit from point forecasts, which are easy to interpret and communicate, in decision making problems such as bidding optimally in day-ahead markets, it is not sufficient to know only the expected power generation and therefore probabilistic forecasts are needed. In this thesis, we generate forecasts of wind power generation at individual and aggregated levels. Moreover, both spatial and spatio-temporal prediction are obtained. We assess the quality of predictive performance of the proposed methods using point and probabilistic forecast scores. In the following sections, we describe and motivate these different types of forecasts.
2.1 Categories of wind power prediction

2.1.1 Individual vs aggregated prediction

Individual wind power refers to the power generated from a single wind farm, which is composed of individual turbines that can be located several kilometers apart. Based on this, aggregated wind power is defined as the sum of the power produced by all wind farms in a system. Usually, the aggregation is over a portfolio of wind farms that belong to the same power grid or over wind farms located in the same region or country.

Aggregated and individual forecasts may support different types of decisions. From the point of view of a wind farm operator, forecasts of individual farms improve decision making regarding the management of the immediate regulating and spinning reserves, which is essential given the financial penalties that are incurred for deviating from the declared power levels. Forecasting at the individual level is also important for system operators, who may be interested in the production of the individual wind farms connected to their system. On the other hand, many larger clients, e.g., the TSOs or traders, are not only concerned with the production of individual wind farms but also with their entire generation portfolio. Particularly, TSOs rely on the forecasts of the aggregate power over a region for planning the generation of the conventional units and to estimate reserves (Ortega-Vazquez and Kirschen, 2009). Also, since forecasting aggregated wind power of a set of wind farms gives the estimated total level of wind power generation available for dispatch to customers through the grid, this type of forecast is important for power generation companies.

In terms of variability of the underlying process, aggregating uncertainty across all wind farms in a certain area smooths the wind power time series and the forecasting errors, which in turn provides information that fluctuates less than those from individual wind farms. In this sense, while the marginal distribution of wind power production data at a single site possesses tails that are heavier than the Gaussian as well as chains of zeros that are usually present when observing a long period of time, aggregated data is easier to forecast because abrupt changes and intermittency are less likely to occur. Another important aspect is that the state-of-the-art wind power prediction systems mainly provide forecasts for single wind farms (Tastu et al., 2011).

One should notice that forecasts of aggregated wind power can be obtained
either by modelling the aggregated wind power as a univariate time series or by modelling the individual wind farms separately and calculating the total wind power prediction by adding up the individual predictions. Modelling the aggregated wind power time series directly has the advantage that the variability of the generated power is lower at an aggregate level than at the single wind farm level. Conversely, when modelling the wind farms separately, one can take into account the spatio-temporal correlations among individual wind farms, which may improve the results for the aggregated forecast. In addition, in this way, forecasts of the individual and aggregated power production are obtained simultaneously, so that the user can decide which information to use depending on the goal. In this work, we consider the problem of separately modelling the individual wind farms and obtaining the aggregated forecasts as the sum of the individual ones.

2.1.2 Spatial vs spatio-temporal prediction

Spatio-temporal processes involve dependencies across a large range of spatial and temporal scales. Usually, in order to understand such processes, observations or measurements are taken. In some situations, however, a temporal snapshot of a physical phenomena on the entire domain, which can be aggregated over time or a frozen temporal space-time process, gives rise to a spatial field. The spatial (and spatio-temporal) statistics literature is often divided into three main branches: geostatistics, lattice data and point patterns (Cressie, 1993), (Banerjee et al., 2014). This thesis mainly focuses on geostatistical models; also referred to as spatially continuous models. The idea behind this is that there is an underlying process that governs a particular physical phenomenon, while data is only observed at a finite set of locations. The discrete sampled data could be, for instance, measurements of wind power generation at several different wind farms.

When prediction is desired, several methods can be used to estimate the values of a target quantity at unvisited locations. One of the most common ways of obtaining predictions of spatial processes is the so called kriging method and its variants (Matheron, 1963), which is outlined in Section 4.1. Geostatistical methods such as kriging can also be applied to spatio-temporal problems
2.1 Categories of wind power prediction

by treating time as an additional dimension. Section 4.1.2 gives an introduction to kriging in its extended spatio-temporal form. As in kriging, Gaussian processes are often used for modelling data in space and time; they have the advantage of being completely characterized by the mean and the covariance function. However, directly working with a spatio-temporal covariance function may quickly become too computationally demanding for large data sets. Alternatively to traditional covariance based modelling, Lindgren et al. (2011) use SPDEs and carry out the practical computations using Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) representations. More details on the SPDE approach can be found in Section 4.2.

In the wind power context, spatial prediction is of relevance for a number of operational problems where wind power generation is only observed at a limited number of wind farms, while decision-making problems may require an overview of power generation at all sites over a region. The idea is based on the fact that generally there is not enough data available for all the wind farms, and even when it is available, the computational load to calculate forecasts for all of them can be very high. Several spatial interpolation techniques are available to predict the wind speed in locations where data is not available; for example kriging methods to estimate mean surfaces of wind speed and velocity are used in Cellura et al. (2008) and Luo et al. (2008), respectively. Lenzi et al. (2016) used a hierarchical model in which spatial correlation is captured by a latent Gaussian field for obtaining probabilistic predictions of wind power generation at two different time scales. Examples of spatial estimation using geographic information system (GIS) include Hossain et al. (2011), Sliz-Szkliniarz and Vogt (2011) and Etienne et al. (2010).

When the interest lies in predictions over time, as for short-term wind power prediction, models that take into account the temporal dependency are needed. For this purpose, a commonly used approach is based on time series analysis, where the process is determined by the most recent measurements only at the location where prediction is desired, and therefore, does not take the spatio-temporal dependency into consideration. However, when data is collected across time and space, treating the problem of modelling and predicting as a spatio-temporal one has been shown to have several advantages. For instance, time series models that only use historical data at a single site do not provide a straightforward way to extrapolate predictions at unmonitored locations, since
the spatial aspect is disregarded. Moreover, modelling and forecasting spatio-
temporal features is essential in order to evaluate the uncertainty of aggregate
generation forecasts (Lenzi et al., 2017).

The potential benefits of using spatio-temporal information were realised in Xie
et al. (2014) and have been explored recently in several applications. An analysis
of the spatio-temporal structure of wind power prediction errors in Denmark is
done in Tastu et al. (2011) and later generalized using a larger data set in
Girard and Allard (2013). For forecasting at a target single location, Tastu
et al. (2014) showed that using multiple wind farms as explanatory variables
improves the quality of the forecasts. In a setting for predicting at large spatial
scales, Sanandaji et al. (2015) introduced a sparse spatio-temporal predictor
inspired by techniques from compressive sensing. A spatial model with the
dependence described through a Gaussian random field for the instantaneous
estimation of wind power at a large number of unobserved sites was used in
Lenzi et al. (2015). For very-short-term probabilistic forecasts, Dowell and
Pinson (2016) introduced a vector-valued spatio-temporal process (sVAR) to
model the location parameter of the wind power distribution. An alternative
type of forecast based on the probability of the wind speed increasing, decreasing
or remaining the same during the next time period was introduced in Yoder et al.
(2014). Other contributions built probabilistic spatio-temporal models using
sparse Gaussian random fields, which resulted in computational benefits due to
factorization algorithms but are limited to data sets of modest sizes (Wytock

2.1.3 Point vs probabilistic prediction

A point forecast consists of a single prediction value of some future observation.
Because it has an intuitive interpretation and a non-expert can communicate
point forecasts with relative ease, it is still used by several practitioners (Jones
and Clark, 2011). However, in many applications, such forecasts are not informa-
tive enough, due to the inherent uncertainties, and they provide no information
as to how confident one can be. More detailed information about the future ob-
servation can be obtained by using probabilistic forecasts; this type of forecast
is more informative than a point forecast, since it provides an estimate of the
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likelihood of a range of possible outcomes. Another aspect to consider is the fact that a point forecast can always be obtained, for instance, by taking the conditional expectation when the predictive probability distribution is available.

Probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation can be expressed in a variety of forms. Quantile forecasts, for instance, inform about the probability that the production will be less than a certain value. Similarly, an interval forecast estimates the probability that the production will fall within a certain interval. A more complete evaluation of probabilistic forecasts can be obtained using a predictive probability distribution over future observations, which can be a parametric or a non-parametric one, see Zhang et al. (2014) for a review on those techniques.

While most of the early literature focused on point forecasts, in recent years, with a clear need to quantify the inherent uncertainties in wind, more emphasis has been placed on probabilistic forecasts, see e.g. Bremnes (2004) and Pinson and Kariniotakis (2010). The additional value of using probabilistic forecasts, compared to point forecasts, has been demonstrated in several applications. Indeed, probabilistic forecasts are the optimal input to a large class of decision-making problems, where the optimal bid is not the expected power but a quantile (Pinson et al., 2007). Other examples of decision making situations that require probabilistic wind power forecasts are economic load dispatch and stochastic unit commitment (Liu, 2010), (Botterud et al., 2013), assessment of operating costs (Ortega-Vazquez and Kirschen, 2010) and reserve quantification (Bessa et al., 2012). More generally, Gneiting et al. (2008) claimed that probabilistic forecasts are a prerequisite for optimal decision-making under uncertainty.

In this thesis, while point forecasts are evaluated by taking the mean or median of the predictive probability distribution, all the methods used for predicting wind power production provide a parametric distribution as probabilistic forecasts.
2.2 Challenges in predicting wind power

From a statistical perspective, accurately predicting wind power and quantifying the uncertainties of the predictions is a challenging problem. Indeed, the statistical distribution of wind power data is characterized by the presence of complex temporal and spatial structures that are not well encompassed by stationary models. Also, the intermittent nature of wind leads to a spike at zero in the empirical distribution, which is difficult to model. In this section, we describe some of the challenges in modelling and forecasting wind power that we faced throughout this work, their relevance and how they are usually handled.

2.2.1 Boundedness and skewness

First of all, wind power is bounded below by zero when no turbines are operating, and above by the nominal capacity, when all turbines are generating their rated power output. As a result, models that exclude negative values and generate predictions that lie inside this permissible range should be preferred.

In addition, wind power series are clearly non-Gaussian. In fact, the marginal distribution of wind power production data possesses tails that are heavier than the Gaussian distribution. This is partly due to the fact that wind power depends on wind speed, which has a skewed distribution, often described by the Weibull, gamma and log-normal distributions, see e.g. Celik (2004), Chang (2011) and Gipe (2004). As a result, wind (and wind power) cannot be directly modelled using conventional Gaussian distributions. To work in the Gaussian framework and exploiting the appealing properties of the normal distribution, appropriate transformations are required. Examples of transformations used to model wind data include the square root transformation (Gneiting, 2002) and the power transformation (Ailliot et al., 2015). Otherwise, skewed distributions are usually used to model the positive part of wind data. Distributions such as skew-$t$ or skew-normal are an extension of the normal model and therefore have the advantage of retaining several of its convenient properties. In this context, Hering and Genton (2010) used a skew-$t$ distribution to predict short-term wind speed, while Flecher et al. (2010) built a multivariate weather generator from a skew-normal distribution. Since wind power generation is a double-bounded
process, continuous probability distributions defined on the interval [0, 1] will ensure that the final predictions lie in this valid range. A comparison of the performance between the beta and the generalized logit normal distribution with potential concentration of probability mass at the bounds of the unit interval to obtain probabilistic forecast of 10-min ahead wind power generation was presented in Pinson (2012).

2.2.2 Discrete probability masses

Another potential issue when modelling wind power data is the fact that wind power production series might contain chains of zeros, which correspond either to maintenance of the turbines, calm conditions of wind speeds, or to the occurrence of severe weather conditions such that wind speeds exceed safety levels and wind turbines need to be switched off for safety reasons. This introduces a probability mass at zero wind power, which produces a discontinuity in the distribution function.

There are different approaches for dealing with applications in which data takes nonnegative values but has a substantial proportion of values at zero. One approach is to model a zero-inflation parameter that represents the probability of having zeros, given that these zero measurements come from the same distribution as the non-zero values. An example is found in Hall (2000). Alternatively, data containing an abundant amount of zeros can be modelled with two latent Gaussian processes. The first controls the probability of observing zero values, and the second governs the density distribution of the non-zero observations. Examples of this type of model, used to describe accumulated precipitation, include Berrocal et al. (2008) and Kleiber et al. (2012). In another attempt to account for the zeros, Baxevani and Lennartsson (2015) simultaneously modelled the occurrence and the intensity of rainfall using a single latent Gaussian field. In this case, the positive part of the process is considered to be observed up to a transformation of the observed data. Rainfall data shares similar features with wind power data sets, since one could have long periods of dry days with no observed rainfall.

Within the relevant literature, Messner et al. (2014) introduced a censored re-
gression model to solve the problems caused by discrete probability masses at zero for wind power data. Zhang et al. (2015) proposed a boundary kernel method to eliminate the density peak at the bounds of the wind power distribution. A post-processing technique that uses heteroscedastic censored regression to obtain predictive distributions of non-negative variables, such as wind speed, was presented in Thorarinsdottir and Gneiting (2010). Pinson (2012) applied the generalized logit-normal distribution with a potential concentration of probability mass at the bounds of the unit interval $[0,1]$ to forecast wind power fluctuations at single wind farms. A transformed latent Gaussian field model is used in Baxevani and Lenzi (2017) to accommodate the probability masses that occur in wind power distribution due to the chains of zeros.

In this work, we follow mainly three different approaches to deal with the major challenges that may arise from the marginal distribution of wind power data. In Paper A, we model wind power generation with a mixture of a degenerated distribution at zero and a skewed continuous distribution for the non-zero values. In Paper B, we use a parametric framework based on the logit-normal distribution, as in Pinson (2012). Paper C builds on a truncated Gaussian random field that handles the probability mass at zero explicitly in the model.
One of the biggest challenges in forecasting problems is how to evaluate the forecast performance of different models. Depending on the particular application, different types of forecasts such as point forecasts, quantile forecasts or probabilistic density forecasts, are preferred. Ideally, a forecast is judged by a loss function that is defined by the user to quantify the loss. In a more general way, the best forecast is the one which allows the user to make optimal decisions in some sense, e.g. to minimise costs or maximise returns.

Here, some of the common evaluation measures and diagnostic tools for assessing the quality of the predictions are presented. This will provide the necessary background to understand how different models and prediction methods can be analysed and compared in terms of forecast performances. A comprehensive review of the various scores and verification methods and their interpretation can be found in Jolliffe and Stephenson (2012).
3.1 Point prediction

The so-called point forecasts are often seen from power system operators as easy to interpret and handle and therefore convenient to be used at the process of making decisions.

There are a range of prediction tools, which can be employed to evaluate the performance of point forecasts. Aiming at standardizing the methodology to evaluate point forecast performance, Madsen et al. (2005) recommend that bias, root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) should be used as a minimum set of error measures. In this work, point forecasts are used to estimate the power generation at a single location $s_i$ for a given time $t$. Details of the evaluation of different point forecast scores are provided as follows.

**Root mean square error (RMSE):** It has been shown that mean forecasts are optimal under the squared loss function (Banerjee et al., 2005). As a result, from the $N$ locations, where forecast densities are obtained in the testing data, the RMSE is given by

$$\text{RMSE}_t = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y(s_i, t) - \hat{y}(s_i, t))^2},$$

where $y(s_i, t)$ is the power production at location $s_i$ and time $t$ and $\hat{y}(s_i, t)$ is the corresponding mean of the forecast density.

**Mean bias (BIAS):** This metric gives insight as to whether the forecasting method tends to overestimate or underestimate the actual observation. This is particularly important during wind ramp events, when positive or negative errors indicate a need to increase or reduce system output. The mean bias over the $N$ samples in the testing set is given by

$$\text{BIAS}_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y(s_i, t) - \hat{y}(s_i, t)).$$

**Mean absolute error (MAE):** The point forecast that minimizes the MAE is the median of the predictive distribution, since MAE is a symmetric linear function in contrast to the RMSE (Fraley et al., 2010) (Pinson and Hagedorn,
We evaluate median forecasts by first calculating the median from the density forecast samples as $\hat{y}$ and then we calculate the MAE as

$$\text{MAE}_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |y(s_i, t) - \hat{y}(s_i, t)|.$$  

(3.3)

### 3.2 Probabilistic prediction

Since the loss function and the nominal level of quantile forecasts to be used as evaluation score depend on the problem itself, metrics that compare density forecasts are certainly relevant for many operational decision-making problems. Generally speaking, prediction quality is related to the level of correspondence between forecasts and observations. In the case of probabilistic forecasts, one has to evaluate how similar a density forecast is to the corresponding distribution of the observations. Verification of multivariate probabilistic forecasts is an active field of research, for which new scores and diagnostic tools are being proposed and discussed, see e.g., Pinson and Tastu (2013), Scheuerer and Hamill (2015), Thorarinsdottir et al. (2016) among others.

To evaluate the performance of density forecasts generated by various models, in this work we use the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), as well as reliability and sharpness diagrams, which are described next. Additionally, a complete overview of the proper scores available for verification of probabilistic forecasts can be found in Diebold et al. (1997).

**Continuous ranked probability score (CRPS):** The CRPS is appealing in practical applications, since it is a strictly proper scoring rule for the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts of a univariate quantity that assesses calibration and sharpness simultaneously (Gneiting and Raftery, 2007). A lower score indicates a better density forecast. It is defined as

$$\text{CRPS}(F, y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (F(x) - \delta_{\{x \geq y\}})^2 dx$$  

(3.4)

where $F$ is the predictive cumulative distribution, $y$ is the observed realization, and $\delta$ is an indicator function taking the value 1 if the condition inside the
brackets is fulfilled and 0 otherwise. The CRPS can be equivalently calculated as

\[ \text{CRPS}(F, y) = E_F|Y - y| - \frac{1}{2} E_F|Y - Y'|, \]  

(3.5)

where \( Y \) and \( Y' \) are independent random variables with distribution \( F \). If a sample from \( F \) is available, we can approximate the mean CRPS among the wind farms in the training set for each \( t \) by

\[ \text{CRPS}_t(F, y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} |\hat{q}^{(j)}(s_i, t) - y(s_i, t)| - \frac{1}{2m^2} \sum_{j,k=1}^{m} |\hat{q}^{(j)}(s_i, t) - \hat{q}^{(k)}(s_i, t)| \right), \]

(3.6)

where \( N \) is the number of wind farms in the training set and \( m \) is the size of the available sample.

Moreover, Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) proposed the use of different weights on the quantile scores to obtain a quantile-weighted CRPS, which is particularly useful when one is interested in a specific range of quantiles.

**Reliability diagrams:** Reliability represents the ability of the forecasting system to match the observation frequencies. Ideally, the nominal coverage rate and the observed frequencies would be the same, resulting in points aligning with the diagonal in the reliability diagram. For example, for a nominal coverage rate \( \alpha = 0.05 \), it is expected that 5% of the observations are smaller than the predictive quantile at nominal level 0.05.

To construct reliability diagrams, we start by introducing an indicator variable \( I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \), which is defined for a quantile forecast \( \hat{q}^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \) issued at wind farm \( s_i \) and time \( t \), with observed value \( y(s_i, t) \) as follows

\[ I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } y(s_i, t) \leq \hat{q}^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

The indicator variable \( I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \) shows whether the actual outcome lies below the quantile forecast (hit) or not (miss). Next, let \( n_{i,1}^{(\alpha)} \) denote the sum of hits
and \( n_{t,0}^{(\alpha)} \) the sum of misses over all the realizations
\[
n_{t,1}^{(\alpha)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \quad \text{and} \quad n_{t,0}^{(\alpha)} = N - n_{t,1}^{(\alpha)}.
\]
An estimation \( \hat{a}_t^{(\alpha)} \) of the actual coverage \( a_t^{(\alpha)} \) is then obtained by calculating the mean of \( I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) \) over the \( N \) wind farms in the validation set
\[
\hat{a}_t^{(\alpha)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} I^{(\alpha)}(s_i, t) = \frac{n_{t,1}^{(\alpha)}}{n_{t,1}^{(\alpha)} + n_{t,0}^{(\alpha)}}.
\] (3.7)

Since the number of observations used to calculate the reliability diagrams is often of limited size and the observed proportions are equal to the nominal ones only asymptotically (Toth et al., 2003), (Bröcker and Smith, 2007), one can use the idea of defining consistency bars for each nominal proportion. When considering probabilistic forecasting of binary variables, the method of Bröcker and Smith (2007) can be employed for generating consistency bars for reliability diagrams. For the problem of evaluating density forecasts of continuous variables where no serial correlation is present, consistency bars with a specific confidence level \( \alpha \) can be computed by generating independent Binomial distributed random variables with parameters \( N \) equal to the corresponding number of observations and \( p \) equal to the level \( \alpha \) (Pinson et al., 2010). In contrast, when serial correlation is present, the corresponding Bernoulli trials cannot be independent. In such a case, the sum of the \( N \) dependent Bernoulli distributed variables can be modelled with a Beta-Binomial distribution, see e.g. Ahn and Chen (1995).

Reliability diagrams allow one to easily visualize if a given method tends to systematically underestimate or overestimate the true values. The calibration of the probabilistic forecasts is performed by evaluating the quantile forecasts for all nominal levels, as shown in the example of Figure 3.1. In this example, the calibration is good, since the forecast method only slightly overestimates quantiles lower than 50% and slightly underestimated quantiles above 50%. This indicates that the corresponding predictive density is slightly too narrow.

**Sharpness diagrams:** In practical applications, a probabilistic forecast should be sharp, meaning that the density forecast should be as tight as possible (Gneit-
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Figure 3.1: Example of a reliability diagram. The probabilistic forecasts are defined by a number of quantile predictions, with nominal levels from 5% to 95% in steps of 5%. The calibration is good, since the forecast method only slightly overestimates quantiles lower than 50% and slightly underestimated quantiles above 50%. This indicates that the corresponding density forecast is slightly too narrow.

Indeed, a narrow predictive interval is more informative and more competitive than a wide one when subjected to calibration. For example, a forecast stating that wind power generation will be zero with probability equal to one is very sharp, even though it might not be consistent with the observed power generation.

Sharpness gives an indication of the spread of the predictive distributions. For each nominal quantile and location, a sharpness diagram can be obtained with the length of the central predicted interval, which is centered in probability around the median. For example, the value at the 60% nominal coverage is the predicted value at the 80% quantile minus the predicted value at the 20% quantile. The final predicted interval size is the average size of the predicted
intervals over the $N$ locations in the testing set and can be written as

$$
\delta_{\alpha} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{q}(s_i, t)^{(1-\alpha/2)} - \hat{q}(s_i, t)^{\alpha/2}),
$$

(3.8)

where $\hat{q}(s_i, t)^{(\alpha)}$ is the quantile forecast with nominal coverage $\alpha$ estimated at wind farm $s_i$ and time $t$. 
Methods of prediction evaluation
In this chapter, the methodologies that are along this work for predicting wind power generation are shortly introduced. The chapter starts by describing the standard spatial kriging, which is used as a benchmark in Paper A. Then it gives the details of extending the spatial kriging to the context of spatio-temporal predictions as suggested in Paper C. Next, the novel techniques to spatial modelling, the INLA (Rue et al., 2009) and the SPDE (Lindgren et al., 2011) approaches are shortly described, as they are used to perform inference and prediction in Paper A and B. Finally, motivated by Paper B, an application of the INLA-SPDE approach to model spatio-temporal data sets is given.
4.1 Kriging as a benchmark method

4.1.1 Spatial kriging

When the interest lies in modelling continuous spatial variables that are measured only at a finite set of points in a given region and in predicting their values at unobserved locations, kriging methods can be employed. Kriging is a methodology for spatial prediction developed by Matheron (1963). It has its roots in the mid nineteenth century, with the work of Krige (1951) in the field of mining engineering. Kriging is an interpolation technique in which the surrounding measured values are used in a linear combination to obtain a prediction at an unmeasured location (McDonnell, 1995). It is the optimal linear predictor of \( Z(s_0) \) at location \( s_0 \in D_s \).

At an unsampled location \( s_0 \), \( Z(s_0) \) is estimated by the kriging prediction

\[
Z^*(s_0) = k + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i Z(s_i) = k + \lambda^T \mathbf{Z},
\]

where \( \lambda_i \) is the weight assigned to the observation point \( Z(s_i) \) and \( n \) is the number of neighbours that are considered for the estimation of \( Z(s_0) \).

Values of \( \lambda \) and \( k \) are found by minimizing the mean squared prediction error,

\[
\mathbb{E}\left( Z(s_0) - \lambda^T \mathbf{Z} - k \right)^2 = \text{Var}\left( Z(s_0) - \lambda^T \mathbf{Z} - k \right) + \left( \mu(s_0) - \lambda^T \mu - k \right)^2,
\]

where \( \mu \equiv (\mu(s_1), \ldots, \mu(s_n))^T, s \in D_s. \)

The second term in (4.2), \( \left( \mu(s_0) - \lambda^T \mu - k \right)^2 \), is minimized if \( k \) satisfies

\[
k = \mu(s_0) - \lambda^T \mu,
\]

and the first term in this equation can be written as

\[
\text{Cov}(s_0, s_0) + \lambda^T \Sigma \lambda - 2 \lambda^T \mathbf{c}^T,
\]

where \( \mathbf{c} \equiv (\text{Cov}(s_0, s_1), \ldots, \text{Cov}(s_0, s_n))^T \) and \( \Sigma \) is a \( n \times n \) matrix whose \( (i, j) \)th
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Element is \( \text{Cov}(s_i, s_j) \).

Differentiating (4.4) with respect to \( \lambda \) and setting the result equal to 0 yields the optimal coefficients \( \lambda^* = \Sigma^{-1}c \) and the optimal constant term is hence \( k^* = \mu(s_0) - c^T \Sigma^{-1} \mu \). The optimal linear predictor is given by

\[
Z^*(s_0) = \mu(s_0) + c^T \Sigma^{-1}(Z - \mu).
\]  

(4.5)

Finally, the minimized mean squared prediction error, also called the kriging variance, is

\[
\sigma^2(s_0) = \text{Cov}(s_0, s_0) - c^T \Sigma^{-1}c.
\]  

(4.6)

Notice that the kriging predictor in (4.5) requires the values of the covariances \( \Sigma \) and \( c \) to be known. In practice, these values have to be estimated through a variogram or a covariance function. Usually a parametric model \( \text{Cov}(s_i, s_j) = C(s_i, s_j; \theta) \) is chosen for the covariance function, where \( \theta \) is a vector of unknown parameters to be estimated from the data. To be able to estimate the model parameters, most applications use stationary covariance functions, which depend on the observation sites only through their separation vector.

Depending on how the expectation \( \mathbb{E}(Z(s)) \) is modelled, different versions of kriging predictions can be developed. The derivations above apply to what is called simple kriging. In the case of simple kriging, the mean of the spatial random process is supposed to be constant and known, that is, \( \mathbb{E}(Z(s)) = \mu \), for all \( s \in \mathcal{D}_s \). On the other hand, in ordinary kriging, the mean is considered to be constant and unknown over the neighbourhood of the value to be predicted. A third form, known as universal kriging, arises when the mean is assumed to be a function of covariates, that is \( \mathbb{E}(Z(s)) = x(s)^T \beta \). For more details on ordinary and universal kriging see Cressie (1992).

4.1.2 Spatio-temporal kriging

One of the approaches for generating spatiotemporal forecasts is to obtain the kriging predictor, as described earlier for spatial predictions, except that an additional dimension, the temporal dimension, is included. Here, we describe how the spatial kriging prediction is extended for the use in spatiotemporal
Generalities of spatial and spatio-temporal prediction methods

Let $Z(s, t)$ denote a spatiotemporal process observed at a set of sample locations $\{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \in D_s$ and times $t = 0, 1, \ldots, \in D_t$. For current time $t$, we are interested in predicting $Z$ at future time $t + h$, where $h$ is the lead time, and at $m - n$ locations $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\}$. The $m - n$ locations can be some or all of the locations at which we already have observations, i.e. $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\} \subseteq \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$, they can be a completely new set of locations, i.e. $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\} \subseteq D_s - \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$, or some of the predictor locations can be locations with observations and the remaining can be new unobserved locations.

We denote by $Z_o = (Z(s_1, 0), \ldots, Z(s_1, t), \ldots, Z(s_n, 0), \ldots, Z(s_n, t))^T$ the $n(t + 1) \times 1$ vector of observed values, and by $Z_p = (Z(s_{n+1}, t + 1), \ldots, Z(s_{n+1}, t + h), \ldots, Z(s_m, t + 1), \ldots, Z(s_m, t + h))^T$ the $(m - n)h \times 1$ vector consisting of the unobserved locations and times for which prediction is desired.

For prediction locations $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\}$ and lead times $h = 1, 2, \ldots$, the estimator of $Z_p$ takes the form of a linear combination of the past observations and can be written as

$$Z_p^* = C + \Gamma Z_o,$$

where $C$ is the $(m - n)h \times 1$ vector of constants and $\Gamma$ is a $(m - n)h \times n(t + 1)$ matrix of weights. Both $C$ and $\Gamma$ are optimized by minimizing the mean squared prediction error (Myers, 1982). In the context of the kriging method, time is simply another dimension and the calculations can be carried out similarly to what is described in Section 4.1.1.

We shall consider the case where the mean function

$$E(Z(s, t)) = \mu(s, t), \quad s \in D_s, \quad t \in D_t,$$

is known, which underlies the theory of simple kriging. There are analogous ordinary and universal kriging equations that can be derived in the spatio-
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In the case where \(Z(s, t)\) is a Gaussian random field, the vectors \(Z_o\) and \(Z_p\) are jointly Gaussian, with mean and covariance that are given in the next relation

\[
\begin{pmatrix} Z_o \\ Z_p \end{pmatrix} \sim \mathcal{N} \left( \begin{pmatrix} \mu_o \\ \mu_p \end{pmatrix}; \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{oo} & \Sigma_{op} \\ \Sigma_{po} & \Sigma_{pp} \end{pmatrix} \right),
\]

where \(\mu_o = \mathbb{E}(Z_o)\) and \(\mu_p = \mathbb{E}(Z_p)\) are the mean vectors and \(\Sigma_{oo}, \Sigma_{op}, \Sigma_{po}\) and \(\Sigma_{pp}\) are covariance matrices with dimensions \(n(t+1) \times n(t+1), n(t+1) \times (m-n)h, (m-n)h \times n(t+1)\) and \((m-n)h \times (m-n)h\), respectively and defined as follows.

\(\Sigma_{oo}\) is a block matrix of the form

\[
\Sigma_{oo} = \begin{pmatrix} C_{11} & C_{12} & \ldots & C_{1n} \\ C_{21} & C_{22} & \ldots & C_{2n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C_{n1} & C_{n2} & \ldots & C_{nn} \end{pmatrix}
\]

(4.9)

where \(C_{ij}\) is a \((t+1) \times (t+1)\) covariance matrix of the form

\[
C_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 1) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t) \\ C(||s_j - s_i||, -1) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t-1) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C(||s_j - s_i||, -t) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 1-t) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) \end{pmatrix}
\]

(4.10)

for \(i, j = 1, \ldots, n\).

The covariance matrix \(\Sigma_{pp}\) is also a block matrix consisting of \((m-n)^2\) blocks, where each block is a \(h \times h\) matrix with the form of (4.10), but with \(s_i\) and \(s_j\) running through the locations of the prediction set, i.e., \(i, j = n+1, \ldots, m\).

The covariance matrix \(\Sigma_{po}\) is similarly defined as a matrix with \(n(m-n)\) blocks

\[
\Sigma_{po} = \begin{pmatrix} C'_{n+1,1} & C'_{n+1,2} & \cdots & C'_{n+1,n} \\ C'_{n+2,1} & C'_{n+2,2} & \cdots & C'_{n+2,n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C'_{m,1} & C'_{m,2} & \cdots & C'_{m,n} \end{pmatrix}
\]
where $C'_{ij}$ is a $h \times (t + 1)$ covariance matrix of the form

$$C'_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix}
C(||s_j - s_i||, t + 1) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, 1) \\
C(||s_j - s_i||, t + 2) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, 2) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
C(||s_j - s_i||, t + h) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, h)
\end{pmatrix} \quad (4.11)$$

for $j = 1, \ldots, n$ and $i = n + 1, \ldots, m$ and $\Sigma_{op} = \Sigma_{po}^T$.

Recall that the kriging predictor of $Z_p$ takes the form $Z^*_p = C + \Gamma Z_o$, where $C$ and $\Gamma$ are chosen to minimize the mean squared prediction error $E((Z_p - C - \Gamma Z_o)^2)$. Under the joint assumption in (4.8), the kriging predictor of $Z_p$ coincides with the conditional expectation $E(Z_p|Z_o)$ and is given by (Cressie and Wikle, 2015)

$$Z^*_p = \mu_p + \Sigma_{po} \Sigma_{oo}^{-1} (Z_o - \mu_o). \quad (4.12)$$

The kriging variance is the minimized mean squared error. Under the joint Gaussian assumption of (4.8), it is the conditional variance (Cressie and Wikle, 2015), that is

$$\sigma^2 = \Sigma_{pp} - \Sigma_{po} \Sigma_{oo}^{-1} \Sigma_{op}. \quad (4.13)$$

The kriging equations in (4.12) and (4.13) involve taking the inverse of the covariance matrix $\Sigma_{oo}$, but for large spatio-temporal data sets, this is not always possible. In practice, some simplifications on the covariance function are usually assumed in order to overcome the computational complexity in the calculation of $\Sigma_{oo}^{-1}$. One alternative is to assume that the space-time covariance function can be written as a product of two functions. One is only a function of space and the other only a function of time; that is

$$\Sigma_{oo} = \Sigma_{oo}^{(s)} \otimes \Sigma_{oo}^{(t)}, \quad (4.14)$$

where $\otimes$ is the Kronecker product, $\Sigma_{oo}^{(s)}$ is a $n \times n$ purely spatial covariance matrix and $\Sigma_{oo}^{(t)}$ is a $(t + 1) \times (t + 1)$ covariance matrix of purely temporal covariances. When $\Sigma_{oo}$ is given by (4.14), we have that

$$\Sigma_{oo}^{-1} = (\Sigma_{oo}^{(s)})^{-1} \otimes (\Sigma_{oo}^{(t)})^{-1} \quad (4.15)$$

and therefore the matrix inverses in (4.12) and (4.13) are of much smaller order.
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4.2.1 The SPDE approach

The stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) approach proposed by Lindgren et al. (2011) consists of representing a Gaussian random field (GRF) with Matérn covariance function as a solution of an SPDE. The original idea comes from the work in Whittle (1954) and Whittle (1963), where it has been shown that the solution to the SPDE

\[(\kappa^2 - \Delta)^{\alpha/2}(\tau x(s)) = \mathcal{W}(s), \quad s \in \mathbb{R}^d, \alpha = \nu + d/2, \kappa > 0, \nu > 0, \quad (4.16)\]

is a GRF with Matérn covariance function. The innovation process \(\mathcal{W}(s)\) on the right hand side of (4.16) is a Gaussian white noise, \(\kappa\) is the spatial scale parameter, \(\alpha\) controls the smoothness, \(\tau\) controls the variance and \(\Delta\) is the Laplacian. The Matérn covariance function is given by

\[
\text{Cov}(s, s + h) = \frac{\sigma^2}{\Gamma(\nu)2^\nu \Gamma(\nu-1)} (\kappa||h||)^\nu K_\nu(\kappa||h||), \quad (4.17)
\]
where \( K_1 \) is the modified Bessel function of second kind, order \( \nu \). The parameter \( \kappa \) can be used to select the range and \( \nu \) is a smoothness parameter determining the mean-square differentiability of the underlying process.

The relation between the representations in (4.16) and (4.17) is given by equalities involving the smoothness parameter \( \nu = \alpha - d/2 \) and the marginal variance

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{\Gamma(\nu)}{\Gamma(\alpha)(4\pi)^{d/2}\kappa^{2\nu}}.
\]

Even though the formulation of Matérn fields as solution to (4.16) might seem unnecessarily complicated, Lindgren et al. (2011) showed that by using a finite basis-function representation of the infinite dimensional GRF, one can derive a local representation with Markov properties. The main advantage of this derivation is that it allows for computationally effective numerical methods, since the Markov properties imply in sparse precision matrices. Specifically, an approximation to the solution of the SPDE in (4.16) can be obtained using the finite element method (FEM), a numerical technique for solving partial differential equations. This approximation is obtained as

\[
x(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \psi_k(s)w_k,
\]

for Gaussian distributed weights \( \{w_k\} \) and basis functions \( \{\psi_k\} \). The joint distribution for the weights in the basis function expansion in (4.19) is a GMRF and the distribution follows directly from the basis functions and a triangulation of the space. While the weights provide the values of the field at the nodes, the values in the interior of the triangles are determined by linear interpolation (Lindgren et al., 2011).

Using Neumann boundary conditions, Lindgren et al. (2011) showed that in the case where \( \alpha = 2 \), the precision matrix for the Gaussian weights \( w = \{w_1, \ldots, w_n\} \) is given by

\[
Q = \tau^2(\kappa^4C + 2\kappa^2G + GC^{-1}G),
\]

where the elements of the diagonal matrix \( C \) are given by \( C_{ij} = \int \psi_i(s)ds \), the elements of the sparse matrix \( G \) are \( G_{ij} = \int \nabla \psi_i(s)\nabla \psi_j(s)ds \), where \( \nabla \)
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denotes the gradient. The latent field $\mathbf{x}$ yields a GMRF with distribution $\mathbf{x} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, Q^{-1})$, which approximates the solution to the SPDE (in a stochastically weak sense) (Blangiardo et al., 2013). Note that we describe the case $\alpha = 2$, since this is the value that is used in our applications in Chapter 6. Other values of $\alpha$ have been discussed by Lindgren et al. (2011).

4.2.2 Parameter estimation and prediction using INLA

Hierarchical models belonging to the class of latent Gaussian models can be estimated using the integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) method proposed by Rue et al. (2009). The INLA package for computation in R is available for download at www.r-inla.org.

Latent Gaussian models can be represented by a hierarchical structure containing three stages

\begin{align}
y_i | \mathbf{x}, \theta & \sim p(y_i | x_i, \theta) \quad (4.21a) \\
x | \theta & \sim p(x | \theta) \quad (4.21b) \\
\theta & \sim p(\theta) \quad (4.21c)
\end{align}

where $\mathbf{y} = (y_1, \ldots, y_n)^T$ denotes the observed data, $\mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_n)^T$ the latent field and $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_m)^T$ is the hyperparameter vector, where $x | \theta$ follows a Gaussian distribution and the likelihood is conditionally independent in the sense that $y_i$ only depends on $x_i$ and $\theta$. It follows that the likelihood is given by

$$p(\mathbf{y} | \mathbf{x}, \theta) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y_i | x_i, \theta).$$

(4.22)

The components of the latent Gaussian field $\mathbf{x}$ are often assumed to be conditionally independent with the consequence that the precision matrix is sparse. In particular, Rue et al. (2009) considered that $\mathbf{x}$ satisfies the Markov properties, i.e., $x_i$ and $x_j$ are conditionally independent given all the other components $\mathbf{x}_{-ij}$, where $\mathbf{x}_{-ij}$ denotes $\mathbf{x}$ with the $i,j$th components omitted. This means that for a general pair $i$ and $j$ with $i \neq j$, the corresponding element of the precision matrix is null: $x_i \perp x_j | \mathbf{x}_{-ij} \Leftrightarrow Q_{ij} = 0$, where $Q$ is the precision matrix of $\mathbf{x}$. 
The posterior distribution may be written as the product of the likelihood in (4.22), the GMRF density of $x|\theta$ and the hyperparameters prior distribution

$$p(x, \theta|y) \propto p(\theta)p(x|\theta) \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(y_i|x, \theta).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)

Rue et al. (2009) focused on approximating the marginal distributions $p(x_i|y)$ and $p(\theta_i|y)$. The approximation of $p(\theta|y)$, denoted by $\tilde{p}(\theta|y)$, is the Laplace approximation originally proposed by Tierney and Kadane (1986),

$$\tilde{p}(\theta|y) \propto \frac{p(x, \theta, y)}{p_{G}(x|\theta, y)} \bigg|_{x=x^*(\theta)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.24)

where $p_{G}(x|\theta, y)$ is a Gaussian approximation of the full conditional distribution of $x$ and $x^*(\theta)$ is the mode of the full conditional $x$ for a given $\theta$.

There are different ways of approximating $p(x_i|\theta, y)$ (Rue et al., 2009). The simplest method uses the marginal mean and the variances of the Gaussian approximation $p_{G}(x|\theta, y)$. This approximation can afford reasonable results under certain conditions, but it can also lead to errors due to lack of skewness (Rue and Martino, 2007). A more accurate way of approximating $p(x_i|\theta, y)$ is to use the Laplace approximation to obtain

$$\tilde{p}_{LA}(x_i|\theta, y) \propto \frac{p(x, \theta, y)}{\tilde{p}_{GG}(x_{-i}|x_i, \theta, y)} \bigg|_{x_{-i}=x^*_{-i}(x_i, \theta)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.25)

where $x^*_{-i}(x_i, \theta)$ is the mode of $p(x_{-i}|x_i, \theta, y)$ and $\tilde{p}_{GG}(x_{-i}|x_i, \theta, y)$ is the Gaussian approximation of $x_{-i}|x_i, \theta, y$. A third option is the simplified Laplace approximation, which uses a Taylor expansion of (4.25) up to third order, that corrects the Gaussian approximation for location and skewness with relatively low computational cost. For more details on the Gaussian, Laplace and simplified Laplace approximations, see Rue and Martino (2007).

Given $\tilde{p}(\theta|y)$ and $\tilde{p}(x_i|\theta)$, approximations to the posterior marginal distributions
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$p(x_i|y)$ and $p(\theta_i|y)$ are calculated using numerical integration

$$\hat{p}(x_i|y) = \int \hat{p}(\theta|y)\hat{p}(x_i|\theta, y)d\theta$$

$$\hat{p}(\theta_i|y) = \int \hat{p}(\theta|y)d\theta_{-j},$$

where the integral in (4.27) can be calculated numerically through a finite weighted sum

$$\hat{p}(x_i|y) \approx \sum_j \hat{p}(x_i|\theta^{(j)}, y)\hat{p}(\theta^{(j)}|y)\Delta_j,$$

where $\theta^{(j)}$ are the evaluation points with corresponding weights $\Delta_j$.

4.2.3 Application to spatio-temporal inference and prediction

Consider the real-valued process \( \{Y(s, t) : s \in D_s, t \in D_t\} \), which is a partial realization of the process on the entire space and time domains. Next, suppose that the data stems from measurements at each location $s_i$ at time $t$, denoted as $Y(s_i, t)$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$ and $t = 1, \ldots, T$. For each location $s_i$ and time $t$, we assume a spatio-temporal model, which is used to estimate particular matter concentration in Cameletti et al. (2013) and is given by

$$Y(s_i, t) = z(s_i, t)^T\beta + x(s_i, t) + \epsilon(s_i, t), \quad \epsilon(s_i, t) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1/\tau_{\epsilon}),$$

where the mean surface $\mu(s_i, t) = z(s_i, t)^T\beta$ is a linear function of some spatially and temporally referenced explanatory variables $z(s_i, t)$. The term $\epsilon(s_i, t)$ is an uncorrelated Gaussian process with zero mean and variance $1/\tau_{\epsilon}$. Moreover, $x(s_i, t)$ is the realization of a spatio-temporal process that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics

$$x(s_i, t) = \rho x(s_i, t - 1) + w(s_i, t),$$
for \( t = 2, \ldots, T, |\rho| < 1 \) and \( x(s_i, 1) \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_w^2/(1 - \rho)^2) \). The term \( w(s, t) \) is a zero-mean Gaussian field with covariance function

\[
\text{Cov}(w(s_i, t), w(s_j, t')) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_w^2 C(h), & \text{if } t = t' \\
0, & \text{if } t \neq t'
\end{cases}
\]

for \( s_i \neq s_j \). The correlation function \( C \) depends on the locations \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) through the distance \( h = ||s_i - s_j|| \). This means that the process is assumed to be second-order stationary and isotropic (Cressie, 1992). The marginal variance is \( \text{Var}(w(s_i, t)) = \sigma_w^2 \) for each \( s_i \) and \( t \) and \( C(h) \) is the Matérn correlation function in (4.17).

Using the SPDE approach outlined in Section 4.2.1, we construct a Kronecker product model starting from the basis representation

\[
x(s, t) = \sum_{k=1}^{d} \psi_k(s, t)x_k,
\]

where each basis function is the product of a spatial and a temporal basis function, \( \psi_k(s, t) = \psi^s_i(s)\psi^t_j(t) \). The space-time SPDE is given by

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \kappa(s)^2 - \Delta \right)^{\alpha/2}(\tau(s)x(s, t)) = W(s, t), \quad (s, t) \in \Omega \times \mathbb{R}
\]

and it generates a precision matrix for the weight vector \( x \) as \( Q = Q_T \otimes Q_S \), where \( Q_S \) is the precision matrix for the purely spatial model computed using (4.20). The dimension of \( Q_S \) is given by the number of vertices of the domain triangulation, whereas \( Q_T \) is the precision of the \( T \)-dimensional precision matrix of the autoregressive process of order 1 in (4.30), that is,

\[
Q_T = \begin{pmatrix}
1/\sigma_w^2 & -\rho/\sigma_w^2 \\
-\rho/\sigma_w^2 & (1 + \rho^2)/\sigma_w^2 \\
& \ddots \\
& & (1 + \rho^2)/\sigma_w^2 & -\rho/\sigma_w^2 \\
& & -\rho/\sigma_w^2 & 1/\sigma_w^2
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Writing the vector form as \( \mathbf{x}_t = (x(s_1, t), \ldots, x(s_n, t)) \), it follows that the distri-
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Distribution of the GMRF $\mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_T)^T$ is

$$\mathbf{x} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, Q^{-1}).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.33)

The basis function representation of $x(s, t)$ is used to define a sparse matrix of weights $\mathbf{A}$ (also called projector matrix) with dimension $n \times d$ that selects the value of the GMRF $\mathbf{x}_t$ for each observation vector $\mathbf{y}_t$. The key point is to have a GMRF modelled at the triangulation vertices with dimension $d$ and a response variable observed at $n$ locations. Thus, the $\mathbf{A}$ matrix is responsible for projecting the process from the triangulation vertices to the observed locations. From this representation, (4.29) can be written as

$$Y(s_i, t) = \mathbf{z}(s_i, t)^T \beta + \sum_{j=1}^{n} A_{ij} x_t + \epsilon(s_i, t),$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.34)

where the row-sums of $\mathbf{A}$ are 1, since the piecewise linear basis functions that are used sum to 1 at each location (Lindgren et al., 2011).

Figure 4.1 illustrates the triangulation of the spatial domain at a specific time $t$ for the western Denmark data, which refers to a system of 349 wind farms and it is described in more details in Section 6.1. The triangulation was done similarly for the other time points $t$.

Within the R-INLA terminology, it is possible to use the options \texttt{group} and \texttt{control.group} to specify that at each time point, the spatial locations are linked by the SPDE object, while across time the process evolves according to an AR(1) process (Blangiardo et al., 2013). The \texttt{group} feature of R-INLA is key for the implementation of spatio-temporal models, as it allows the user to specify that the underlying process should be replicated at each time point with a specific dependence structure.

Predictions are then obtained using the INLA framework outlined in Section 4.2.2 (for more details, refer to Rue et al. (2009)). Note that the INLA approach provides the posterior conditional distribution of the latent field $\mathbf{x}_t$ and of the response $\mathbf{y}_t$ for the $d$ vertices in the triangulation. Predictions are then obtained from the triangulation vertices to the target locations by projecting the posterior mean of $\mathbf{x}_t$ and $\mathbf{y}_t$ using the correspondent projector matrix.
Figure 4.1: Triangulation of the domain constructed with the package **R-INLA**, where the red dots denote the observation locations. The spatial domain was extended to avoid a boundary effect.

Notice that Kronecker models generate separable covariance functions ([Lindgren and Rue, 2015](#)), which are simple but sometimes unrealistic. Even though the representation of the SPDE precision structures also allows for construction of non-separable models, in our applications using the GMRF framework we restrict ourselves to covariance structures based on the Kronecker model, which is the model that is currently implemented in the **R-INLA** package (last accessed June, 2016).
With the preliminary discussion of the various features of a typical wind power data set presented in the first chapters, the next step is to consider the potential models that are able to describe the data successfully. In this chapter, appropriate representations for different applications in wind power forecasting are constructed. Combined with the prediction methods described in Chapter 4, the approaches described here allow us to obtain spatial and spatio-temporal predictions of wind power generation together with a quantification of the uncertainties.

First, the so-called hurdle model, which is used in applications where the data consists of nonnegative values with a substantial proportion of zeros, is introduced. This approach, combined with the INLA-SPDE from Section 4.2, is used to perform inference and prediction of wind power generation in Paper A. The second representation in this chapter builds on the generalized logit-Normal distribution. This is the motivation in Paper B, where two state-of-the-art statistical techniques are combined to obtain probabilistic forecasts of wind power production: a parametric technique based on the generalized logit-normal dis-
tribution and the INLA-SPDE approach to obtain fast inference and prediction. Next, focus is placed on how to use a truncated Gaussian field to model wind power. In this case, kriging in a spatio-temporal context, as introduced in Section 4.1.2, is used to obtain probabilistic forecasts of wind power production (Paper C).

5.1 Hurdle model

The hurdle model for count data was proposed by Mullahy (1986). One part of the model is a binary model, such as a logistic or a probit regression, to determine whether the response outcome is zero or positive. To estimate the level of the positive outcomes, the second part of the model consists of a truncated model that modifies an ordinary distribution by conditioning on a positive outcome. Applications of similar models can be found in Pohlmeier and Ulrich (1995) and Gurmu (1997).

First, the probability of having power generation greater than zero is modelled as a Bernoulli distribution. In a second stage, the non-zero values are modelled with a gamma distribution, which represents the amount of wind power generated. The gamma distribution is a good choice for describing wind power values for several reasons. It provides a flexible representation of a variety of distribution shapes while utilizing only two parameters: the shape and the scale. It can range from exponential-decay forms for shape values near one to nearly normal forms for shape values beyond 20 (Wilks, 1990). In addition, a distribution that excludes negative values and is positively skewed is readily applicable for the analysis of wind power.

The hurdle model specification has the advantage of a well-behaved likelihood function that factors into two independent terms, making calculations relatively simple. The first term has only the logit model parameters and the second term involves only the parameters of the gamma distribution (see (5.5)). To overcome the so-called intermittency problem, where areas with small values lie very close to areas with large values, there is an underlying Gaussian field that is part of the linear predictor of both distributions - Bernoulli and gamma.
Let us start by defining a binary random variable $Z(s_i)$ at location $s_i = 1, \ldots, N$, which depends on the generation of wind power

$$Z(s_i) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } y(s_i) > 0, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

where $y(s_i)$ is the observed wind power generation at wind farm $s_i$. We assume that $Z(s_i)$ follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter $p(s_i)$

$$Z(s_i) \sim \text{Bern}(p(s_i)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where $p(s_i)$ is the probability of having wind power generation greater than zero at wind farm $s_i$ and is modelled as

$$\text{logit}(p(s_i)) = \alpha_z + x(s_i)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

with $\alpha_z$ being the intercept and $x(s_i)$ an observation from a latent Gaussian random field with Matérn covariance (see (4.17)) modelled through the SPDE approach described in Section 4.2.1.

Conditional on the presence or absence of wind power, the amount of wind power generation at wind farm $s_i$ is modelled as

$$Y(s_i)|Z(s_i) > 0 \sim \text{Gamma} \left( \phi, \frac{\phi}{\mu(s_i)} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

with the expected value $\mu(s_i)$ at wind farm $s_i$, defined as

$$\mu(s_i) = \exp \left[ \alpha_y + \beta_y x(s_i) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where $\alpha_y$ is the intercept and $\beta_y$ is the scaling parameter for $x(s_i)$, which is defined in (5.2).

The joint likelihood function is given by the product of the likelihood for the
occurrence and the amount as

\[
L(\theta|z, y) = \prod_{z(s_i)=0} \text{Bern}(z(s_i)|p(s_i)) \prod_{z(s_i)=1} \text{Bern}(z(s_i)|p(s_i)) \text{Gamma}(y(s_i)|m(s_i), \phi) \\
= \prod_{z(s_i)} \text{Bern}(z(s_i)|p(s_i)) \text{Gamma}(y(s_i)|m(s_i), \phi)^{z(s_i)} \\
= \prod_{z(s_i)} p(s_i)^{z(s_i)} (1 - p(s_i))^{1-z(s_i)} \\
\left[ \frac{1}{\Gamma(\phi)} \left( \frac{\phi}{\mu(s_i)} \right) \phi y(s_i) ^{\phi - 1} \exp \left( - \frac{\phi y(s_i)}{\mu(s_i)} \right) \right] ^{z(s_i)}. \tag{5.5}
\]

The binary variables \(z(s_i)\) for \(s_i = 1, 2, \ldots, N\) are treated as observed variables in this model. The default values are used for the prior parameter, where a log-gamma prior is assumed for \(\kappa\) and \(\phi\) and a normal prior with a fixed vague precision is assumed for the fixed effects \(\alpha_x, \alpha_y\) and \(\beta_y\).

Notice that the derivations are presented for modelling spatial data only, since that is the focus of our application when using hurdle models. However, the modification to add the temporal dimension is straightforward.

Since the hurdle model described above is essentially a spatial model with a latent Gaussian structure, it is possible to take advantage of the computational gains of the INLA-SPDE methodology described in Section 4.2 to perform inference and predictions. Combining two likelihoods in the same model is a technique that has become common while implementing advanced models in R-INLA, as described in the Chapter 8 of Blangiardo and Cameletti (2015). Specifically, the copy feature of R-INLA allows us to link the same GRF \(x\) to the occurrence and the amount of wind power production (see (5.2) and (5.4)). In this case, the hyperparameter \(\beta_y\) in (5.4) is responsible for copying the GRF in the linear predictor of the Bernoulli variable \(Z\) (occurrence) into the linear predictor of the gamma variable \(Y\) (amount). The motivation for using a single latent Gaussian field to control both regimes, occurrence and amount of power generation, is to prevent areas with very small values from being too close to areas with large values.
5.2 Generalized logit–normal distribution

The generalized logit transformation can be traced back to the work in Mead (1965). It was later used by Pinson (2012) to obtain predictive densities of wind power time series as an alternative to more commonly assumed normal and beta distributions. It has been shown to be a suitable candidate to model wind power, since it can account for the non-Gaussianity and the double-bounded nature of wind power generation.

Let \( X(s, t) \) denote the normalized wind power production random variable at location \( s \in D_s \) and time \( t \in D_t \) with respective observations or measurements indicated by \( x(s, t) \). The generalized logit transformation is given by

\[
y(s, t) = \gamma(x(s, t); \nu) = \ln \left( \frac{x^\nu(s, t)}{1 - x^\nu(s, t)} \right), \quad x(s, t) \in (0, 1) \tag{5.6}
\]

with inverse

\[
x(s, t) = \gamma^{-1}(y(s, t); \nu) = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\exp(y(s, t))} \right)^{-1/\nu}, \quad \nu > 0, \quad y(s, t) \in \mathbb{R}. \tag{5.7}
\]

Assuming that the variable \( X(s, t) \) is generalized logit-normal distributed, it follows that the transformed variable \( Y(s, t) = \gamma(X(s, t)) \) is normal distributed. The density function of a generalized logit normal variable \( X \) (Pinson, 2012) is given by

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} \frac{\nu}{x(1 - x^\nu)} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\gamma(x; \nu) - \mu}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right], \tag{5.8}
\]

where location and scale parameters \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are directly connected to the mean and variance of the variable \( Y \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2) \).

We now consider the more complex case where the complete distribution of \( X(s, t) \) is a discrete-continuous mixture of the generalized logit-normal distribution \( L_\nu(\mu(s, t), \sigma^2) \). It can be written as

\[
X(s, t) \sim \delta_0 w^0(s, t) + \delta_1 w^1(s, t) + (1 - w^0(s, t) - w^1(s, t))L_\nu(\mu(s, t), \sigma^2), \tag{5.9}
\]

with probability masses \( w^0(s, t) \) and \( w^1(s, t) \) corresponding to zero (no turbines are operating) and nominal power (all turbines are generating their maximum
power), respectively, given by

$$ w^0(s, t) = \Phi\left\{ \frac{\gamma(\epsilon; \nu) - \mu(s, t)}{\sigma} \right\} \quad \text{and} \quad w^1(s, t) = 1 - \Phi\left\{ \frac{\gamma(1 - \epsilon; \nu) - \mu(s, t)}{\sigma} \right\}, $$

(5.10)

where $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal variable and $\delta_A$ is the indicator function that is equal to one when property $A$ is satisfied and zero otherwise. We follow the approach by Lesaffre et al. (2007) for modelling outcome scores in $[0, 1]$. For this purpose, we define the threshold value $\epsilon$ in (5.10), also known as order of measurement precision. Moreover, the applications in this thesis are restricted to the case where $\nu = 1$. This leads to the more classical logit-normal transformation, which was recently used by Lau and McSharry (2010) and Dowell and Pinson (2016) for modelling wind power production.

The key feature here is that the distribution of $X(s, t)$ is fully parametrized by the conditional mean and variance of $Y(s, t) \sim N(\mu(s, t), \sigma^2)$. Thus, in order to calculate density forecasts of wind power generation at lead time $h$, $X(s, t + h)$, it is only necessary to model the location and scale parameters of the predictive distribution, which are the mean and variance of the transformed process $Y(s, t + h)$.

### Dynamics representation

As already mentioned, we denote by $Y(s, t)$ the normalized logit-normal transformed wind power generation at location $s$ and time $t$, which is calculated using (5.7). We assume the following distribution for $Y(s, t)$ at the first level of the hierarchical models

$$ Y(s, t) \sim N(\mu(s, t), \sigma^2), $$

(5.11)

where the variance $\sigma^2$ is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise process both serially and spatially uncorrelated. For the term $\mu(s, t)$, we take a Bayesian approach, which leads to other process levels giving rise to different hierarchical models that are described in what follows.
5.2 Generalized logit–normal distribution

Temporal model (Model T)

The first representation is a time series model where each wind farm is considered as an independent replicate of the same random process. The independence assumption is, of course, a simplification, since the wind power production in one location is most likely dependent on the production in other locations.

We assume that the mean function $\mu(s,t)$ in (5.11), which coincides with the linear predictor in the hierarchical formulation, is constant in time and can be modelled as

$$\mu(s,t) = b(s) + w_s(t), \quad (5.12)$$

where $b(s)$ is an intercept specific for each location and $w_s(t)$ is an autoregressive process that can be written as

$$w_s(t) = \rho_1 w_s(t-1) + \nu_s(t) \quad (5.13)$$

with $t = 2, \ldots, T$ and $|\rho_1| < 1$. The term $\nu_s$ is uncorrelated with $w_s(t)$ and independent identically distributed as $\nu_s \sim N(0, \sigma^2_\nu)$.

Spatio-temporal model (Model S-T)

In order to handle the spatio-temporal features present in the data, this model consists of a spatio-temporal process with temporal dynamics as in Cameletti et al. (2013). This type of representation is commonly used for modelling air quality because of its flexibility in including time and space dependency as well as covariates, see e.g. Fassò and Finazzi (2011) and Cocchi et al. (2007). The mean function $\mu(s,t)$ in (5.11) is given by

$$\mu(s,t) = b_0 + z(s,t), \quad (5.14)$$

where $b_0$ is an intercept that is common to all wind farms and constant in time and space. The term $z(s,t)$ is a spatio-temporal process that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics

$$z(s,t) = \rho_2 z(s, t-1) + w(s,t) \quad (5.15)$$
with \( t = 2, \ldots, T \) and \( |\rho_2| < 1 \). Moreover, \( w(s, t) \) is a zero-mean Gaussian field, assumed to be temporally independent with covariance function

\[
\text{Cov}(w(s, t), w(s', t')) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_w^2 C(h), & \text{if } t = t' \\
0, & \text{if } t \neq t'
\end{cases}
\]

for \( s \neq s' \). The correlation function \( C \) is defined by the Matérn, given in (4.17), which depends on the locations \( s \) and \( s' \) through the distance \( h = ||s - s'|| \). This means that the process is assumed to be second-order stationary and isotropic (Cressie, 1992). The marginal variance is \( \text{Var}(s, t) = \sigma_w^2 \).

**Temporal + Spatio-temporal model (Model ST+T)**

This is a model defined by an autoregressive process at each location to capture the individual variability and a spatio-temporal process with temporal dynamics to take into account the spatial dependence among wind farms. Specifically, \( \mu(s, t) \) in (5.11) is defined as

\[
\mu(s, t) = b_0 + w_s(t) + z(s, t),
\]

(5.16)

where \( b_0 \) is a fixed unknown intercept that is common to all wind farms. The process \( w_s(t) \) is assumed to have autoregressive dynamics as defined in (5.13). Finally, \( z(s, t) \) is a spatio-temporal component that has the structure of (5.15) and its spatio-temporal covariance function is the same as in (4.17).

For all the models described above, a log-gamma prior is assumed for the parameters in the Matérn covariance as well as for the precision parameters \( \sigma^2_e \) and \( \sigma^2_\nu \). For the fixed effect \( b \)'s and for the correlations \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \), we assume normal priors.

Essentially, the key feature of the models described above is that they can be handled within the theoretical and computational INLA-SPDE framework, which is described in Section 4.2. More details on the formulation of this approach for the spatio-temporal case, can be found in an example in Section 4.2.3.
5.3 Truncated Gaussian random field

Truncated Gaussian fields are used to model random variables that are bounded below or above by a constant $c$. The idea of using truncated Gaussian random fields is common in environmental science, including the study of precipitation. In these applications, the truncation is inherent to the actual process, given the natural intermittent characteristic of rainfall. Recent papers by Berrocal et al. (2008) and Kleiber et al. (2012) used a truncated model with two latent Gaussian processes to describe accumulated precipitation. The first Gaussian process controls the probability of observing zero values and the second governs the distribution of non-zero observations. A different approach was taken by Baxevani and Lennartsson (2015), who simultaneously modelled the occurrence and the intensity of rainfall using a single latent Gaussian field. Then they considered the positive part of the process to be observed up to a transformation of the observed data. In such a case, a transformed latent Gaussian field model can be formulated as

$$Y(s, t) = \begin{cases} f_s(Z(s, t)), & Z(s, t) > 0 \\ 0, & Z(s, t) \leq 0 \end{cases}, \quad (5.17)$$

where $Z$ is a stationary spatio-temporal Gaussian random field with variance one, a mean that is chosen to make the probability of positive wind power production equal to a specified value, and $f_s(\cdot)$, a positive monotonic function, usually referred to as anamorphosis, chosen to obtain a specified marginal distribution for the positive wind power production at the specific location $s$. The idea of using models in which the marginal distribution of a Gaussian process is transformed to non-Gaussian distribution dates back to the work in Guillot (1999). This type of approach has the advantage of being able to accommodate any marginal distribution, including discontinuous ones.

The model in (5.17) is also a promising candidate to model wind power data. This is due to the fact that rainfall and precipitation share similar features with wind power, since one could have long periods of dry days without any rainfall observation. In what follows, we describe the details on how one could use a truncated Gaussian model as in (5.17) for wind power data.

Notice that the Gaussian process $Z$ in model (5.17) serves a dual role. On one
hand, it controls the different regimes in the wind power production (equal or greater than zero) and it should, on the other hand, provide the exact value of wind power generation after the anamorphosis transformation has been applied to the positive values of wind power production. Also, in order to fully describe the model in (5.17), we only need to characterize the mean and covariance function of $Z$ and the anamorphosis function $f_s$, since the process $Z$ is assumed to be Gaussian.

In other words, to obtain predictions for the wind power production field $Y$ in (5.17), we set the power production to zero if $Z < 0$, and apply the anamorphosis $f_s$ to the positive values of the underlying Gaussian random field $Z$. Therefore, models for the Gaussian random field and for the anamorphosis function that appear in (5.17) are critical for the predictive performance. In the next sections, it is presented a model for the transformation $f_s$, which describes the continuous distribution of wind power generation given that the production is greater than zero as well as different possible models for the Gaussian process $Z$.

### 5.3.1 Model for the anamorphosis function $f_s(\cdot)$

The anamorphosis function is generally a positive monotonic function chosen in order to obtain a specified marginal distribution for the positive wind power production. The restriction we need to have in mind when choosing the transformation $f_s(\cdot)$ is that the distribution of wind power production is right skewed and bounded between zero and one after normalization.

Using (5.17), we see that

$$F_{Y|Y>0}(\cdot) = F_{Z|Z>0} \circ f^{-1}(\cdot) \iff f(\cdot) = F_{Y|Y>0}^{-1} \circ F_{Z|Z>0}(\cdot),$$

(5.18)

where the symbol $\circ$ denotes the composition of two functions. $F_{Y|Y>0}$ and $F_{Z|Z>0}$ (for notational simplicity we suppress the dependence on location and time), are the cdf’s of $Y$ and $Z$ given that we observe only their positive parts.

This means that the anamorphosis function in (5.18) only depends on two components, namely $F_{Z|Z>0}$ and $F_{Y|Y>0}$. Since $Z$ is a Gaussian random field with mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$, it follows that the distribution $F_{Z|Z>0}$ is truncated.
normal with the first two moments $\tilde{\mu}$ and $\tilde{\sigma}^2$ given by the following expressions

$$
\tilde{\mu} = \mu + \sigma \lambda(\alpha), \quad \tilde{\sigma}^2 = \sigma^2 [1 - \delta(\alpha)],
$$

(5.19)

with

$$
\alpha = -\frac{\mu}{\sigma}, \quad \lambda(\alpha) = \frac{\phi(\alpha)}{1 - \Phi(\alpha)} \quad \text{and} \quad \delta(\alpha) = \lambda(\alpha)[\lambda(\alpha) - \alpha],
$$

where $\Phi$ and $\phi$ are, respectively, the cdf and the probability density function (pdf) of a standard (mean 0 and variance 1) normal random variable.

Next, we proceed to specify a model for $F_{Y\mid Y>0}$. Given that the wind power production data has been normalized, resulting in measurements that fall inside the interval $[0, 1]$, a reasonable model for $F_{Y\mid Y>0}$ is the beta distribution with parameters $\alpha_s$ and $\beta_s$ that are specific to each farm. That is

$$
Y\mid Y > 0 \overset{d}{=} B(\alpha_s, \beta_s).
$$

(5.20)

In general, the shape parameters of the beta distribution could be space and time dependent, but since only very short time predictions are of interest in this context, the potential dependence in time is omitted.

### 5.3.2 Model for the Gaussian process $Z(s, t)$

With the model specification of the transformation $f_s$, we can now proceed to specify the moments of the latent Gaussian process $Z$. When defining the mean function $\mu$, one should notice that there is a clear link between the process $Z$ and the observed wind power production $Y$. It is rather straightforward to show that for $Y = f_s(Z^+)$, where $Z^+$ is the truncation of the field $Z \overset{d}{=} \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2)$ and $f_s$ a positive transformation as in (5.17), the following relation holds

$$
P(Y > 0) = P(Z > 0) = \Phi\left(\frac{\mu}{\sigma}\right).
$$

(5.21)

It follows that an estimation of the mean value at each location can be obtained by simply inverting (5.21)

$$
\hat{\mu} = \phi^{-1}(\hat{p}),
$$

(5.22)
where \( \hat{\rho} \) is an approximation to the left hand side of (5.21) and is calculated as the proportion of time periods where the field \( Y \) is greater than zero (i.e., the observed wind power is positive) over the observational period.

To fully characterize the latent Gaussian random field \( Z \), what remains is to specify the covariance function. For the dependence over space and time, we follow the traditional paradigm of assuming a parametric covariance function. In the following, different covariance models for \( Z \) are presented. The choice of such a model is demonstrated for a Danish wind power data set described in Chapter 6 (see Paper C for more details). For instance, plots of the autocorrelation show that the wind power production at a single farm has a slow decay. Similarly, spatial correlation is quite strong even at longer distances. Moreover, analysis of the spatio-temporal empirical correlations indicates that there is a dependence of the correlation from west to east. This basically means that the correlation between a wind farm \( s_i \) and a wind farm \( s_j \) located at the east of \( s_i \) will be larger at temporal lag \( \tau \) than at temporal lag \(-\tau\). Since those features are assumed to be inherent to the underlying Gaussian field, they are also reflected in the covariance structure.

When constructing correlation structures for situations where the correlation depends on the orientation, the idea of a moving Lagrangian reference frame may be applied. Specifically, we can start by considering a purely spatial random field with a stationary covariance structure and suppose that the entire field moves forward in time according to some velocity field (Baxevani et al., 2011), (Baxevani and Rychlik, 2009), (Ailliot et al., 2011).

Following a similar path, Gneiting and Guttorp (2007) suggested a covariance structure that is a convex combination of a static spatio-temporal correlation structure \( C_{FS} \) and a Lagrangian correlation function \( C_{LGR} \). This covariance was used to model an Irish wind data set, see Haslett and Raftery (1989) for a description of the data set. The resulting correlation structure can be formulated as

\[
C(h, \tau) = (1 - \lambda)C_{FS}(h, \tau) + \lambda C_{LGR}(h, \tau).
\]

(5.23)
The authors suggested a correlation function of the form

\[ C_{FS}(h, \tau) = \frac{1 - \nu}{(1 + a|\tau|^{2\alpha})} \left( \exp\left( -\frac{c|h|}{(1 + a|\tau|^{2\alpha})^{\beta/2}} \right) + \frac{\nu}{1 - \nu} \delta_{\{h=0\}} \right), \quad (5.24) \]

where \( a \) and \( c \) are nonnegative scale parameters of time and space respectively. The smoothness parameter \( \alpha \) and the space-time interaction parameter \( \beta \) take values in \( (0, 1] \), while \( \delta_{\{A\}} \) is the indicator function that is equal to one when property \( A \) is satisfied and zero otherwise. The purely spatial correlation function \( C_{FS}(h, 0) \) is of the powered exponential form, whereas the purely temporal correlation function \( C_{FS}(0, \tau) \) belongs to the Cauchy family. The suggestion for the Lagrangian correlation function \( C_{LGR} \) is the following compactly supported function

\[ C_{LGR}(h, \tau) = \left( 1 - \frac{|h - v\tau|}{d||v||} \right)^\gamma, \quad (5.25) \]

where \( ||v|| \) is the speed of the weather front, \( x^+ = \max\{x, 0\} \) and the parameter \( d \) controls the range of dependence. Notice that (5.25) belongs to the class of continuous homogeneous and stationary correlation functions for \( \gamma \geq 2 \) (Gneiting, 1999). In order to obtain a random field with realizations that are not as smooth, \( \gamma = 1 \) is chosen, which corresponds to a non differentiable (in the mean square sense) Gaussian random field.

In a different approach, instead of altering the spatial coordinate, Lau (2011) started from a purely temporal random field and transformed the temporal lag. The suggested correlation structure has the following formulation

\[ C(h, \tau) = C_{ST}(h, \tau) + \delta_{\{h=0\}} C_0(\tau), \quad (5.26) \]

with the following spatio-temporal

\[ C_{ST}(h, \tau) = c_0 \exp\left( -(\alpha||h||)^{2\gamma} \right) \exp\left( -(\beta\tilde{\tau})^{2\eta} \right) \]

and purely temporal covariance

\[ C_0(\tau) = \exp\left( -(\tilde{\beta}\tau)^{2\eta} \right) - c_0 \exp\left( -(\beta\tau)^{2\eta} \right). \]

The time is shifted by \((hv)/||v||^2\), the time needed for the weather front to
propagate between the two locations, so that

$$\tilde{\tau} = \tau + \frac{hv}{||v||^2}.$$ 

The parameters $\alpha, \beta, \tilde{\beta} > 0$ are the scale parameters for space and time respectively, $0 < \gamma, \eta, \tilde{\eta} \leq 1$ are the shape parameters, $0 \leq c_0 \leq 1$ controls the nugget effect $C_0$. In this case, both the purely spatial $C(h,0)$ and purely temporal $C(0,\tau)$ correlations are of the power exponential form.

Finally, let us compare the two previous models to a relatively simple one that consists of a separable model together with a temporal nugget effect, since the same model but with a spatial nugget effect is a part of (5.23),

$$C_{SP}^t(h,\tau) = (1 - \nu)e^{-c||h||}\left(\frac{1}{1 + a|\tau|^{2\alpha}} + \frac{\nu}{1 - \nu}\delta_{\{\tau=0\}}\right).$$  

(5.27)

### 5.3.3 Parameter estimation

Now that the structure of the model in (5.17) is specified, the details of the parameter estimation are presented. Predictions are then obtained using the spatio-temporal kriging framework outlined in Section 4.1.2.

Let us consider the estimate of the parameters in the anamorphosis function $f_s$, in Section 5.3.1. The fitting of this function consists of two independent components: the beta distribution and the first two moments of the Gaussian random field (see (5.18)).

At each location $s$, the fitting of the beta distribution is done by maximizing the log-likelihood of the positive wind power production,

$$\sum_{\{t:y(s,t)>0\}} \log\left(\frac{\Gamma(\alpha_s + \beta_s)}{\Gamma(\alpha_s)\Gamma(\beta_s)} y(s,t)^{\alpha_s-1}(1 - y(s,t))^{\beta_s-1}\right).$$

(5.28)

Under the assumption that the data has been standardized to have variance one, estimation of the mean of the truncated normal distribution reduces to the estimation of the mean $\mu$ of the latent Gaussian field $Z$, which is estimated
using (5.22), i.e.,

\[
P(y(s, t) > 0; t = 1, 2, \ldots, T) = \frac{\text{number of observations above level } 0}{T}.
\]

(5.29)

Next, focus is placed on the correlation structure of the latent Gaussian field \(Z\). To estimate the parameters in each correlation model, we need to first calculate the empirical spatio-temporal correlations of \(Z\). This has been shown to be a challenging problem, since the Gaussian variable \(Z\) cannot be directly observed.

The fitting of the correlation models in (5.27), (5.23) and (5.26) can be achieved in the following way. Suppose that the empirically estimated anamorphosis function is given by \(\hat{f}_s\), which we regard as the true anamorphosis function. Then, from (5.17), estimated values of the truncated Gaussian random field, \(\hat{z}(s, t)^+\), are obtained by applying the inverse transformation to the corresponding strictly positive measurements of wind power production,

\[
\hat{z}(s, t)^+ = \hat{f}_s^{-1}(y(s, t)), \quad \text{for } y(s, t) > 0.
\]

(5.30)

Next, the empirical correlations of \(\hat{z}(s, t)^+\) at time lag \(\tau\) can be computed by

\[
\hat{\rho}_{ij}^+(\tau) = \frac{\overline{\hat{z}(s_i, 0)^+ \cdot \hat{z}(s_j, \tau)^+} - \overline{\hat{z}(s_i, 0)^+} \cdot \overline{\hat{z}(s_j, \tau)^+}}{\text{number of observations}}
\]

(5.31)

where the overline indicates sample mean of the corresponding quantity.

After calculating the correlations of the truncated Gaussian random field, we are now ready to move to the correlations \(\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau)\) of the Gaussian random field \(Z\).

Assume that estimates of the mean values \(\hat{\mu}_i = \mathbb{E}(Z(s_i))\) are available through (5.29) and that the data has been standardized to have variance one. In addition, suppose that

\[
\left( \begin{array}{c} Z_1 \\ Z_2 \end{array} \right) \overset{d}{=} \mathcal{N}\left( \begin{array}{c} \mu_1 \\ \mu_2 \end{array} \right), \left( \begin{array}{cc} \sigma_1^2 & \rho \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \\ \rho \sigma_1 \sigma_2 & \sigma_2^2 \end{array} \right)
\]

(5.32)

then the following result can be obtained by straightforward but lengthy calcu-
Cov\left(Z_i^+, Z_j^+\right) = \left(\mu_1\mu_2 + \rho\sigma_1\sigma_2\right)F(\alpha_1, \alpha_2; \rho) + \frac{\mu_1\sigma_2}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{\alpha_2^2}{2} \Phi\left(\frac{\alpha_1 - \rho\alpha_2}{b}\right)} + \frac{\mu_2\sigma_1}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{\alpha_1^2}{2} \Phi\left(\frac{\alpha_2 - \rho\alpha_1}{b}\right)} + \frac{b\sigma_1\sigma_2}{2\pi} \exp\left(-\frac{\alpha_1^2 + \alpha_2^2 - 2\rho\alpha_1\alpha_2}{2b^2}\right) - \mathbb{E}[Z_i^+]\mathbb{E}[Z_j^+],

where \(F\) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard bivariate normal with correlation \(\rho\) and \(\alpha_i = \mu_i/\sigma_i\) and \(b = (1 - \rho^2)^{1/2}\). The short-hand notation \(Z_i^+\) has been used instead of \(Z(s_i, 0)^+\) and \(\rho\) instead of \(\rho_{ij}(\tau)\).

Next, the correlations \(\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau)\) of the Gaussian random field \(Z\) can be retrieved by minimising the expression

\[\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau) = \min_{\rho} \left| \hat{\rho}_{ij}^+ - \text{Cov}(Z(s_i, 0)^+, Z(s_j, \tau)^+) \right|, \quad (\sigma_i^2 = \sigma_j^2 = 1),\]

where the empirical correlations \(\hat{\rho}_{ij}^+(\tau)\) are given by (5.31) and the covariances of the truncated field, \(\text{Cov}(Z(s_i, 0)^+, Z(s_j, \tau)^+)\), are obtained with (5.33).

Finally, once we have computed the empirical correlations \(\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau)\), the correlation function \(C(h, \tau; \eta)\) with parameters denoted by \(\eta\), is fitted by minimizing the weighted squared errors

\[
\min_{\eta} \sum_{\tau} \sum_{i \neq j} \left( \frac{\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau) - C(h, \tau; \eta)}{1 - C(h, \tau; \eta)} \right)^2,
\]

for \(h = s_j - s_i\). In practice, the indices \(i\) and \(j\) go through all the different combinations of wind farms, but the temporal lag \(\tau\) cannot go through the infinite number of time lags. A certain cut-off level \(\tau_0\) needs to be chosen so that the summation in (5.34) is truncated to \(\tau = 1, 2, \ldots, \tau_0\).

After the model is fully specified, one can apply the spatio-temporal kriging methodology introduced in Section 4.1.2 and obtain predictions of the Gaussian random field \(Z\). Next, given the estimates of the mean and covariance function of \(Z\) as well as the estimate of the anamorphosis \(\hat{f}_s\), the “plug-in” predictor of \(Y\) is given by

\[
\hat{Y} = \hat{f}_s(\hat{Z}).
\]
Then, the resulting predicted values are truncated at zero, meaning that there is zero wind power generation if $Z \leq 0$. 
Models tailored to wind power prediction
Chapter 6

Application to a Danish wind power data set

After having formulated various approaches for forecasting wind power in Chapter 5, we now focus on the application of these techniques to a wind power data set. More specifically, this chapter deals with the results from applying the methodologies described in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, together with the prediction approaches in Chapter 4 to an extensive data set of wind power generation in western Denmark, which will be described in Section 6.1. The evaluation methods for both point and probabilistic forecasts used in this chapter are outlined in Chapter 3.

As we will see, different parts of the wind power data set were used for different situations and objectives. The work in this thesis can in general be divided into two parts: spatial and spatio-temporal prediction. In the following, the main results in these two categories are summarized. First, Section 6.2 comprises an overview of our contributions to spatial prediction of wind power generation. It presents the results for spatial models in predicting wind power generation at two different time scales: annual average wind power generation and high temporal resolution. Next, Section 6.3 shows the results for spatio-temporal wind
power forecasts. It starts with the critical component of modelling the spatio-temporal correlations. Then, it moves to the results for individual, aggregated and spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts.

6.1 Danish wind power production data

The data set considered here comes from a system of 349 wind farms located in western Denmark. Observations of wind power production between January 2006 and March 2012 were provided by the Transmission System Operator in Denmark and each measurement consists of a temporal average over a 15-min time period. In order to facilitate comparisons between wind farms with different capacities, the analyses are performed after the measurements at each wind farm has been normalised by their corresponding nominal power (i.e., when all turbines operate at their maximum capacity), so that they are within the range [0, 1]. The locations of the wind farms are plotted in Figure 6.1.

6.2 Spatial prediction

In order to have a better understanding of a spatio-temporal process throughout a country, such as the wind power production in Denmark, let us begin with the examination of the spatial aspects underlying the process. In this section we present the results from a case study based on wind farms located in the western part of Denmark (see Section 6.1), where we, for example, use the model described in Section 5.1 to obtain spatial prediction of wind power production. For the purpose of illustrating the proposed methods, the year of 2010 has been chosen.

In a first step, the focus is on a model describing spatial variation of annual average wind power generation. This type of scenario is of relevance for system operation as well as for electricity companies, since it provides an average of the wind energy supply throughout the year. Annual average wind power generation is obtained by averaging the 15-min power output at each wind farms in 2010, resulting in purely spatial data. Although the distribution of annual average
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Figure 6.1: Locations of 349 wind farms in western Denmark.

Wind power does not have the problem of probability mass at zero and is less skewed than individual power, there is still the challenge that it is bounded below by zero and above by one after normalization. We model this setting with a beta distribution with a stochastic mean that has a log-normal distribution including both covariates and a spatial structure, which is captured by a latent Gaussian random field with Matérn covariance. To issue probabilistic predictions, we use the INLA-SPDE approach introduced in Section 4.2, and directly compute approximations to the posterior marginals. More details of this representation can be found in Paper A.

Next, we illustrate a methodology for modelling wind power generation at high temporal resolution. Power fluctuations at this time scale are the ones that most seriously affect the balance in the power systems. Hence, having a method that predicts the power generation at a high temporal resolution helps to ensure the continuous balance of the power system. Our method makes it possible to predict the wind power production at a high resolution at all relevant sites over
a country, even when historical observations are only available from a limited number of farms. To obtain prediction of wind power at a high resolution, the hurdle model in Section 5.1 is fitted separately to the data from each time period during the first day of every month in 2010. Then, we present the results as the average of the scores from the individual prediction cases. Inference and prediction are obtained with the INLA-SPDE approach.

To assess the quality of the predictive distributions for the annual average and high temporal resolution of wind power generation, a $k$-fold cross validation with $k = 4$ is used and the results from our models are compared to those obtained with the benchmark kriging in Section 4.1.1. We repeat the $k$-fold cross validation 50 times to reduce sampling bias and variance. The prediction error is obtained by combining the estimates from the 50 data sets. To formally test for a significant difference between the predictions made for two spatial fields, we apply the spatial prediction comparison test (SPCT) introduced in Hering and Genton (2011), where the null hypothesis to be tested is that of equal predictive ability on average in terms of a loss function.

In the following, the main results from the spatial probabilistic prediction of wind power generation at annual average as well as high temporal resolution are presented. The spatial predictions generated by the fitted spatial models described above are compared with the benchmark kriging. This mainly summarizes the work presented in Paper A.

### 6.2.1 Annual average wind power generation

Table 6.1 shows summary measures of predictive performance for annual average wind power generation. The large $p$-values in this table indicate that one does not reject the hypothesis of equal predictive ability on average in terms of RMSE, CRPS, Bias and MAE between the beta model and kriging. This is not surprising, given that here, since the data is averaged over an entire year, the individual noises are smoothed out and the distribution becomes closer to Gaussian.

The results for modelling the annual average of wind power generation indicates that kriging should be preferred over the beta model with covariates fitted with
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the INLA-SPDE approach. Both methods present similar results, while kriging is easier to set up and has lower computational cost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kriging</th>
<th>Beta model</th>
<th>p-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>7.518</td>
<td>7.377</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPS</td>
<td>4.235</td>
<td>4.319</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>5.547</td>
<td>5.665</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE (as % of nominal power) of annual average wind power prediction using kriging and the beta model with covariate. The last column shows the p-values for the differences in RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE between kriging and the beta model.

6.2.2 High temporal resolution of wind power generation

Table 6.2 compares the summary measures of predictive performance for wind power greater than zero obtained using kriging and the hurdle model. The hierarchical hurdle model produces significantly better predictions on average in terms of RMSE, CRPS and MAE than kriging. The superiority of the hierarchical spatial method over kriging may stem from a lack of flexibility of the latter, as it does not consider the point mass at zero in the wind power distribution and is optimal only when data is Gaussian distributed. In contrast, the hurdle model attempts to accommodate wind occurrences with a Bernoulli distribution and wind power magnitude using the gamma distribution, where a shared latent process is included to handle spatial correlation between wind farms in both distributions.

The hierarchical hurdle model additionally gives predictions of the Bernoulli-distributed random variable that maps the occurrence of wind power generation (see (5.1)). We assess the reliability of the probability predictions for the occurrence of wind power generation through the diagram in the bottom line of Figure 6.2. This plot shows the empirically observed frequency of wind power occurrence as a function of the binned forecast probability. The actual observed relative frequency is well approximated by the predicted probability, as the line in this plot lies close to the diagonal. The top plots in the same figure correspond to histograms of the empirical probability (left) and the predicted probability
Table 6.2: RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE (as % of nominal power) of wind power prediction at high temporal resolution when the wind power output is greater than zero using kriging and the hierarchical hurdle model. The last column shows the $p$-values for the differences in RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE between kriging and the hurdle model.

(right) of wind power occurrence. As we can see from the left plot, there are almost five times as many time periods with generated power greater than zero than equal to zero. The histogram of the predicted probabilities on the right side shows the same tendencies, since most of the estimated probabilities of wind power occurrence are close to one.

The analysis shows that the hierarchical hurdle model produces significantly better predictions on average than the more traditional kriging methodology. However, the trade-off between a method that offers more accurate predictions with a sharper predictive density and a method that is simpler to set up and requires less computational effort will most likely depend on the type of application.

### 6.3 Spatio-temporal prediction

This section summarizes the results presented in Paper B and C. These papers deal with techniques for application to short and very-short-term wind power forecasting. We consider time forward predictions at the locations of the training set and at new locations where no historical data is available, which we call spatially out-of-sample forecasts. Spatially out-of-sample forecasts are relevant for a number of decision making problems, which require an overview of power generation at all farms over a region, while measurements are available only at a limited number of sites.
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Figure 6.2: First line: Histograms of the empirical probability (left) and the predicted probability of wind power occurrence using the hierarchical hurdle model (right). Second line: Reliability diagram for the probability of wind power occurrence using the hierarchical hurdle model.

Paper B builds on a framework based on the latent truncated Gaussian random field from Section 5.3 together with a methodology based on spatio-temporal kriging, as in Section 4.1.2. These approaches have been validated on a portfolio of 30 wind farms, which is part of a larger network described in Section 6.1. The prediction performances of the three different correlation structures in Section 5.3.2 are evaluated and compared in Section 6.3.1. To obtain spatially out-of-sample forecasts, we initially randomly select 24 wind farms for training, leaving the remaining 6 for validation purposes. We repeat this procedure 15 times to reduce bias. The forecasts are obtained at time horizons ranging from 15 minutes up to 2 hours ahead. The goal of Paper C is to show the cases where forecasts can benefit from having a spatio-temporal model rather than a simple autoregressive one. For this purpose, we study the performance of the three models in Section 5.2 to forecast wind power from individual and aggregated farms from 15 minutes up to 5 hours ahead, which are summarized in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, respectively. The results from spatially out-of-sample forecasts are based on $k$-fold cross-validation with $k = 5$ and are presented in Section 6.3.4.
6.3.1 Comparison of covariance models

Figure 6.3 shows the RMSE and CRPS scores for the spatially out-of-sample predictions at lead times $h = 1, \ldots, 8$ (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 2 hours) for the three correlation models described in Section 5.3.2. Notice that Paper C also provides the evaluation of time forward predictions at the locations of the training set with comparable results. The model in (5.23) results in smaller RMSE and CRPS scores for all lead times except one. For lead time one, the model in (5.27) results in a slightly smaller CRPS value. The plots in Figure 6.4 correspond to reliability diagrams for prediction at lead times $h = 1$ (left) and $h = 8$ (right). All covariance models perform reasonably well in terms of forecast densities. However, the forecast densities corresponding to the correlation model given by (5.23) outperform the other two models in terms of calibration at lead time 1. At lead time 8, the correlation model given in (5.26) is better calibrated than the other two for quantiles larger than 0.7.

It appears that correlations that account for the weather front dynamics improve the forecast quality as measured by both deterministic and probabilistic scores for lead times of 30 minutes to 2 hours ahead. For lead times of less than 30 minutes, the simpler covariance model generates better forecasts than the more complicated ones.

6.3.2 Individual forecast evaluation

Here, the performance of the models in Section 5.2, when we consider time forward forecasts at individual wind farms of the training set, are evaluated and discussed. The results show that even the simpler autoregressive model is able to produce calibrated short-term forecasts for individual wind farms.

Figure 6.5 summarizes the spatio-temporal forecast performance of the three models introduced in Section 5.2 in terms of RMSE and CRPS. As it is apparent from Figure 6.5, Model T and Model ST+T outperformed Model S-T with respect to RMSE and CRPS when forecasting individual wind farms at lead times 1-8 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 2 hours ahead). For higher lead times, the three models have similar performance. Reliability diagrams for each model
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Figure 6.3: RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts at lead times 1, ..., 8 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 2 hours) for the correlation models given in (5.27) (blue), (5.23) (red) and (5.26) (green).

Figure 6.4: Reliability diagrams of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts at lead time 1 (Left), and 8 (Right). The diagrams were calculated using the correlation models given in (5.27) (blue), (5.23) (red) and (5.26) (green).

at lead times $h = 1, 7, 13$ and 19 are presented in Figure 6.6. The forecasts at individual wind farms produced by the three models perform similarly well in terms of reliability, with points close to the diagonal for most quantiles, see
Figure 6.6.

![Graph showing RMSE and CRPS over lead time for different models](image)

**Figure 6.5:** RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts for individual wind farms at lead times 1, ..., 20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange).

### 6.3.3 Aggregated forecast evaluations

Next, the aggregated forecast performances of the models in Section 5.2 are considered. Aggregated wind power is obtained by adding up the power from all the wind farms and normalizing by the total capacity.

Figure 6.7 illustrates that Model T performs similar to Model ST+T in terms of point forecast (RMSE), but has poor performance according to CRPS values. The aggregated forecasts provided by Model ST+T are the best calibrated among the three models for most of the quantiles at all lead times, followed by Model S-T, as shown in Figure 6.8.

In summary, results from aggregated forecasts show that even though the performance of Model T is comparable to the performance of the other models in terms of aggregated forecast density mean (RMSE), this model does not produce reliable probabilistic forecasts for the aggregated data. This fact is more obvious
Figure 6.6: Reliability diagrams of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts for individual wind farms at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange).

for the lower quantiles; more than 50% of the observed aggregated forecasts are below the nominal 5% quantile at lead times $h = 7, 13$ and 19, as illustrated by Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.7: RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts for aggregated wind farms at lead times 1,...,20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange).

6.3.4 Spatially out-of-sample forecast performances

The spatio-temporal models, Model S-T and Model ST+T, have the advantage of being able to provide forecasts at locations where recent observations are not available. Based on this, using the methodologies as described, we obtain spatially out-of-sample forecasts at the individual and aggregated levels.

Figure 6.9 shows the forecast performances in terms of RMSE and mean CRPS for individual wind farms (a) and aggregated wind power (b). They are computed as the mean of the RMSE and CRPS from the 5-fold cross validations. It can be seen that Model ST+T outperforms Model S-T at all lead times when predicting wind power at individual wind farms under RMSE and CRPS. When looking at aggregated out-of-sample forecasts, while for shorter lead times than 2 hours Model S-T is better than Model ST+T in terms of RMSE, for longer horizons, Model ST+T outperforms Model S-T under the same score. In terms of CRPS, Model ST+T produces better aggregated forecasts at lead times 1-20 (i.e., from 15 minutes to 5 hours ahead).
Figure 6.8: Reliability diagrams of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts for aggregated wind farms at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange).

Reliability diagrams at lead times $h = 1, 7, 13$ and 19 are presented in Figure 6.10. We observe from Figure 6.10 (a) that Model S-T and Model ST+T provide relatively well calibrated forecast densities for individual farms. In terms of aggregated forecasts, we can see from Figure 6.10 (b) that Model ST+T is calibrated, since the line remains within the consistency bars. On the other hand, aggregated forecast densities obtained with Model S-T are poorly calibrated for quantiles lower than 0.75. Indeed, 20% of the observations are below the 5% forecast quantile at lead times 1, 7, 13 and 19.
Figure 6.9: RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts at lead times $1, \ldots, 20$ (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
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Figure 6.10: Reliability diagrams of spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and perspectives

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis was motivated by the growing need for reliable short-term wind power forecasting in order to successfully integrate wind energy into the existing power systems. The long-term positive impact of this integration could be substantial for global warming and climate change. Most of the operational wind power prediction systems issue forecasts for each location individually. In this work, we argue that there is a need to better utilize the spatial structure between geographically separate locations. We have shown by analysing a real wind power data set, that spatial dependence among different wind farms is present and that its inclusion in the modelling stage increases forecast performance in several cases. Following this, new methods that capture the spatial and spatio-temporal dependencies between wind farms have been proposed and compared to traditional benchmark methods.

In order to understand the wind power production in a region, we analysed
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the various features of wind power data, such as distributional characteristics, appropriate transformations, occurrences of probability masses and spatio-temporal correlations. Considering the challenges and features just mentioned, we demonstrated how short-term wind power forecasts at wind farms in monitored sites, as well as at new unmonitored locations, can be obtained through kriging predictors, spatio-temporal correlation models and truncated Gaussian models. Moreover, from aggregated forecasts, we saw that it is possible to benefit from having a spatio-temporal model instead of a time series model optimized for each location individually.

An important part of this work has been devoted to the exploration of new models for wind power data that can be formulated in a hierarchical framework. This kind of model is well suited to represent many environmental phenomena thanks to its flexibility in modelling the effect of relevant covariates (e.g. meteorological and geographical variables), as well as time and space dependence. However, performing Bayesian inference - through Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques - can be a challenging task due to convergence problems and a heavy computational load. In this thesis we have explored different ways of dealing with spatio-temporal modelling while casting the model in a computationally tractable framework. Towards this goal, we implemented a scalable inference methodology using the INLA-SPDE approach and illustrated how this methodology can be used for obtaining probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to date to use the INLA-SPDE approach to obtain forecasts of wind power generation. We have shown that complex hierarchical spatial and spatio-temporal models can be implemented seamlessly under the INLA-SPDE approach that is available in the R-INLA library providing satisfactory results in reasonable computational time. However, a limitation of this approach lies in the structure of the covariance function, which is currently implemented only for separable Kronocker-based models.

Within the hierarchical framework, we first proposed spatial models for predicting wind power generation at two different time scales: for annual average wind power generation and for a high temporal resolution. The distribution of the annual average wind power generation was modelled with a beta distribution and wind power at a high temporal resolution was modelled with a hurdle model consisting of a degenerated distribution at zero and a skewed continu-
ous distribution for the non-zero values. In both cases, spatial correlation was captured by a latent Gaussian field with Matérn correlation function. The proposed methods were tested on data from 349 wind farms in western Denmark and the results were compared to those obtained from standard kriging methods. We have shown that complex hierarchical spatial models are well suited for wind power data and can be implemented seamlessly in reasonable computation time in order to obtain predictions on a country level. This is essential when considering the realistic case, where the power production data for most wind farms is only available with a delay of up to a month. More specifically, while the benchmark kriging generated competitive predictions for the average wind power generation, as it is easier to model the relatively smooth average data, for wind power at a high temporal resolution, predictions generated by the hurdle model were a significant improvement to those generated by kriging methods. In the last case, the more sophisticated hurdle model has shown to be necessary for handling the occurrence of zeros and the skewed distribution of the positive values. In fact, we saw that the kriging method predicted less values close to zero in comparison to the hurdle model and in comparison with the true distribution of the data.

Next, hierarchical models for obtaining probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation at multiple locations and lead times have been developed. The simplest model is an autoregressive process with a location specific intercept. We saw that even though the results for individual probabilistic forecasts were satisfactory in terms of skill scores and reliability, the aggregated probabilistic forecasts were not calibrated. Then, after finding the unsatisfactory results for the reliability of aggregated forecasts, two different spatio-temporal models were introduced. The first has a common intercept for all farms and a spatio-temporal model that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics and has spatially correlated innovations given by a zero mean Gaussian process with Matérn covariance. The second model has a common intercept, an autoregressive process to capture the local variability and the spatio-temporal term. In all cases, to deal with the non-Gaussianity of wind power series, a parametric framework for distributional forecasts based on the logit-normal transformation was used. We demonstrated that modelling spatial dependency is required to achieve calibrated aggregated probabilistic forecasts. Indeed, a case study and simulations showed that spatial dependency is important for aggregated properties, and individual forecasts did not reveal this.
In the wind power literature, most of the proposed techniques are evaluated only at locations with available monitored measurements. This means that these models lack testing for out-of-sample robustness. In this work, in addition to out-of-sample forecasts in terms of time, that are obtained for wind farms inside the training set, we explore spatially out-of-sample forecasts generated by the proposed spatio-temporal models. For these cases, temporal models that require local information for the parameter estimation cannot be used to obtain forecasts. Thus, it is important to have a method of forecasting that is as robust as possible, so that parameters estimated using only part of the portfolio can readily be used to forecast a larger data set, including wind farms at unmonitored locations. In the presented case study, the approaches used to obtain spatially out-of-sample forecast performances performed well in terms of individual forecasts, however, we noticed that having an autoregressive term and a spatio-temporal component was necessary to obtain calibrated aggregated forecasts.

Another critical topic tackled was the modelling of spatio-temporal correlations. As opposed to data driven methods, working directly with a parametric covariance (or precision) has the advantage of keeping the number of parameters in the model low (usually around 6) independently of the amount of data used to fit the model. We also studied the characteristics of the spatio-temporal correlations in wind power and explored the anisotropy feature in the correlation structure. These anisotropies are supported by the corresponding meteorological references that wind in general blows in the direction of the propagation of the weather front. With this in mind, we proposed three different anisotropic covariance models, two of which additionally take into account the propagation of the weather fronts that are, at least partly, responsible for the generation of wind energy. We obtained very-short-term spatio-temporal predictions of wind power production using spatio-temporal kriging equations together with a latent truncated Gaussian random field to accommodate the probability mass at zero. All covariance models performed reasonably well in terms of predictive densities when tested in a Danish wind power data set. However, the use of the richer and more realistic covariance structures that take into account the weather front dynamics outperformed the simple separable model in terms of RMSE and CRPS.
7.2 Perspectives

In this section, we address the limitations of the methodologies presented in this thesis and introduce potential alternatives and ideas for future work.

One could consider extending the spatial hurdle model presented in Paper A to the spatio-temporal domain by incorporating an extra term for the temporal effect, such as an autoregressive component, or by the introduction of a non-separable spatio-temporal structure.

In Paper B, we assumed that the precision matrix in the Gaussian random field can be written as a Kronecker product of two standard covariance matrices, which results in a separable space-time model. This assumption of separability is somewhat unrealistic due to the complex physical process of wind, which is largely determined by both geographical and seasonal properties. We would therefore like to accommodate more sophisticated spatio-temporal correlation functions that account for the non-separability in space and time (and possibly anisotropy). Within the SPDE framework, this can be achieved by representing a Gaussian random field as a solution to the non-separable SPDE transport and diffusion equation. While the current version of the R-INLA does not allow for non-separable covariance models, a strategy to try is to solve the SPDE equation using, for instance, Fourier functions or numerical finite difference methods.

A possible extension of the models described in this work is to include weather forecast information issued by meteorological services or satellite images as additional explanatory variable in the linear predictor. This could give a better insight into the patterns of weather front propagation, however it has the drawback of usually requiring ensemble forecasts to be generated from sophisticated numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.

When deriving the spatio-temporal kriging predictors, if the anamorphosis function \( \hat{f}_s \) in (5.35) is nonlinear, the kriging predictors are biased. A possible improvement could be obtained with a bias correction obtained from the Taylor expansion of \( \hat{f}_s \) around the mean using only the first two derivatives. Another possibility that might be worth considering is based on a bootstrap method to produce asymptotically unbiased predictors.
There is a potential to generalize the ideas from this work to different applications such as temperature, solar power, air pollution and energy consumption. As with wind power, several environmental problems can also be naturally modelled as a realization of a latent Gaussian random field since, in such cases, it is reasonably to assume that exists an underlying spatio-temporal process that governs a particular physical phenomenon, but it is not directly observed.

Another challenging and promising approach is to use vector autoregressive (VAR) models with some kind of regularization to impose sparsity on the coefficient matrix, in order to reduce numerical complexity due to the large number of parameters. The regularization could, for instance, be the elastic net penalty, which incorporates the variable selection feature of the lasso and the shrinkage of correlated predictors like the Ridge regression. This kind of approach has the flexibility of being completely data driven, so that only a limited number of assumptions need to be made.

Furthermore, in paper B, we use a parametric probabilistic framework based on the logit-normal distribution. A natural extension of this method would be to try the generalised logit-normal transformation and distribution instead. However, a method for determining the optimal shape parameter for modelling different locations and spatio-temporal dependencies would have to be developed.
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Abstract Producing accurate spatial predictions for wind power generation together with a quantification of uncertainties is required to plan and design optimal networks of wind farms. Toward this aim, we propose spatial models for predicting wind power generation at two different time scales: for annual average wind power generation, and for a high temporal resolution (typically wind power averages over 15-min time steps). In both cases, we use a spatial hierarchical statistical model in which spatial correlation is captured by a latent Gaussian field. We explore how such models can be handled with stochastic partial differential approximations of Matérn Gaussian fields together with Integrated Nested Laplace Approximations. We demonstrate the proposed methods on wind farm data from Western Denmark, and compare the results to those obtained with standard geostatistical methods. The results show that our method makes it possible to obtain fast and accurate predictions from posterior marginals for wind power generation. The proposed method is applicable in scientific areas as diverse as climatology, environmental sciences, earth sciences and epidemiology.
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1 Introduction

In a society increasingly concerned with sustainability, the share of wind energy in total installed power capacity has grown rapidly in recent years around the world. For example, Denmark has the largest proportion of wind energy capacity relative to the volume of electricity consumption and the Danish government aims at having 50% of the energy demand met by wind power by 2025 (Tastu et al. 2011). The main expected benefit from using wind power as a source of energy instead of fossil fuels is the reduction of carbon emissions. However, advanced forecasting methodologies are necessary to address issues related to the limited predictability of wind power generation. Increasing the quality of wind energy forecasts is not only important in order to efficiently handle the energy demand (Katzenstein et al. 2010), but it also increases the revenues from the electricity market, with the optimization of bidding strategies (Pinson et al. 2007).

From a statistical perspective, accurately predicting wind power and quantifying the uncertainties of the predictions at a regional scale is a challenging problem. Indeed, the statistical distribution of wind power data is characterized by the presence of complex temporal and spatial trends that are not well encompassed by stationary models. Also, the intermittent nature of wind leads to a spike at zero in the empirical distribution for high temporal resolutions (e.g. 15 min interval), which is difficult to model.

Studies on the medium-term and short-term forecasting of wind speed and wind power have received a lot of attention lately. Predictions of wind speed are ultimately in order to predict power; thus, there is a strong link to power, even when assessing the quality of wind speed predictions. The reader should note that it is common to have an
overlap between wind speed and wind power in the literature. Based on this loose behaviour, we talk interchangeably here about wind speed and wind power. A common approach when the focus is on a single wind farm based on local measurements only, is related to a time-series framework that usually assumes a Gaussian distribution for the wind speed response. One of the first proposals in the literature was published in Brown et al. (1984) and uses auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) models for wind speed observations at lead times of between a few hours and a few days. The following year, Bossanyi (1985) used a Kalman Filter to predict wind speed at a one-minute resolution with the last six values as input, and observed an improvement in the RMS error over persistence for the prediction of the next time step of up to 10%. Some years later, Daniel and Chen (1991), on the other hand, used stochastic simulation and forecasting models of hourly averages of wind speeds, taking into account the autocorrelation, non-Gaussian distribution and diurnal non-stationarity, and fitted an ARMA process to wind speed data. On a regional scale, Shih (2008) assessed periodic diurnal components and prevailing wind directions of wind speed time series in Taiwan using spectral analysis.

Recently, in a more general set up, Gneiting et al. (2006) introduced the regime-switching space-time model that identifies the atmospheric regime at the wind energy site and fits a conditional predictive model for each regime providing probabilistic forecasts of wind speed data. This approach deals with non-Gaussianity and with the discontinuity at zero by making use of a truncated normal distribution. To deal with discrete probability masses and the fact that normalized wind power is bounded between zero and one, Pinson (2012) applied the generalized logit-normal distribution with a potential concentration of probability mass at the bounds of the unit interval $[0, 1]$ to forecast wind power fluctuations at single wind farms.

The methods mentioned above use only historical data at a single site. Because the spatial aspect of the problem is disregarded, these methods do not provide a straightforward way to extrapolate predictions at un-monitored locations. Moreover, wind power forecasting models developed for one location do not match the other sites due to, for example, change in terrain, different wind speed patterns and atmospheric factors. It is therefore not straightforward to transpose the results to other locations. In this sense, developing a portable and general model that mimics the spatial dependence structure and gives an overview of power generation at all wind power generation sites over a region is a timely objective.

Several spatial interpolation techniques are available to predict the wind speed in locations where data is not available. Luo et al. (2008) studied seven methods to estimate the daily mean wind velocity surface showing that kriging methods produce more accurate results than deterministic techniques on a country level. Joyner et al. (2015) compared the number of high-error stations produced when interpolating stations from wind data using ordinary kriging and co-kriging. A geographic information system (GIS) based approach is used to assess wind resources in India and Poland in Hossain et al. (2011) and Sliz-Szkliniarz and Vogt (2011), respectively. Cellura et al. (2008) dealt with spatial estimation of the wind fields in Sicily by using neural kriging modeling. Etienne et al. (2010) predicted extreme wind speed with a combination of GIS techniques and Generalized Additive Models.

The purpose of the present paper is to propose statistical models for wind power generation that incorporate the spatial features of all the wind farm locations and yield calibrated predictive distributions with a minimum amount of computational effort. Reliability, also referred to as calibration, of probabilistic forecasts is assessed with reliability diagrams. A calibrated forecast should have the observed levels matching the nominal levels for specific quantile forecasts. Reliability is considered as the main required property of probabilistic forecasting (Gneiting et al. 2007) since it is used as input for decision problems and a probabilistic bias in the forecasts would yield poor operational decisions.

We use conventional kriging as a benchmark method for predicting the annual average wind power generation and high temporal resolution of wind power generation. This is one of the standard techniques for spatial interpolations, as described in Cressie (1988). Although kriging is an optimal method when the data follows a Gaussian distribution, it has proved to be a robust method under a range of conditions (Deutsch and Journel 1992). It can provide an efficient way to linearly interpolate nearby observations and thus lead to an estimation of wind power generation in each station; exclusively based on the mean and covariance structure of the Gaussian field.

In a first step, we focus on a model describing spatial variation of annual average wind power generation. We use a hierarchical spatial model based on a skewed continuous distribution with a stochastic, spatially structured mean that depends on the covariate. The spatial structure is captured by a latent Gaussian random field with a Matérn covariance function. In a second step, we propose a model tailored for wind power generation data with high temporal resolution. This type of scenario is of relevance for a number of operational problems where wind power generation is only observed at a limited number of wind farms, while decision-making problems may require an overview of power generation at all sites over a region. This setting is modelled with a mixture of degenerated distributions at zero and a skewed continuous distribution for the non-zero
values. The distributions share a Gaussian random field with a Matérn covariance function.

Note that for these models, the posterior marginals are not available in closed form due to the non-Gaussian response variables. Departure from normality can easily be handled, but comes at a computational cost (Diggle et al. 1998). To issue probabilistic forecasts, we use an integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Rue et al. 2009) as an alternative to MCMC methods, and directly compute approximations to the posterior marginals. The resulting predictions are evaluated on a case study based on wind farms located in the western part of Denmark, while comparing the results from our approach to those from the ordinary kriging method.

Although this paper is motivated by the problem of spatial prediction of wind power generation, the solution developed here is relevant to many spatial prediction problems in earth and environmental sciences involving non-Gaussian data.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give details of the data wind power data set used as a case study in order to show a realistic view of the methods proposed in this paper. In Sect. 3, we first describe the kriging method used here as benchmark. Then we present the hierarchical spatial model for predicting annual average wind power generation as well as the model tailored for wind power generation with high temporal resolution. We eventually explain how to perform inference and prediction with such models. A detailed explanation of the methods used for evaluation is given in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we present results for the probabilistic prediction of annual average and high temporal resolution of wind power generation, and compare our method with kriging. Section 6 contains a discussion of the limitations and possible extensions of our method and draws conclusions to our work.

2 Western Denmark wind power data

We consider a data set consisting of wind power generation measurements in wind farms located in the western part of Denmark. Each measurement is the temporal average power over a 15-min time step. The period covered ranges from January 2006 to March 2012. The distances between the wind farms range between 1 and 310 km.

The amount of wind power produced at a wind farm depends on its capacity, which is the maximum output when all turbines operate at their maximum nominal power. Since most of the wind farms have different capacities, and in order to facilitate comparisons between data sets, we normalize the wind power data by dividing all the measurements by the maximum nominal power value of each specific wind farm.

We start by modelling the annual average wind power generation in the year of 2010, where average wind power is obtained by averaging the 15-min normalized power output at each of 349 wind farms in 2010, resulting in purely spatial data. The year of 2010 was chosen for no specific reason to illustrate the proposed methods and the other years gave similar results. Note that here, in contrast with the scenario for the wind power at high temporal resolution, the large amount of zero measurements is not present, since these are averaged out with all the measurements at that specific station over 2010. A map of the normalized annual average wind power generation data set for 2010 is shown in Fig. 1. Thus, a value of 0.4 indicates that the annual average wind power generation for that specific wind farm is 40% of the highest measurement obtained for that wind farm in 2010.

Next, to illustrate the methodology for modelling wind power generation at high temporal resolution, we fit the model separately to the data of each time step from the first day of every month in 2010. Please note that the remaining days and years gave similar results. Taking measurements from the first day of each month during 2010 results in 4 × 24 × 12 = 1152 time steps. Since 165 of the 1152 time steps contain a large number of zero measurements, which results in problems during the estimation when using the R-INLA package, we used the remaining 987 time steps in our analysis, so that, in total, we have measurements from 349 wind farms over 987 time steps during the year of 2010.

Figure 2 shows the observed relative frequency of observations with wind power generation greater than zero
for the first day of each month of 2010. In each plot, we calculate the relative frequency for wind farms 1, ..., 349, by dividing the number of observations with power produced greater than zero by the total number of observations in a day. As we can see from this plot, in 2010, July, August and November had lower empirical probability of producing wind power, meaning that the data sets for these months contain a larger number of zeros.

### 3 Models and prediction methods

In this section we start by describing the standard benchmark kriging. Next, we introduce two different spatial models, one for the annual average wind power generation and another for high temporal resolution of wind power generation. The section ends with the methods used to perform inference and obtain probabilistic forecasts.

#### 3.1 Kriging as a benchmark model

Kriging is just the usual name to describe the best linear unbiased predictor for a spatial process $Z_i$ at location $i$ (Matheron 1963). Although the kriging equations also hold for non-Gaussian processes, the kriging predictor coincides with the best linear unbiased predictor only when the process is Gaussian. Nevertheless, the kriging method is an attractive benchmark due to its robustness and simplicity in obtaining predictions. Examples of models for precipitation and air quality monitoring using kriging methods can be found in Atkinson and Lloyd (1998) and Ignaccolo et al. (2014), respectively.

Depending on how the mean of $Z_i$ is modelled, different versions of kriging can be derived. While in ordinary kriging the mean is assumed to be constant and unknown over the neighbourhood of the value to be predicted, in universal kriging models, the mean is a function of covariates.

Two types of kriging methods are used in this paper—ordinary kriging and universal kriging. For the universal kriging, we define the covariate $d_i$ as the distance from wind farm $i$ to the closest neighbouring coordinate on the border of the west coast of Denmark. The initial idea of including this covariate was inspired by maps of Danish wind speed developed to assist the Danish municipalities in their planning work for wind-turbine installation. These maps show that the prevailing wind directions in Denmark are west and southwest. Since the covariate improved the predictions only for the annual average of wind power generation, we use ordinary kriging to model wind power generation at a high temporal resolution and universal kriging to model the annual average of wind power generation greater than zero for each wind farm is calculated as the number of observations with wind power generation greater than zero divided by the total number of observations in a day.
To obtain predictions at unobserved locations, we fit a parametric variogram to the data. Before fitting the parametric variogram, we need to divide the data into several bins by breaking up the distances between each of the points based on a lag size between the distances, and afterwards the actual semi-variogram value is calculated for the bins. We start by calculating a sample variogram from the data that depends only on the distance between the wind farms. Next, we fit a parametric variogram model to the binned data from the sample variogram with the sill being equal to the maximum estimate of the sample variogram. The estimation of the variogram model parameters is done by iteratively reweighted least squares, with weights equal to \( N_h/h^2 \) (Cressie 1985), where \( N_h \) is the number of point pairs and \( h \) is the distance between the locations. The range is set to be equal to the maximum of the distance from the sample variogram divided by two, and a parametric Matérn covariance structure is assumed. The Matérn covariance function is a flexible model that contains as special cases many of the covariance functions used in spatial statistics and is given by

\[
\Sigma(s,s') = \frac{\sigma^2}{2^{\nu-1} \Gamma(\nu)} (\kappa ||s-s'||)^\nu K_\nu(\kappa ||s-s'||)
\]  

where \( K_\nu \) is the modified Bessel function of second kind of order \( \nu \). \( \kappa \) can be used to select the range and \( \sigma \) to achieve the desired marginal variance. The parameter \( \nu \) is a smoothness parameter determining the mean-square differentiability of the underlying process. Although this parameter is fixed to 1 for computational reasons, it remains flexible enough to handle a broad class of spatial variation (Rue et al. 2009). Applications with fixed parameter \( \nu \) include (Guillot et al. 2015; Cameletti et al. 2013; Munoz et al. 2013; Musenge et al. 2013). Detailed information on the Matérn covariance model can be found in Guttorp and Gneiting (2006) and Stein (1999).

We perform kriging using the R package gstat.

### 3.2 A spatial model for annual average wind power generation

Annual average wind power generation is obtained by averaging the power produced over 2010 at each wind farm. Although the distribution of annual average wind power does not have the problem of probability mass at zero and is less skewed than individual power, there is still the challenge that it is bounded below by zero and above by the maximum total capacity of the turbines. As a result, it is reasonable to generate predictions that lie inside this permissible range. We propose a hierarchical spatial model for annual average wind power generation. To ensure that the final predictions lie in the valid range, we use a Beta distribution with a stochastic mean that we model using a log-normal distribution including both covariates and a spatial structure which is captured by a latent Gaussian random field.

Let \( Y_1, \ldots, Y_N \) be the annual average normalized wind power, where \( N \) is the number of spatial points. We use the following parametrization for the Beta distribution with parameters \( a \) and \( b \),

\[
m = \frac{a}{a+b}, \quad 0 < m < 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \phi = a + b, \quad \phi > 0,
\]

which implies that \( a = m\phi \) and \( b = (1-m)\phi \). The distribution of \( Y_i \) can be written, in the new parametrization, as

\[Y_i \sim \text{Beta}(m_i\phi, (1-m_i)\phi)\]

We define a linear predictor for the log of the mean of \( Y_i \), i.e.,

\[\log (m_i) = f(d_i) + x_i\]

where \( d_i \) is the distance from wind farm \( i \) to the closest neighbouring coordinate on the border of the west coast of Denmark, to be thoroughly described in the following and \( x_i \) is a value of a Gaussian random field.

First of all, the spatial correlation of the random field formed by the set of \( x_i \)’s in (4) is incorporated through a zero mean Gaussian random field \( x \sim \mathcal{N}(\Theta, \Sigma) \).

The covariance function \( \Sigma \) belongs to the Matérn family. Instead of the parametrization given in (1), we redefine the covariance function depending on the range, \( r = \frac{\sqrt{8\nu}}{\kappa} \)

\[
\Sigma(s,s') = \frac{\sigma^2}{2^{\nu-1} \Gamma(\nu)} \left( \frac{\sqrt{8\nu}}{r} ||s-s'|| \right)^\nu K_\nu \left( \frac{\sqrt{8\nu}}{r} ||s-s'|| \right)
\]

The range parameter \( r \) introduced in the correlation function is interpreted as the minimum distance for which the correlation between two locations becomes negligible.

Now, we turn towards the component \( f(d_i) \) in (4). Let \( \mathbf{d} = (d_1, \ldots, d_N) \), the vector of distances from each wind farm to the closest neighbouring coordinate on the border of the west coast of Denmark. We define \( \mathbf{d} \) as a grouped version of \( \mathbf{d} \) with groups indexed by \( c = 1, \ldots, 25 \) and components \( d_c \)’s. We obtain the groups by first ordering the values of \( \mathbf{d} \) from the smallest to the largest, and then using bins of equal length with the groups set to the median of the covariates belonging to that group. Next, the effect of the covariate \( d_i \) is modelled as a smooth function \( f \), defined as

\[f(d_i) = \sum_{c=1}^{m} w_i[c] f_c(i)\]

where \( w_i[c] \) is the \( c \)th component of the vector \( \mathbf{w}_i \). We suppose that the vector \( \mathbf{w}_i \) is a set of serially randomly
correlated regression coefficients, normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix $Q$. The vector $l(i)$ forms the series of basis functions. The basis function $l(i)$ could be chosen, for example, as the so-called spline or B-spline basis (Lindgren et al. 2011). However, here we explore the use of explanatory variables as the basis function. We define $l_c(i)$ equal to an indicator function equal to one if the covariate $d_i$ belongs to group $d_c$, and zero otherwise.

Moreover, we assume that the coefficients over the range of the covariate values have a first order random walk prior. The random walk model of order 1 for a vector $(u_1, \ldots, u_n)$ is constructed assuming independent increments:

$$\Delta u_i = u_i - u_{i-1} \sim N(0, \tau^{-1})$$ (8)

In order to test the significance of the covariate $d_i$ in the model, we compare the error of prediction with and without the covariate. Since including the covariate results in a smaller error of prediction, we choose to include it in the model.

Using $Y_i$’s Beta distribution in (3), it follows that the likelihood is

$$L(\theta | y) = \prod_{y_i=1}^N \text{Beta}(y_i|m_i, \phi)$$

$$= \prod_{y_i=1}^N \frac{\Gamma(\phi)}{\Gamma(m_i\phi)\Gamma(\phi - m_i\phi)} y_i^{m_i\phi - 1} (1 - y_i)^{\phi(1-m_i) - 1}$$ (9)

The smoothness parameter $v$ in the Matérn covariance is set to 1 as in Sect. 3.1. Moreover, the function $f$ in (7) only depends on the parameter $\tau$ in (8). It follows that the vector of hyperparameters is given by

$$\theta = \{\phi, \tau, k, \sigma\}.$$  

Default log-Gamma priors are assumed for all the hyperparameters in the model. We obtain predictions for the model just described with the INLA methodology implemented in the R-INLA package to be described in Sect. 3.4.

### 3.3 A spatial model for high temporal resolution of wind power generation

This model is tailored for wind power generation at high temporal resolution. It has a competitive advantage over using a truncated Gaussian process to handle the bound at zero, as explained in Stein (1992). Instead, our model uses a Bernoulli distribution to model the large amount of zero measurements in the data set, and it makes use of a Gamma distribution to model the asymmetric distribution of the positive values. This specification has the advantage of a well-behaved likelihood function that factors into two independent terms, making calculations relatively simple. The first term has only the logit model parameters and the second term involves only the parameters of the Gamma distribution [see Eq. (14)]. To overcome the so-called intermittency problem, where areas with small values lie very close to areas with large values, there is an underlying Gaussian field that is part of the linear predictor of both distributions—Bernoulli and Gamma.

Different approaches exist to deal with applications in which data take nonnegative values but have a substantial proportion of values at zero. One approach is to model a zero-inflation parameter that represents the probability of having zeros, given that these zero measurements come from the same distribution as the non-zero values. An example is found in Hall (2000).

Alternatively, data containing an abundant amount of zeros can be modelled with two latent Gaussian processes. The first controls the probability of observing zero values, and the second governs the density distribution of non-zero observations. Examples of this type of model used to describe accumulated precipitation include Berrocal et al. (2008) and Kleiber et al. (2012). On the other hand, Baxevani and Lennartsson (2015) model simultaneously the occurrence and intensity of rainfall using a single latent Gaussian field and then the positive part of the process is considered to be observed up to a transformation of the observed data. Rainfall and precipitation share similar features with wind power data sets, since one could have long periods of dry days with no rainfall observation. Here, we consider that wind power generation is driven only by one latent Gaussian field that controls both the occurrence and the intensity. Moreover, the probability of having power generation greater than zero is modelled as a Bernoulli distribution with probability that depends on the latent Gaussian field.

The model used in this paper is often called a hurdle model. The hurdle model for count data was proposed in Mullahy (1986). One part of the model is a binary model, such as a logistic or a probit regression, for whether the response outcome is zero or positive. To estimate the level of the positive outcomes, the second part of the model consists of a truncated model that modifies an ordinary distribution by conditioning on a positive outcome. Applications of similar models can be found in Pohlmeier and Ulrich (1995) and Gurmu (1997). Within the INLA framework, Serra et al. (2014) used a hurdle model to predict the occurrence of wildfires with point mass at zero followed by a truncated Poisson distribution for the non-zero observations.

In the second stage of our model, the distribution is a Gamma density for the non-zero values, which represents the amount of wind power generated. The Gamma distribution is a good choice for describing wind power values
for several reasons. It provides a flexible representation of a variety of distribution shapes while utilizing only two parameters: the shape and the scale. It can range from exponential-decay forms for shape values near one, to nearly normal forms for shape values beyond 20 (Wilks 1990). In addition, a distribution that excludes negative values and is positively skewed is readily applicable for the analysis of wind power.

We start by defining a binary random variable $Z_i$ at location $i = 1, \ldots, N$ which depends on the generation of wind power

$$Z_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } y_i > 0, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}$$

where $y_i$ is the observed wind power generation at wind farm $i$. We assume that $Z_i$ follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter $p_i$

$$Z_i \sim \text{Bern}(p_i)$$

where $p_i$ is the probability of having wind power generation greater than zero at wind farm $i$ and is modeled as

$$\logit(p_i) = z_0 + x_i$$

with $z_0$ being the intercept and $x_i$ an observation from a latent Gaussian random field with Matérn covariance as defined in (5). Then, conditional on the presence or absence of wind power, we model the amount of wind power generation at station $i$

$$Y_i | Z_i > 0 \sim \text{Gamma}\left(\phi, \frac{\phi}{m_i}\right)$$

with the expected value $m_i$ at wind farm $i$, defined as

$$m_i = \exp[z_0 + \beta_i x_i]$$

Finally, $z_0$ is the intercept and $\beta_i$ the scaling parameter for $x_i$, which is defined in (11). The vector of the parameters to be estimated is given by

$$\theta = (z_0, z_y, \beta_\gamma, \phi, \kappa, \sigma)$$

The joint likelihood function is given by the product of the likelihood for the occurrence and the amount as

$$L(\theta | z, y) = \prod_{z_i = 0} \text{Bern}(z_i | p_i) \prod_{z_i = 1} \text{Bern}(z_i | p_i) \text{Gamma}(y_i | m_i, \phi)$$

$$= \prod_{z_i} \text{Bern}(z_i | p_i) \text{Gamma}(y_i | m_i, \phi)^{z_i}$$

$$= \prod_{z_i} p_i^{z_i} (1 - p_i)^{1 - z_i} \left[ \frac{1}{\Gamma(\phi)} \left( \frac{\phi}{m_i} \right)^\phi y_i^{\phi - 1} \exp\left( - \frac{\phi}{m_i} y_i \right) \right]^{z_i}$$

The binary variables $z_i$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$ are treated as observed variables in this model. We use the default values for the prior parameter, where a log-Gamma prior is assumed for $\kappa$ and $\phi$ and a Normal prior with a fixed vague precision is assumed for the fixed effects $x, z_i$ and $\beta_i$.

Once again, we obtain predictions for the model just described with the INLA methodology implemented in the R-INLA package to be described in Sect. 3.4.

### 3.4 Inference and prediction

Recall that the ultimate goal here is to obtain prediction and the corresponding uncertainty of wind power generation at unobserved locations. In this section, we explain how to do the parameter inference and obtain probabilistic prediction using the models described in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3.

When the focus is on prediction, latent Gaussian models can easily become computationally expensive as the cost of inverting dense covariance matrices increases cubically with the number of observed locations. A recent breakthrough alternative was proposed in Rue et al. (2009) and Lindgren et al. (2011). The former develops a framework for Bayesian inference in a broad class of models enjoying a latent Gaussian structure. The latter bridges a gap between Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRF) and Gaussian random fields theory and makes it possible to combine the flexibility of Gaussian random fields for modelling and the computational efficiency of GMRF for inference. The method of Lindgren et al. (2011) specifies a spatial model from a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) formulation instead of explicitly defining the covariance function. The key point of the SPDE approach is the finite element representation of the Matérn field that establishes the link between the Gaussian random field and the GMRF defined by the Gaussian weights to which a Markovian structure can be given. In particular, it is possible to find an explicit mapping of the Matérn covariance function of the Gaussian random field to the elements of the precision matrix $Q$ of the GMRF with a computational cost of $O(n)$. References on the accuracy of the INLA/SPDE approach in spatial statistics, which has been widely validated, can be found in Lindgren et al. (2011), Simpson et al. (2012) and Martins et al. (2013).

Specifically, the Gaussian field $x$ with Matérn covariance is a solution to the linear SPDE

$$(\kappa^2 - \Delta)^{\gamma/2} x = \mathbf{W}, \quad \alpha = v + D/2, \kappa > 0, v > 0, \quad (15)$$

where $D$ is the spatial dimension and $(\kappa^2 - \Delta)^{\gamma/2}$ is a pseudo-differential operator defined in terms of its spectral properties (Lindgren et al. 2011). The random Gaussian field $x$ is then approximated by a linear combination of basis functions and random weights
The random weights \( w^* = (w_1^*, \ldots, w_m^*) \) in (16) determine the values of the field at the vertices, and the values in the interior of the triangles are determined by linear interpolation. The full distribution of the solution to the SPDE in (15) is determined by the joint distribution of the weights in (16) (Lindgren et al. 2011).

Subsequently, the posterior estimates of parameters and hyperparameters are computed using INLA (Rue et al. 2009). INLA approximates the integral involved in the calculation of the marginal posterior distributions of the hyperparameters by Laplace approximation while the latent field is calculated using a Gaussian approximation evaluated at the mode of the posterior distribution.

We use the R-INLA package to perform inference and prediction. For more information on the package see http://www.r-inla.org.

Model fitting and prediction of the spatial random effect are done simultaneously on a grid of locations. The grid with the prediction locations, usually called mesh, is a partition of the region into triangles that discretizes the random field at \( m \) nodes. The mesh is constructed by defining the basis function \( \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_m \) in (16) for every node in the triangulation so that they are equal to one in the mesh nodes and zero in all other nodes. The advantage of the triangulation over a regular grid is the possibility to have smaller triangles where there is the need for higher accuracy of the field representation, so the observation locations are dense, and larger triangles where there is no data and spending computational resources would be wasteful (Lindgren 2012).

Figure 3 shows the triangulation using the western Denmark data described in Sect. 2. The red dots denote the 349 wind farms where we have data. The blue line is the boundary that covers all the islands in the western part of Denmark.

We use a copula-based correction for the INLA (Ferkingstad and Rue 2015). The correction is especially useful for generalized linear mixed models that involve the Binomial or Poisson distributions, where inaccuracies in the Laplace approximation can occur because of the very low degree of smoothing in some models. Following the Bayesian framework in Rue et al. (2009), it is necessary to approximate the full joint distribution of the latent field given the parameters and the observations in order to compute the posterior marginal distributions of the parameters and the latent field given only the data. This approximation is usually done in INLA using a Gaussian approximation found by matching the mode and the curvature at the mode of the posterior marginal distribution of the latent field. However, approximations using skew normal densities based on a second Laplace approximation are shown to be more accurate than the Gaussian approximation (Rue et al. 2009). Ferkingstad and Rue (2015) shows how to use the Gaussian copula to construct an approximation to the full joint distribution that retains the dependence structure of the Gaussian approximation, while having the improved marginals from skew normal densities. The correction has been added as part of the R-INLA and adds minimally to the running time of the algorithm.

4 Evaluation framework

To assess the quality of the predictive distributions for the annual average and high temporal resolution of wind power generation, we use \( k \)-fold cross validation with \( k = 4 \) for the three methods described in Sect. 3. The idea of the \( k \)-fold cross validation is to split the data into \( k \) roughly equal-sized parts. For each split, we fit the model to the remaining \( k-1 \) parts of the data and calculate the prediction error of the fitted model when predicting the \( k \)-th part of the data. We repeat this procedure 50 times to reduce sampling bias and variance. The prediction error is obtained by combining the four estimates from the 50 data
sets. Overall, 5 to 10-fold cross-validation is recommended as a good compromise between bias and variance (Breiman and Spector 1992; Kohavi 1995). However, here we choose 4-fold cross-validation since we have a large sample size and want to reduce computational costs.

The cross-validation estimate of the prediction error is measured through the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), which is a strictly proper scoring rule for the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts of a univariate quantity (Gneiting and Raftery 2007). The CRPS is negatively oriented, i.e., the smaller the better, and is defined as

\[
\text{CRPS} \quad (P, x) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (P(y) - I(y \geq x))^2 \, dy
\]

where \( P \) is the cumulative distribution function of the density forecast and \( x \) is the normalized observed wind power.

In addition, we obtain the point forecast for the normalized wind power at a specific location as the mean of the predictive distribution. We calculate the root mean squared error (RMSE) and bias of the point forecasts to compare prediction performances. Note that since RMSE is a quadratic loss function, the mean of the predictive distribution is the optimal point predictor (Banerjee et al. 2005). The RMSE and bias are defined as follows

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} (y_{ij} - \hat{y}_{ij}^{-k(i)})^2}
\]

\[
\text{bias} = \frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} (y_{ij} - \hat{y}_{ij}^{-k(i)})
\]

where \( N \) is the number of data points, \( R \) is the number of replicates in the \( k \)-fold cross-validation, \( k(i) \) is the function that maps the observation \( i \) to the group \( k \) and \( \hat{y}_{ij}^{-k(i)} \) is the mean of the posterior predictive distribution when the model was fitted with the data set excluding the \( k(i) \) part.

Similarly, using the median of the density forecasts as the point forecast, we compute the mean absolute error (MAE). Here, the point forecast that minimizes the MAE is a symmetric linear function in contrast to the RMSE (Fraley et al. 2010; Pinson and Hagedorn 2012).

\[
\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} |y_{ij} - \hat{y}_{ij}^{-k(i)}|
\]

To formally test for a significant difference between the predictions made for two spatial fields, we apply the spatial prediction comparison test (SPCT) introduced in Hering and Genton (2011). The null hypothesis to be tested is that of equal predictive ability on average in terms of a loss function, such as absolute differences, squared differences, as well as when skill score functions. Gilletland (2013) proposed two new loss functions to the SPCT, the first is based on distance maps and the second on image warping.

The SPCT yields a statistical test that accounts for spatial correlation without imposing any assumption on the underlying data or on the resulting loss differential field. The loss differential field is a field giving the straight difference between the two loss functions calculated for each of two forecasts. We are interested in the average of the loss differential field, which is asymptotically Normal distributed (Hering and Genton 2011). Because the loss differential field is likely to have a strong spatial correlation, the standard error for its mean is calculated from the variogram. Here, we use an isotropic exponential variogram to fit the data. Moreover, if a trend on the data is suspected, it should be removed before applying the SPCT, since the mis-specification of the trend can result in a test for prediction comparison that is undersized or oversized.

We perform ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate and, if necessary, remove the trend from our data. Based on the large \( p \)-values of the regression coefficients in the OLS that were obtained when we fitted the data from the annual average power output, we conclude that there is no significant trend to be removed in this case.

The SPCT is implemented in the R package SpatialVx, which is used here to obtain \( p \)-values for the difference in RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE between the models described in Sect. 3.

We assess the predictive performance with reliability and sharpness diagrams. Reliability represents the ability of the forecasting system to match the observation frequencies. Ideally, the nominal coverage rates, which is the proportion of times that the cumulative distribution of a random variable is below a threshold, and the observed frequencies would be the same, resulting in points aligning with the diagonal. For example, for a nominal coverage rate \( x = 0.05 \), it is expected that 5\% of the observations are smaller than the predictive quantile at nominal level 0.05. However, a reliable forecast is not useful if it is not informative. The sharpness diagram gives an indication of the spread of the predictive distributions. It is measured by the average interval size in the case of predictive intervals, which should be as tight as possible for a sharp forecast (Gneiting et al. 2007).

In order to construct reliability diagrams, we start by introducing an indicator variable \( I_{ij}^{(z)} \), which is defined for a quantile forecast \( \hat{p}_{ij}^{(z)} \) made at wind farm \( i \) and replicate \( j \) with observed value \( p_{ij} \) as follows

\[
I_{ij}^{(z)} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } p_{ij} \leq \hat{p}_{ij}^{(z)} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The indicator variable \( I_{ij}^{(z)} \) tells whether the actual outcome lies below the quantile forecast (hits) or not (miss).

Next, denote \( n_{ij}^{(z)} \) the sum of hits and \( n_{0j}^{(z)} \) the sum of misses over all the realizations.
\[ n_1^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} I_{ij}^{(z)} \quad \text{and} \quad n_0^{(z)} = N - n_1^{(z)} \]

An estimation \( \hat{a}^{(z)} \) of the actual coverage \( a^{(z)} \) is then obtained by calculating the mean of \( I_{ij}^{(z)} \) over the \( N \) wind farms and \( R \) replicates in the validation set.

\[ \hat{a}^{(z)} = \frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} I_{ij}^{(z)} = \frac{n_1^{(z)}}{n_1^{(z)} + n_0^{(z)}} \]

This approach to the evaluation of prediction intervals was proposed in Baille and Bollerslev (1992) and McNeess and Fine (1995). Consistency bars for the reliability diagram with 95% confidence level are computed by simulating a Binomial distribution with parameters \( N \) equal to the corresponding number of wind farms, and \( p \), the probability of success, equal to the nominal level \( z \).

In the sharpness diagram, for each nominal quantile and each station, we can obtain the length of the central predicted interval. Central predictive intervals are centered in probability around the median. For example, the value at the 60% nominal coverage is the predicted value at the 80% quantile minus the predicted value at the 20% quantile. The final predicted interval size is the average size of the predicted intervals over all the wind farms and replicates as follows

\[ \bar{\delta}^{(z)} = \frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} \delta_{ij}^{(z)} = \frac{1}{NR} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{R} \left( \bar{p}_{ij}^{(1-z/2)} - \bar{p}_{ij}^{(z/2)} \right) \]

We assess reliability and sharpness of the predicted annual average wind power generation through the diagrams in Fig 4. In this figure we can see a comparison between the Beta model with covariates fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach and kriging of the reliability diagram together with the respective consistency bars (left) and sharpness diagram (right). The Beta model tends to overestimate the annual average wind power generation for quantiles larger than 0.25, which results in a reliability curve below the diagonal. However, this model also has a considerably smaller prediction interval, as shown in the right plot of the same figure. We remark that the consistency bars in this figure are constructed without considering the replicates of the \( k \)-fold validation as part of the total number of observations, since they are not independent realizations of the process. The method of combining replicates of predictions when building consistency bars for

### 5 Results

We now present verification results for the probabilistic prediction of annual average and high temporal resolution of wind power generation after \( k \)-fold cross-validation based on the evaluation framework described in Sect. 4.

#### 5.1 Verification results for annual average wind power generation

In this section, we show results obtained from modelling the annual average wind power generation in the year of 2010, where average wind power is obtained by averaging the power output at each of the 349 wind farms in the western part of Denmark. We compare the predictions obtained with the Beta model with covariates fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach described in Sect. 3.2 with kriging. This is not surprising given that here, since the data is averaged over an entire year, the individual noises are smoothed out and the distribution becomes closer to Gaussian.

We assess reliability and sharpness of the predicted annual average wind power generation using kriging and the Beta model with covariate. The large \( p \)-values in this table indicate that we do not reject the hypothesis of equal predictive ability on average in terms of RMSE, CRPS, Bias and MAE between the Beta model with covariate fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach and kriging. This is not surprising given that here, since the data is averaged over an entire year, the individual noises are smoothed out and the distribution becomes closer to Gaussian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kriging</th>
<th>Beta model</th>
<th>( p )-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>7.518</td>
<td>7.377</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPS</td>
<td>4.235</td>
<td>4.319</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>5.547</td>
<td>5.665</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last column shows the \( p \)-values for the differences in RMSE, CRPS, Bias and MAE between kriging and the Beta model.
**Fig. 4** Reliability diagram with respective consistency bars (*left*) and sharpness diagrams (*right*) for the annual average wind power generated in 2010.

**Fig. 5** Example of normalized wind power data generated at a fixed 15 min interval from 2010 (*left*). Predicted mean of the normalized wind power obtained with kriging (*middle*) and with the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model (*right*).
the reliability diagram should be investigated further to have consistency bars of correct size in Fig. 4.

In summary, the results for modelling the annual average of wind power generation show that kriging should be preferred over the Beta model with covariates fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach. Both methods present similar results, while kriging is easier to set up and has lower computational cost. While kriging takes approximately 0.05 s to fit and get point predictions at one replication and 1-fold in a single processor Intel Core i7-4600U/2.10 GHz machine, the INLA method takes approximately 20.08 s to get inference and density of the predictions in the same machine.

5.2 Verification results for high temporal resolution of wind power generation

We now present verification results for predicting wind power at a high temporal resolution, considering data from 2010 in the western part of Denmark. We fit the model separately to each of the 987 time steps spread over 12 days, each day belonging to a different month in the 2010 calendar year. Then, we calculate the average of the results and scores from the individual prediction cases. Here, we compare the models described in Sects. 3.3 and 3.1.

Figures 5 and 6 show an example of normalized wind power data at high temporal resolution in 2010, together with the predictive maps of the mean and the standard deviation for the western part of Denmark. In Fig 5, the left plot is the observed wind power after normalization, the middle plot corresponds to the predicted mean obtained with kriging and the plot on the right corresponds to the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach. From Fig 5, we can see that the Gamma model is able to predict larger mean values of normalized wind power than the kriging. The predicted standard deviations are shown in Fig 6. In this figure, the left plot is produced with kriging and the plot on the right corresponds to the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach. While the standard deviation from the Gamma model is larger where the predicted mean value is also larger, the kriging has a large standard deviation everywhere except where the observations are placed.
We start by presenting the verification results for the observed measurements that are greater than zero. In Table 2, we compare summary measures of predictive performance for wind power greater than zero obtained using the hurdle gamma model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach which is described in Sect. 3.3 and kriging described in Sect. 3.1. The hierarchical hurdle Gamma model produces significantly better predictions on average in terms of RMSE, CRPS and MAE than kriging. The superiority of the hierarchical spatial method over the kriging may stem from a lack of flexibility of the latter, as it does not consider the point mass at zero in the wind power distribution and is optimal only when data is Gaussian distributed. In contrast, the hurdle Gamma model attempts to accommodate wind occurrences with a Bernoulli distribution and wind power magnitude using the Gamma distribution, where a shared latent process is included to handle spatial correlation between wind farms in both distributions.

On the other hand, kriging is considerably faster than the model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach. It takes approximately 0.06 s to estimate one replication and 1 fold, while the hurdle Gamma model fitted with INLA takes approximately 44.4 s to get inference and density of the predictions in a single processor Intel Core i7-4600U/2.10 GHz machine. The trade-off between a method that offers more accurate predictions with a sharper predictive density and a method that is simpler to set up and requires less computational effort will most likely depend on the type of application.

The plots in Fig. 7 show a comparison between the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model and kriging in terms of reliability (left) and sharpness (right) for a power output greater than zero. Kriging has a curve close to the diagonal, while the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model has a sigmoid-shaped curve, which could be due to a violation of the model assumptions. In this scenario, we do not need consistency bars because of the large sample size, since we have 349 wind farms and 50 replicates for each of the 987 time steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kriging</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>p-values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>13.689</td>
<td>7.214</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPS</td>
<td>5.827</td>
<td>2.455</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.222</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>8.665</td>
<td>2.917</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last column shows the p-values for the differences in RMSE, CRPS, bias and MAE between kriging and the Gamma model.

We start by presenting the verification results for the observed measurements that are greater than zero. In Table 2, we compare summary measures of predictive performance for wind power greater than zero obtained using the hurdle gamma model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach which is described in Sect. 3.3 and kriging described in Sect. 3.1. The hierarchical hurdle Gamma model produces significantly better predictions on average in terms of RMSE, CRPS and MAE than kriging. The superiority of the hierarchical spatial method over the kriging may stem from a lack of flexibility of the latter, as it does not consider the point mass at zero in the wind power distribution and is optimal only when data is Gaussian distributed. In contrast, the hurdle Gamma model attempts to accommodate wind occurrences with a Bernoulli distribution and wind power magnitude using the Gamma distribution, where a shared latent process is included to handle spatial correlation between wind farms in both distributions.

On the other hand, kriging is considerably faster than the model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach. It takes approximately 0.06 s to estimate one replication and 1 fold, while the hurdle Gamma model fitted with INLA takes approximately 44.4 s to get inference and density of the predictions in a single processor Intel Core i7-4600U/2.10 GHz machine. The trade-off between a method that offers more accurate predictions with a sharper predictive density and a method that is simpler to set up and requires less computational effort will most likely depend on the type of application.

The plots in Fig. 7 show a comparison between the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model and kriging in terms of reliability (left) and sharpness (right) for a power output greater than zero. Kriging has a curve close to the diagonal, while the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model has a sigmoid-shaped curve, which could be due to a violation of the model assumptions. In this scenario, we do not need consistency bars because of the large sample size, since we have 349 wind farms and 50 replicates for each of the 987 time steps.

![Fig. 7 Reliability (left) and sharpness (right) diagrams for wind power generation at high temporal resolution when the wind power output is greater than zero using kriging and the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model.](image-url)
Figure 8 shows the histogram for the wind power measurements greater than zero together with their predictions, which is the mean value of the posterior distribution, using the two methods of comparison: kriging and the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model. The positive values of wind power are clearly not Gaussian distributed. It can also be observed that the kriging method (second plot) predicts less values close to one in comparison to the hurdle Gamma model (third plot) and in comparison with the true distribution (first plot). In fact, the proportions of observations, kriging predictions and Gamma model predictions that exceed 0.75 are 0.0207, 0.0006 and 0.0131 respectively.

Recall that the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model fitted with the INLA/SPDE approach additionally gives predictions of the Bernoulli-distributed random variable that maps the occurrence of wind power generation. We assess the reliability of the probability predictions for the occurrence of wind power generation through the diagram in the bottom line of Fig 9. This plot shows the empirically observed frequency of wind power occurrence as a function of the binned forecast probability. The actual observed relative frequency is well approximated by the forecast probability, as the line in this plot lies close to the diagonal. The top plots in the same figure correspond to histograms of the empirical probability (left) and the predicted probability (right) of wind power occurrence. As we can see from the left plot, there are almost five-times as many time steps with generated power greater than zero than equal to zero. The histogram of the predicted probabilities on the right side shows the same tendencies, since most of the estimated probabilities of wind power occurrence are close to one.

6 Discussions

We have presented statistical methods for obtaining probabilistic predictions of wind power generation at annual average as well as high temporal resolution (15 min averages) and we have compared the results from these methods with the benchmark kriging. In the first scenario, at any individual wind farm, the distribution of the annual average wind power generation is modelled with a Beta distribution, where the distance to the west coast of Denmark is used as a covariate and the spatial dependence between different locations is captured by a spatial Gaussian process with Matérn covariance. The second scenario builds on a hierarchical hurdle Gamma model, which is similar to well-known models for precipitation such as Berrocal et al. (2008) and Baxevani and Lennartsson (2015) in the sense that it is also a two-stage model with a Gaussian field to account for spatial correlation. However, our approach introduces a new Bernoulli-distributed random variable to account for the probability of wind power occurrence. The parameter $p$ of this distribution depends on the Gaussian field and can be fully estimated. The continuous part of our two-stage model has a Gamma distribution where the mean depends on the same Gaussian field that is used for modelling $p$.

To perform inference and prediction, instead of using MCMC, we have used the novel INLA approach. We have
shown that complex hierarchical spatial models are well suited to wind power data and can be implemented seamlessly under the SPDE approach that is implemented in the R-INLA library providing results in reasonable computational time.

We show results from case studies on the probabilistic prediction of annual average and high temporal resolution of wind power generation with wind farms from the western part of Denmark. While the Beta model approach showed similar results to the benchmark method, the hierarchical hurdle Gamma model resulted in predictive distributions that consistently outperformed the benchmark model in terms of the validation measures CRPS, RMSE, bias and MAE. The predictive distributions obtained from the hurdle Gamma model have increased sharpness, resulting in less reliability as compared to the kriging method. Therefore, a more accurate method for generating consistency bars in the reliability diagram should be considered to draw more solid conclusions about the reliability of the predictions from our method.

The models presented in this work could also be extended to the spatiotemporal domain by incorporating an extra term for the temporal effect such as an autoregressive component or by the introduction of a non-separable spatiotemporal structure. This would come with a computational cost, which would have to be assessed.
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Benefits of spatio-temporal modelling for short term wind power forecasting at both individual and aggregated levels
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\textbf{Summary}: The share of wind energy in total installed power capacity has grown rapidly in recent years around the world. Producing accurate and reliable forecasts of wind power production, together with a quantification of the uncertainty, is essential to optimally integrate wind energy into power systems. We build spatio-temporal models for wind power generation and obtain full probabilistic forecasts from 15 minutes to 5 hours ahead. Detailed analysis of the forecast performances on the individual wind farms and aggregated wind power are provided. We show that it is possible to improve the results of forecasting aggregated wind power by utilizing spatio-temporal correlations among individual wind farms. Furthermore, spatio-temporal models have the advantage of being able to produce spatially out-of-sample forecasts. We evaluate the predictions on a data set from wind farms in western Denmark and compare the spatio-temporal model with an autoregressive model containing a common autoregressive parameter for all wind farms, identifying the specific cases when it is important to have a spatio-temporal model instead of a temporal one. This case study demonstrates that it is possible to obtain fast and accurate forecasts of wind power generation at wind farms where data is available, but also at a larger portfolio including wind farms at new locations.

The results and the methodologies are relevant for wind power forecasts across the globe as well as for spatial-temporal modelling in general.

\textbf{Keywords}: wind power; aggregated forecast; probabilistic forecast; integrated nested Laplace approximation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Wind power is a clean, renewable and widely available source of energy and electricity generated from wind power is increasing world wide. A challenge for utilizing wind power is that the generated amount of energy varies much and relatively fast over time due to variations in wind. An important tool for efficiently integrating wind power in a system with energy sources that can be controlled, e.g. thermal energy and hydro power, is high quality probabilistic forecasts for short term wind power production Ackermann [2005]. Moreover, accurate forecasting of wind power generation makes wind more competitive in the energy market, since it reduces the imbalance costs to producers Girard et al. [2013]. Recently, there has been an increasing amount of research in wind speed and wind power forecasts. Most of the developments are for point forecasts (e.g. Louka et al. [2008], Catalão et al. [2011]), i.e. the forecast consists of one value for each wind farm or location. To make better decisions one also needs to quantify the uncertainty of the forecast, and provide a probability density function (pdf) instead of a point forecast. This is called a probabilistic forecast. For a probabilistic forecast to be useful it needs to be calibrated and sharp Gneiting et al. [2007]. Calibrated refers to a forecast that is reliable: in the long term, 90% of the observed wind production should be within a 90% forecast interval, 80% of the observations within a 80% forecast interval and so forth. Sharpness refers to the spread of the predictive distribution, a sharper forecast is more concentrated and better when subject to calibration.

In recent years, more emphasis has been placed on probabilistic forecasts in order to quantify the inherent uncertainties in wind, see Pinson and Kariniotakis [2010] and Bremnes [2004]. From the point of view of a wind farm operator, probabilistic forecasts improve decision making regarding the management of the immediate regulating and spinning reserves, which is essential given the financial penalties that are incurred for deviating from the declared power levels. From the point of view of a system operator, the aggregated wind power generation over pre-defined areas is of particular importance. Some recent
contributions to the modelling and forecasting of aggregated wind power energy are Lau and McSharry [2010] and Focken et al. [2002], which do, however, not account for spatio-temporal dependencies.

To illustrate the challenge of forecasting individual and aggregated wind power simultaneously, we consider a toy example of two wind farms at one lead time and denote their forecasts $X_1$ and $X_2$ (these are random variables). The aggregated forecast for the system is $Y = X_1 + X_2$. We know from basic probability, see e.g Ross [2015], that the expected value for the system is $E(Y) = E(X_1) + E(X_2)$ and the variance is $\text{Var}(Y) = \text{Var}(X_1) + \text{Var}(X_2) + 2\text{Cov}(X_1, X_2)$. Hence, to obtain a forecast for the system $Y$ we also need to model the dependency between the wind farms. This calls for a spatio-temporal model for wind power production. If the productions at the two farms in our toy example are dependent and have a positive covariance, but are assumed independent in the forecast, the variance of $Y$ gets too small and the forecast for $Y$ is not calibrated.

Verification of multivariate probabilistic forecasts is an active field of research, for which new scores and diagnostic tools are being proposed and discussed, see, e.g., Pinson and Tastu [2013], Scheuerer and Hamill [2015], Thorarinsdottir et al. [2016] among others. A pragmatic approach is to evaluate relevant univariate probabilistic forecasts derived from the multivariate probabilistic forecast.

Wind speed, and hence wind power production, has temporal and spatial dependencies. In Section 2 we will see that this is also the case for western Denmark. Indeed, our approach of basing the forecast on recent observations relies on the temporal dependency. As demonstrated with our toy example, the spatial dependency also needs to be considered for the aggregated forecasts to be calibrated. Furthermore, borrowing information by utilizing the spatial correlation among individual wind farms has been shown to reduce the errors in point forecasts significantly Tastu et al. [2011], and has the advantage of producing models that are able to generate forecasts at locations that are not within the observation samples.
Several characteristics in a typical wind power series make it a challenging problem to generate accurate forecasts. First of all, wind power is bounded below by zero, when no turbines are operating, and above by the nominal capacity, when all turbines are generating their rated power output. In addition, wind power series are clearly non-Gaussian. In fact, the marginal distribution of wind power production data possesses tails that are heavier than the Gaussian distribution. Instead of using a classical Gaussian distribution, truncated Gaussian, censored Gaussian and generalized logit-normal distributions have been proposed to model the conditional density of wind power Gneiting et al. [2006] Pinson [2012]. Our approach is based on the logistic function, which has shown to be a suitable transformation to normalize wind power data Dowell and Pinson [2016].

We propose statistical models that yield calibrated probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation at multiple sites and lead times simultaneously. We define three different models that share the same data process, or likelihood, but differ in the process model. We start with a model consisting of a location specific intercept and an autoregressive component that captures the local variability without considering the dependency between the farms. This model is well suited for individual forecasts, but it is not calibrated for aggregated forecasts. To obtain reliable aggregated forecasts, we introduce two different models that capture the spatio-temporal features present in the data. The first has a common intercept and a spatio-temporal process, in which spatial and temporal dependency is modelled by a latent Gaussian field. The second is a combination of the previous two models, with a common intercept, an autoregressive process and a spatio-temporal term that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics. To meet the computational requirements the stochastic partial differential equations (SPDE) approach to spatial and temporal-spatial modelling is taken Lindgren et al. [2011] Blangiardo and Cameletti [2015], for which fast Bayesian inference can be performed using integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA).

Moreover, we study the performance of the proposed models in forecasting wind power from
individual and aggregated farms under two different scenarios. In a first stage, we consider out-of-sample forecasts in terms of time, that is, they are obtained for wind farms inside the training set. However, there are situations where not enough data is available for all the wind farms, and even when it is available, the computational load to calculate forecasts for all of them can be very high. In those cases, it is important to have a method of forecasting that is as robust as possible, so that parameters estimated using only part of the portfolio can readily be used to forecast a larger data set, including wind farms at new locations. In such cases, temporal models that require local information for the parameter estimation cannot be used to obtain forecasts. Based on this, in a second stage, we consider spatially out-of-sample forecasts generated by the proposed spatio-temporal models. We develop and evaluate the forecasts for wind power production in western Denmark based on a data set for 349 wind farms with energy production observations every 15 minutes from 2006 to 2012.

In Section 2, we provide a short description of the wind power data that we use in our study and the data treatment. The hierarchical models used to generate probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation, as well as the framework for producing probabilistic forecasts with such models, are outlined in Section 3. In Section 4, we give details of the probabilistic forecasting scheme and outline the scores and the scenarios used for forecast evaluation. In Section 5, we show the results of a case study where we obtain spatio-temporal forecasts and spatially out-of-sample forecasts on the individual and aggregated level. Section 5 also contains the results of a simulation study, whereas conclusions of the work are drawn in Section 6.

2. DANISH WIND POWER PRODUCTION DATA

This project is based on a system of 349 wind farms in western Denmark. Observations of wind power production between January 2006 and March 2012 were provided by the
Transmission System Operator in Denmark and each measurement consists of temporal average over a 15-min time period.

The measurements at each site have been normalised by the nominal power of the corresponding wind farm, so that they are within the range [0,1]. Moreover, to avoid including long chains of zeros that come from temporary shutdown of the turbines for maintenance or missing data that are reflected as unreasonably long periods of zero wind power production, we choose to analyse only wind farms containing at most 10% of zero observations. The evaluation of the predictive performance of individual wind farms and aggregated wind power is done as % of nominal power, which is a common practice in the wind power field (e.g., Pinson [2012], Tastu et al. [2011], Dowell and Pinson [2016]).

Figure 1 (a) shows the spatial correlation of wind power production between one wind farm located in the southern part of Denmark and the remaining wind farms of the portfolio. The higher correlations come from farms that are closer, while the correlations of wind farms far from it are almost zero. Next, we check the dependency of the temporal correlation at fixed locations. Figure 1 (b) shows the mean autocorrelation function of wind power production among wind farms located in western Denmark. The autocorrelation function of the normalized wind power production at a single farm has a slow decay and on average, it drops down to zero after about 40 hours.

Wind power generated by a farm over a period of time is non-Gaussian and bounded between zero and one after the normalization. In fact, wind power distribution has a sharper peak than the Gaussian distribution and is also significantly right-skewed. In all the approaches to be described next, we apply the logit-normal transformation to the normalized wind power data following the procedure in Pinson [2012].

Let \( X(s, t) \) denote the normalized wind power production at location \( s \in D_s \) and time \( t \in D_t \), with respective observations or measurements indicated by \( x(s, t) \). The logit-normal
transformation is given by

\[ y(s,t) = \gamma(x(s,t)) = \ln\left(\frac{x(s,t)}{1 - x(s,t)}\right), \quad x(s,t) \in (0, 1), \]  

(1)

with inverse

\[ x(s,t) = \gamma^{-1}(y(s,t)) = (1 + e^{-y(s,t)})^{-1}, \quad y(s,t) \in \mathbb{R}. \]  

(2)

To represent the logit-normal transformation in the cases where measurements are equal to zero and one, we follow the approach by Lesaffre et al. [2007] for modelling outcome scores in [0, 1].

Moreover, to evaluate the performance of aggregated wind power forecasts, we obtain the normalized aggregated wind power at lead time \( h \) by

\[ x_A(t + h) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} c_j x(s_j, t + h)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} c_j}, \]  

(3)

where \( c_j \) is the capacity of wind farm at location \( s_j \) and \( N \) is the total number of wind farms in the portfolio.

3. MODELS AND FITTING SCHEME

In this section, we introduce three different statistical models for wind power production. We start with a simpler autoregressive model, where each wind farm is considered as an independent replicate of the same process. Next, we describe two versions of a spatio-temporal model, in which spatial correlation is captured by a latent Gaussian field with a Matérn covariance function. The simplest version has only a spatio-temporal component, while the other has both, an autoregressive process and a spatio-temporal model. The section ends with the estimation procedure and how we obtain probabilistic forecasts.
3.1. Likelihood

We denote by $Y(s, t)$ the normalized logit-normal transformed wind power generation at location $s$ and time $t$, which is calculated using (1). We assume the following distribution for $Y(s, t)$ at the first level of the hierarchical models considered in this section

$$Y(s, t) \sim \text{Normal} \left( \mu(s, t), \sigma^2_e \right),$$  

(4)

with $\sigma^2_e$ being the variance of the measurement error, defined by a Gaussian white noise process both serially and spatially uncorrelated. The term $\mu(s, t)$ is the mean of the random process and can be defined by other process levels giving rise to different hierarchical models that are described in the following sections.

3.2. Latent Gaussian structure

3.2.1. Temporal model (Model T)

We start with a time series model where each wind farm is considered as an independent replicate of the same random process. The independence assumption is of course a simplification, since the wind power production in one location is probably dependent on the production in other locations. We assume that $\mu(s, t)$, in (4), is constant in time and can be modelled as

$$\mu(s, t) = b(s) + w_s(t),$$  

(5)

where $b(s)$ is an intercept specific for each location and $w_s(t)$ is an autoregressive process that can be written as

$$w_s(t) = \rho_1 w_s(t - 1) + \nu_s(t),$$  

(6)
with \( t = 2, \ldots, T \) and \(|\rho_1| < 1\). The term \( \nu_s \) is uncorrelated with \( w_s(t) \) and independent identically distributed as \( \nu_s \sim N(0, \sigma^2_\nu) \).

### 3.2.2. Spatio-temporal model (Model S-T)

This model is a spatio-temporal process with temporal dynamics as in Cameletti et al. [2013]. This type of model is commonly used for modelling air quality because of its flexibility in including time and space dependency, as well as the effect of covariates (see e.g. Fassò and Finazzi [2011] and Cocchi et al. [2007]). The mean function \( \mu(s,t) \) in (4) is given by

\[
\mu(s,t) = b_0 + z(s,t), \tag{7}
\]

where \( b_0 \) is an intercept that is common to all wind farms and constant in time and space. The term \( z(s,t) \) refers to a spatio-temporal process that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics

\[
z(s,t) = \rho_2 z(s,t-1) + w(s,t), \tag{8}
\]

with \( t = 2, \ldots, T \) and \(|\rho_2| < 1\). Moreover, \( w(s,t) \) is a zero-mean Gaussian field, assumed to be temporally independent with covariance function

\[
\text{Cov}(w(s,t), w(s',t')) = \begin{cases} 
\sigma^2_w C(h), & \text{if } t = t' \\
0, & \text{if } t \neq t'
\end{cases}
\]

for \( s \neq s' \). The correlation function \( C \) depends on the locations \( s \) and \( s' \) through the distance \( h = ||s - s'|| \). This means that the process is assumed to be second-order stationary and isotropic (see Cressie [1992]). The marginal variance is \( \text{Var}(s,t) = \sigma^2_w \) and \( C(h) \) is the correlation function defined by the Matérn, given by
\[ C(h) = \frac{1}{\Gamma(\nu)2^{\nu-1}}(\kappa h)^\nu K_\nu(\kappa h), \] (9)

where \( K_1 \) is the modified Bessel function of second kind, order \( \nu \). The parameter \( \kappa \) can be used to select the range, while \( \nu \) is a smoothness parameter determining the mean-square differentiability of the underlying process. More precisely, the range is defined to be \( r = \sqrt{8\nu/\kappa} \). Although the parameter \( \nu \) is fixed to 1 for computational reasons, it remains flexible enough to handle a broad class of spatial variation Rue et al. [2009]. Applications with fixed parameter \( \nu \) include Ingebrigtsen et al. [2014], Cameletti et al. [2013] and Munoz et al. [2013].

3.2.3. Temporal + Spatio-temporal model (Model ST+T)

This is a model defined by an autoregressive process at each location to capture the individual variability and a spatio-temporal process with temporal dynamics to take into account the spatial dependence among wind farms. Specifically, \( \mu(s, t) \) from (4) is defined as

\[ \mu(s, t) = b_0 + w_s(t) + z(s, t), \] (10)

where \( b_0 \) is a fixed unknown intercept that is shared by all wind farms. The process \( w_s(t) \) is assumed to have autoregressive dynamics as defined in (6). Finally, \( z(s, t) \) is a spatio-temporal component that has the structure of (8) and its spatio-temporal covariance function is the same as in (9).

For all the models described above, a log-Gamma prior is assumed for the parameters in the Matérn covariance as well as for the precision parameters \( \sigma^2_e \) and \( \sigma^2_\nu \). For the fixed effect \( b \)'s we assume Gaussian priors. The correlations \( \rho \)'s are specified over the parametrization \( \log(\frac{1+\rho}{1-\rho}) \) with prior Gaussian distributions.
3.3. Inference and prediction

The key feature of the models described above is that they can be handled within the theoretical and computational framework developed by Rue et al. [2009] and Lindgren et al. [2011]. The approach by Rue et al. [2009] allows us to directly compute accurate and fast approximations of the posterior marginals. In addition, the method by Lindgren et al. [2011] is computationally efficient for inferential purposes: instead of using a Gaussian random fields (GRF) with dense covariance matrix, the computations are carried out with a Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) with sparse precision matrix. The original idea comes from the work of Whittle [1954] and Whittle [1963], where it is shown that the solution to the SPDE

\[(\kappa^2 - \Delta)^{\alpha/2}x(u) = W(u), \quad u \in \mathbb{R}^d, \alpha = \nu + D/2, \kappa > 0, \nu > 0,\] (11)

is a GRF with Matérn covariance function. The innovation process \(W\) on the right hand side of (11) is Gaussian white noise and \(\Delta\) is the Laplacian.

An approximation to the solution of the SPDE in (11) can be obtained using the finite element method (FEM), a numerical technique for solving partial differential equations Lindgren et al. [2011]. This is done by representing the infinite dimensional GRF by a linear combination of finite basis function

\[x(u) = \sum_{k} \psi_k(u)w_k\] (12)

where the \(w_k\)'s are random weights chosen so that the representation in (12) approximates the distribution of the solution to the SPDE in (11). The \(\psi_k\)'s are basis functions defined on a triangulation of the domain, i.e. a subdivision into non-intersecting triangles. Figure 2 shows the triangulation of western Denmark data set described in Section 2.

[Figure 2 about here.]
Next, the posterior estimates of parameters and hyperparameters are computed using INLA Rue et al. [2009]. This method approximates the integral involved in the calculation of the marginal posterior distributions of the hyperparameters by Laplace approximation, making use of the Markov structure of the latent variables in the computation. We use the R-INLA package to perform inference and prediction. For more information on the package see http://www.r-inla.org.

4. FORECAST EVALUATION

4.1. Probabilistic forecasting scheme

We evaluate the predictive performance of the models described in Section 3, using a time moving window approach with data from western Denmark in 2009, so that each training set consists of \( L = 2 \times 96 = 192 \) observations, i.e., two days. In total, the model is fit to \( 364/2 = 182 \) different data sets. We obtain forecasts for lead times \( h = 1, \ldots, 20 \), that is, from 15 minutes up to 5 hours following the training data. Notice that we have compared different lengths of data window \( L \) with respect to the root mean squared error (RMSE) and continuous ranked probability score (CRPS). The temporal model presented in Section 3.2.1 is very sensitive to the window length, such that less than two days of observations in the training set resulted in poor estimation at all lead times. On the other hand, the spatio-temporal models in Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 showed to be robust for different values of \( L \), with small changes in the forecast performance for different training sets.

Moreover, because of the high-time resolution of the Danish wind power time series (15-minutes) and the dependency structure in space and time of Model S-T and Model ST+T, the fitting can be very computationally expensive. One way to deal with high-time resolution data is to define the model on a set of knots instead of all time points. Knot-based linear combinations are widely used to tackle computational problems in large data sets (e. g.
Paciorek [2007] and Wikle and Cressie [1999]). To fit the spatio-temporal component $z(s, t)$ in (8), we define a set of equally spaced knots at every 12 data points (3 hours), such that the points in time are reduced to only 17 knots, instead of the original 192 observations. Note that the component $w_s(t)$ in models Model T and Model ST+T is fitted to the complete training data, since it does not involve spatio-temporal interactions.

We evaluate probabilistic forecasts of wind power production from individual wind farms and aggregated.

Let $\hat{X}(s_j, t + h)$ denote the random variable of the wind power forecast at wind farm $s_j$ and lead time $h$. The aggregated forecast of wind power generation is taken as

$$\hat{X}_{A(t+h)} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} c_j \hat{X}(s_j, t + h)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} c_j},$$

(13)

where $c_j$ is the capacity of wind farm $s_j$ and $N$ is the number of wind farms. To find the pdf of the aggregated forecasts, $f_{X_{A(t+h)}}$, the joint distribution for all wind farms \{$\hat{X}(s_1, t + h), \hat{X}(s_2, t + h), \ldots \hat{X}(s_N, t + h)$\} needs to be assessed. Finally, point forecast of aggregated wind power production is obtained as the mean (or median) of $f_{X_{A(t+h)}}$.

4.2. Point and probabilistic forecast scores

We assess the quality of predictive performance of the models proposed in Section 3 using both point and probabilistic forecast scores. We obtain point forecast at a specific location as the mean of the forecast density. For each lead time, point forecast of individual power is assessed using the root mean squared error (RMSE), where the mean is taken over all wind farms and data sets,

$$\text{RMSE}(t + h) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{DN} \sum_{i=1}^{D} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (x(s_{ij}, t + h) - \hat{x}(s_{ij}, t + h))^2}$$

(14)
where \( D \) is the number of data sets, \( N \) is the number of wind farms and \( \hat{x}(s_{ij}, t + h) = \gamma^{-1}(\hat{y}(s_{ij}, t + h)) \) is the predicted value of \( x(s_{ij}, t + h) \).

To evaluate the performance of forecast densities, we use the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS). Gneiting and Raftery [2007] showed that CRPS is a strictly proper scoring rule for the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts of a univariate quantity that assesses calibration and sharpness simultaneously Gneiting and Raftery [2007]. A lower score indicates a better density forecast. It is defined as

\[
\text{CRPS}(F, x) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (F(y) - \delta(y \geq x))^2 dy \tag{15}
\]

where \( F \) is the cumulative distribution function of the density forecast and \( y \) is the observation. With the available samples, we can approximate the mean CRPS at each lead time by

\[
\text{CRPS}_{F, x}(t + h) = \frac{1}{DN} \sum_{i=1}^{D} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} |\hat{x}^{(k)}(s_{ij}, t + h) - x(s_{ij}, t + h)| - \frac{1}{2n^2} \sum_{k,l=1}^{n} |\hat{x}^{(k)}(s_{ij}, t + h) - \hat{x}^{(l)}(s_{ij}, t + h)| \right), \tag{16}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of samples. Again, the mean CRPS is taken over all the wind farms and data sets in the training set.

Reliability, also referred to as calibration, of probabilistic forecasts is assessed with reliability diagrams. In a calibrated forecast, the observed levels should match the nominal levels for specific quantile forecasts, which results in points aligning with the diagonal in the reliability diagram. To construct reliability diagrams, we start by introducing an indicator variable \( I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h) \), which is defined for a quantile forecast \( \hat{q}^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, t + h) \) issued at lead time
h and wind farm $s_i$ of the training data $j$, with observed value $x(s_{ij}, t + h)$ as follows

$$I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } x(s_{ij}, t + h) \leq \hat{q}^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, t + h) \\
0, \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

The indicator variable $I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h)$ shows whether the actual outcome lies below the $\alpha$ quantile forecast (hits) or not (miss). Next, $n_{h,1}^{(\alpha)}$ denotes the sum of hits and $n_{h,0}^{(\alpha)}$ the sum of misses over all the realizations

$$n_{h,1}^{(\alpha)} = \sum_{i=1}^{D} \sum_{j=1}^{N} I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h) \quad \text{and} \quad n_{h,0}^{(\alpha)} = DN - n_{h,1}^{(\alpha)}.$$

An estimation $\hat{a}_h^{(\alpha)}$ of the actual coverage $a_h^{(\alpha)}$ is then obtained by calculating the mean of $I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h)$ over the $N$ wind farms in the $D$ validation sets

$$\hat{a}_h^{(\alpha)} = \frac{1}{DN} \sum_{i=1}^{D} \sum_{j=1}^{N} I^{(\alpha)}(s_{ij}, h) = \frac{n_{h,1}^{(\alpha)}}{n_{h,1}^{(\alpha)} + n_{h,0}^{(\alpha)}}. \quad (17)$$

Here, we use nominal levels from 5% to 95% in steps of 5%. Since the number of observations used to calculate the reliability diagrams is of limited size and the observed proportions are equal to the nominal ones only asymptotically Toth et al. [2003] Bröcker and Smith [2007], we follow the idea of Bröcker and Smith [2007] of generating consistency bars for reliability diagrams.

4.3. Evaluation scheme

We evaluate probabilistic forecasts of Danish wind power production from two different scenarios. First, we consider time forward forecast performances at the locations of the training set. The spatio-temporal models, i.e, Model S-T and Model ST+T, have the advantage of being able to provide forecasts where recent observations are not available.
Based on this, in a second evaluation scheme, we study the performances of spatially out-of-sample forecasts, which are based on \( k \)-fold cross-validation with \( k = 5 \). Notice that overall, 5 to 10-fold cross-validation is recommended as a good compromise between bias and variance (Breiman and Spector [1992]; Kohavi et al. [1995]). The forecast performance measures from the second scenario are obtained by combining the estimates from the 182 data sets in the training set.

Finally, we validate our results with a simulation study consisting of 200 simulated spatio-temporal data sets. In each data set, logit transformed wind power production measurements, \( y(s_i, t) \), are "observed" at 200 wind farms belonging to the wind power data set (see left plot of Figure 1). To mimic the case study based on the Danish wind data set, we simulate data every 15 minutes for 2 days and 5 hours. In total, there are \( 2 \times 96 + 20 = 212 \) measurements taken at each location. All data sets are generated according to Model ST+T directly using the SPDE model construction. We use the set of parameters found for one specific data set of the training set from fitting Model ST+T to the logit transformed Danish wind power data.

5. RESULTS

In this section we show the results from a case study, where we use the models described in Section 3 to forecast individual and aggregated wind power in Denmark. As described in Section 4.3, we evaluate and discuss the performances of our models when we consider time forward forecasts at the locations of the training set. We call these spatio-temporal forecasts, and we also show the case of spatially out-of-sample forecasts, i.e, for wind farms that are not in the training set. Furthermore, we illustrate the results from a simulation study based on our case study. Details of the probabilistic forecasting scheme can be found in Section 4.1, while the methodology used to rank point and probabilistic forecasts is in Section 4.2.
5.1. Spatio-temporal forecast performance

Figure 3 summarizes the spatio-temporal forecast performances of the three models introduced in Section 3 in terms of RMSE and CRPS. As we can see from Figure 3 (a), Model T and Model ST+T outperformed Model S-T with respect to RMSE and CRPS when forecasting individual wind farms at lead times 1-6 (i.e, from 15 minutes up to 2 hours ahead). For higher lead times, the three models have similar performance. In terms of aggregated wind power production, Model T performed similar to Model ST+T in terms of point forecast (RMSE), but it has poor performance according to CRPS values, as shown in Figure 3 (b).

Reliability diagrams for each model at lead times $h = 1, 7, 13$ and 19 are presented in Figure 4. These diagrams compare the theoretical and the observed proportions of a set of quantiles from forecasts made at all wind farms and data sets in the training set. The forecasts at individual wind farms produced by the three models presented in Section 3 perform similarly well in terms of reliability, with points close to the diagonal for most quantiles, see Figure 4 (a). Since the number of observations used to calculate reliability diagrams is relatively small (182 data sets in the training set), consistency bars for the evaluation of forecasts from aggregated farms are also plotted, as shown in Figure 4 (b). The aggregated forecasts provided by Model ST+T are the best calibrated among the three models for most of the quantiles at all lead times, followed by Model S-T. Even though the performance of Model T is comparable with the performance of the other models in terms of aggregated forecast density mean (RMSE), we can see that this model does not produce reliable probabilistic forecasts for the aggregated data. This fact is more obvious for the lower quantiles; more than 50% of the observed aggregated forecasts are below the nominal 5% quantile at lead times $h = 7, 13$ and 19.
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We further explore aggregated probabilistic forecasts from models in Section 3 with plots containing the 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles of the aggregated forecast densities together with the actual observed aggregated power produced at four different data sets in the training set, as shown in Figure 5. We noticed that Model T results in forecast densities that are consistently too narrow. On the other hand, Model ST+T provides the widest aggregated forecast densities among the three models in most of the data sets, which produces calibrated forecasts at all lead times. This is confirmed in Figure 4 (b) and will be further explored in the simulation studies in Section 5.3.

5.2. Spatially out-of-sample forecast performance

Figure 6 shows the out-of-sample forecast performances in terms of RMSE and mean CRPS for individual wind farms (a) and aggregated wind power (b). They are computed as the mean of the RMSE and CRPS from the 5-fold cross validations as described in Section 4.3. It can be seen that Model ST+T outperforms Model S-T at all lead times when predicting wind power at individual wind farms under RMSE and CPRS. When looking at aggregated out-of-sample forecasts, while for shorter lead times than 2 hours, Model S-T is better than Model ST+T in terms of RMSE, for longer horizons, Model ST+T out-performs Model S-T under the same score. In terms of CRPS, Model ST+T produces better aggregated forecasts at lead times 1-20 (i.e., from 15 minutes to 5 hours ahead).

Reliability diagrams at lead times $h = 1, 7, 13$ and 19 are presented in Figure 7. We observe from Figure 7 (a) that Model S-T and Model ST+T provide relatively well calibrated forecast densities for individual farms. In terms of aggregated forecasts, we can see from Figure 7 (b) that Model ST+T is calibrated, since the line is always within the consistency bars. On the other hand, aggregated forecast densities obtained with Model S-T are poorly calibrated for
quantiles lower than 0.75. Indeed, 20% of the observations are below the 5% forecast quantile at lead times 1, 7, 13 and 19.
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5.3. Simulation study

From the data analysis in Section 5.1 and 5.2, we see that Model ST+T is the only model among the three that produces individual and aggregated calibrated forecasts. In this section, we simulate 200 data sets according to this model. We set the parameters equal to the estimates given by the fit of this model to one of the training data sets from our case study. More details on the evaluation scheme can be found in Section 4.3.

RMSE and mean CRPS of the three different models for forecasting simulated data at lead times 1-20 are shown in Figure 8. According to RMSE and CRPS for individual wind farms, the three models perform similarly, while, according to CRPS for aggregated forecasts, Model ST+T out-performs Model T and Model S-T.

Results from individual and aggregated forecasts calibration are shown in Figure 9. The forecasts from all three models are calibrated for individual wind farms, as shown in Figure 9 (a). We observe from Figure 9 (b) that the aggregated forecasts produced by the Model ST+T are better in terms of calibration than the forecasts from the other models, which is in agreement with the results from the analysis of the aggregated Danish wind power data, as shown in Figure 4 (b). In fact, the aggregated forecasts produced by Model ST+T are well calibrated at lead times \( h = 1, 13, \) and 19, since the line is always inside the consistency bars.

The simulations show that when we fit simulated data from Model ST+T using Model S-T, the spatial range \( r \) (see (9)) is underestimated. In fact, when data is generated with \( r = 62.1 \), the first and third quartiles of the 200 estimates of this parameter from Model
ST+T are 27.7 and 164.6, while with Model S-T the estimated quartiles are 25.2 and 28.0, respectively. Thus, a larger estimated spatial dependency results in a larger variance to the aggregated forecasts and makes it possible to borrow more information from close wind farms when doing out-of-sample predictions, causing the variance of a sum to increase. Hence, this explains both why the aggregated forecasts are not calibrated for Model S-T as well as why Model ST+T gives better spatially out-of-sample predictions than model S-T.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented hierarchical spatio-temporal models for obtaining probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation at multiple locations and lead times. We started with a time series model consisting of an autoregressive process with a location specific intercept. The results for individual probabilistic forecasts were satisfactory in terms of skill scores and reliability, however, the aggregated probabilistic forecasts were not calibrated. After finding the unsatisfactory results for the reliability of aggregated forecasts, we introduced two different spatio-temporal models. The first has a common intercept for all farms and a spatio-temporal model that varies in time with first order autoregressive dynamics and has spatially correlated innovations given by a zero mean Gaussian process with Matérn covariance. The second model has a common intercept, an autoregressive process to capture the local variability and the spatio-temporal term. To deal with the non-Gaussianity of wind power series, a parametric framework for distributional forecasts based on the logit-normal transformation was used.

In a case study, the proposed models have been used to produce probabilistic forecasts of wind power at wind farms in western Denmark from 15 minutes up to 5 hours ahead for a test
period of one year. Using the SPDE approach that is implemented in the R-INLA library, we obtained fast and accurate forecasts of wind power generation at wind farms where data is available, but also at a larger portfolio including wind farms at locations that are not included in the training set. We provided detailed analysis on the forecast performances based on appropriate metrics tailored for probabilistic forecasts. To better understand the properties of our methods, we analysed artificial data sets from a simulation study.

Our results showed that all the proposed approaches produce calibrated short-term forecasts for individual wind farms. However, we found that modeling spatial dependency is required to achieve calibrated aggregated probabilistic forecasts. Indeed, our case study showed that spatial dependency is important for aggregated properties, and individual forecasts do not reveal this. Moreover, when we simulated from the spatio-temporal model containing an autoregressive term (Model ST+T), we obtained results that are in accordance with our case study, where the proposed models performed equally well for individual forecasts, while aggregated probabilistic forecasts benefit from having a spatio-temporal model with the autoregressive term. Model ST+T was introduced due to unsatisfactory reliability for the aggregated forecasts. Hence, evaluating aggregated forecasts can be a tool for investigating and improving models, even when spatially out-of-sample forecasts are the purpose of the modelling. Indeed, results from spatially out-of-sample forecast performances showed that when predicting wind power at new locations that are not included in the training set, having the autoregressive term in the spatio-temporal model improved the forecast performance.

This work was motivated by the need to produce accurate short term probabilistic forecasts at multiple wind farms and lead times, which will ultimately be applied on a national scale. A possible extension of the models described in this work is to include weather forecast information in the linear predictor. This approach usually requires ensemble forecasts to be generated from sophisticated numerical weather prediction (NWP) models and has shown
to produce reliable wind power forecasts up to 10 days ahead Taylor et al. [2009].
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Figure 1. (a) Map of spatial correlation of wind power production between one wind farm located in the southern part of western Denmark and the remaining wind farms. The correlations between wind farms in a closer proximity are clearly higher than between wind farms that are farther apart. (b) Mean autocorrelation function of wind power production at wind farms located in western Denmark. The autocorrelations decay slowly.
Figure 2. The western Denmark triangulation. The red dots denote the observation locations of the wind power production data.
Figure 3. RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts at lead times 1, . . . , 20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S−T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Figure 4. Reliability diagram of spatio-temporal wind power forecasts at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Figure 5. 5% and 95% quantiles (dashed lines), as well as the median (solid lines) of the aggregated forecast densities from four different data sets in the training set, together with the actual observed aggregated power produced (circles) at lead times 1-20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours). The forecast densities correspond to Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). An example of a data set where all the models have forecast densities that cover the actual aggregated production is shown in the Top left plot. In the Top right plot, the observations lie close to the median of the forecast densities from Model S-T and Model ST+T, but close to the 5% quantile of the forecast density from Model T. Bottom left and Bottom right plots illustrate cases where Model T has forecast densities that are too narrow and fail to predict the aggregated wind power, while the forecasts from Model ST+T provide densities that are wide enough to cover the true value at all lead times.
Figure 6. RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts at lead times 1, . . . , 20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Figure 7. Reliability diagram of spatially out-of-sample wind power forecasts at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Figure 8. RMSE and CRPS (as % of nominal power) of forecasts from simulated data at lead times 1, . . . , 20 (i.e., from 15 minutes up to 5 hours) for Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Figure 9. Reliability diagram for forecasts from simulated data at lead time 1 (Top left), 7 (Top right), 13 (Bottom left) and 19 (Bottom right). The diagrams were calculated using Model T (blue), Model S-T (green) and Model ST+T (orange). (a) Forecasts for individual wind farms. (b) Forecasts for aggregated wind farms.
Benefits of spatio-temporal modelling for short term wind power forecasting at both individual and aggregated levels
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Abstract Wind power is a renewable energy resource, that has relatively cheap installation costs and it is highly possible that will become the main energy resource in the near future. Wind power needs to be integrated efficiently into electricity grids, and to optimize the power dispatch, techniques to predict the level of wind power and the associated variability are critical. Ideally, one would like to obtain reliable probability density forecasts for the wind power distributions. We aim at contributing to the literature of wind power prediction by developing and analysing a spatio-temporal methodology for wind power production, that is tested on wind power data from Denmark. We use anisotropic spatio-temporal correlation models to account for the propagation of weather fronts, and a transformed latent Gaussian field model to accommodate the probability masses that occur in wind power distribution due to chains of zeros. We apply the model to generate multi-step ahead probability predictions for wind power generated at both locations where wind farms already exist but also to nearby locations.
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1 Introduction

Over the last years there is a clear energy policy shift with the goal of achieving a reduction of carbon emissions and other pollutants. Wind power, as an alternative to burning fossil fuels, is renewable, clean, produces no greenhouse gas emissions and consumes no clean water. European Union aims at having 20% of the power coming from renewable sources by 2020, and mostly likely the United States will receive 20% of its electrical energy from wind by 2030, [24].

This means that national power grids need to be connected to wind farms and incorporate a significant part of the generated wind power. Wind power is driven by wind which depends on a lot of factors such as geometry of the surrounding landscape, location of the site (coastal or inland), season of the year etc, i.e., wind power depends on a complicated physical process that is largely determined by both geographical and seasonal properties. Therefore, it is only natural to model the wind power data as a realization of a spatio-temporal random field.

Since wind power cannot be stored efficiently, and wind turbines may need to shut down when wind speeds are too high, it is extremely important to quantify the uncertainties of wind power production for optimal planning, which calls for new methods and simulation tools that can assist electric utilities in analysing the impact of stochastic wind power production on power system operation, maintenance of wind power units and energy reserve scheduling, see [9] and [22]. Such analyses usually require a probabilistic approach. Managing the variability of wind power production is the key to optimal integration of that renewable energy into electricity grids, [12].

Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to wind power prediction: statistical models and physical models. The former uses only historical wind speed and power data to build statistical models, which since wind varies rapidly with time are effective only for very short-term predictions (1-4 hours ahead). This type of predictions are required for applications including power system’s balancing and the optimal operation of reserves [33], [2], and wind farm control [19], [34]. On the other hand, the inclusion of spatial and temporal factors in a full fluid-dynamics model increase the validity of physical models to longer prediction horizons (from several hours up to a few days).

Statistical approaches for the stochastic modelling of wind power production fall mainly into two categories: the wind speed (indirect) approach and the wind power (direct) approach. In the first approach, focus is on modelling the wind speed and then transform the wind speed into wind power through a power curve, see [31]. Wind speed is modelled using artificial neural networks in [23]. In [28], adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems are used to anticipate the wind speed and direction frequency dispersion. Non-parametric copulas are used in [7] to study the influence of wind directions on the wind power production, and a process for assessing the wind speed using spectral analysis is given in [32].
The present paper aims at contributing in the literature of the statistical direct approach, where models are built for wind power production using directly the wind power measurements, see [29] and [25] amongst others. So far, most wind power prediction systems provide with temporal predictions for a wind turbine or a wind farm without taking the spatio-temporal dependency into consideration. Utilizing the spatial correlation amongst the different wind farms has been shown to significantly reduce the errors in point forecasts [36], and has the advantage of producing models that are able to generate forecasts at locations that are not within the observation samples. Moreover, many forecast users are concerned with the production of their entire generation portfolio. In this case it is desirable to model and forecast spatio-temporal features in order to evaluate the uncertainty of aggregate generation forecasts. A few spatial models have been proposed to capitalise the spatio-temporal relation between wind power generation at wind farms. [38] use multiple wind farms as spatial sensors to forecast wind power at a specific location. Spatial correlation of wind speed and direction has been studied in [17]. Recent contributions build probabilistic spatial models with sparse Gaussian random fields, but are limited to small spatial dimension and only predicts one time step ahead, [37], [39], [11]. We suggest a model that although stationary in space, is valid over longer areas and can easily be extended to a non-stationary one and allows for several step ahead predictions.

When modelling directly the wind power data difficulties usually arise from the highly non-linear and clearly non-Gaussian character of the wind power series. In particular, at individual wind farms the wind power production series contain long chains of zeros which correspond to either calm conditions or wind speeds that have reached above a safety level and wind turbines need to be switched off for safety reasons. Additionally, the marginal distribution of wind power production data possesses tails that are heavier than the Gaussian, making direct use of the Gaussian model not feasible. Alternatively, some transformation of the data can be modelled as a truncated Gaussian random field. The truncation is inherited to the actual process since there are locations or times or both with no wind power production.

We suggest using the following model

\[
Y(s, t) = \begin{cases} 
  f_s(Z(s, t)), & Z(s, t) > 0 \\
  0, & Z(s, t) \leq 0 
\end{cases},
\]

(1)

where \(Z\) is a stationary spatio-temporal Gaussian random field with variance one, mean that is chosen to make the probability of positive wind power production equal to a specified value and \(f_s(\cdot)\) a positive monotonic function, usually referred to as anamorphosis and chosen to obtain a specified marginal distribution for the positive wind power production at the specific location \(s\). The model in (1) has already been used in [4] for the precipitation depth at location \(s\) and day \(t\).

Predictions - or forecasts as they are also called indistinguishably - are usually obtained by kriging, a common geostatistical technique, which in the case
of a Gaussian random field with known expectation coincides with the conditional expectation. Predictions of CO$_2$ emission and air quality monitoring using kriging methods can be found in [6] and [18], respectively.

This article is organised as follows: In Section 2 we present the models that will be used for the first two moments of the underlying random field as well as the anamorphosis function and we discuss the fitting procedure. In Section 3, we provide a short introduction to kriging in a spatio-temporal context for the model presented in (1). The kriging equations are based on the assumption the mean and the covariance structure of the underlying Gaussian random field are known. A short account of the data set used in this article and a discussion on the model fitting are given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the performance of the obtained short-term predictions.

In this work we shall reserve capital letters for the models and small letters for the observations, i.e. a random field $Z(s,t)$ has observations or measurements indicated by $z(s,t)$.

2 Modelling Procedure

Throughout the rest of this article we shall assume that $Z(s,t)$ is a spatio-temporal Gaussian random field with mean $\mu(\cdot)$ and covariance $C(\cdot,\cdot)$. We shall also assume that wind power production $Y(s,t)$ is measured at location $s \in D_s$ and time $t \in D_t$ and is modelled by $Y(s,t) = f_s(Z(s,t))\delta_{\{Z(s,t)>0\}}$, with $\delta_{\{A\}}$ being the indicator function that is equal to one when property $A$ is satisfied and zero otherwise. Hence, we assume the existence of an unobserved Gaussian random field $Z$, with excesses above some specified level (here taken to be 0) that coincides with the marginal distributions of the wind power production field $Y$ after some transformation is applied to them. The random field $Z$ is fully characterised by the first two moments and the distributional characterization of $Y$ further requires models for the anamorphosis transformation $f$. We initiate this analysis by discussing different possible models for the above mentioned quantities and their fitting procedure.

2.1 Covariance models

Wind power production exhibits non-trivial spatio-temporal correlation structure. When restricted to a fixed location, the temporal correlation is quite strong. As it can be seen in Fig 2 (Left), the corresponding autocorrelation drops down to zero in about 20 hours. Similarly, there are interesting spatial dependence patterns. For example, Fig. 2 (Right) shows the simultaneous spatial correlation between the 24 wind farms of the portfolio, described in section 4.1. As can be observed, spatial dependence is quite strong even at distances of about 300 kilometers. This can be partly explained by the relatively smooth Danish landscape. Moreover, Denmark is a rather small country so wind farms lie close to each other with the biggest distance between the
Fig. 1: Locations of the 15 stations, the cross-correlations of which are presented in Fig. 3. The 24 wind farms that constitute the training set are marked as blue circles and the remaining 6 farms are marked as red circles.

farms being 310 km. A spatial nugget effect, i.e. a discontinuity of the correlation function at $h = 0$, can also be detected, which could be due either to the sampling resolution or to some measurement errors. When it comes to prediction to new unobserved locations at future times, the spatio-temporal correlations are of great importance since they contain most of the information related to both the temporal and spatial dependence structure. In Fig. 3, the cross-correlations between wind power generated at the 15 wind farms indicated by numbers in Fig. 1 are presented.

As was already mentioned, wind power is driven by wind and is affected by a number of physical factors that are collectively represented in the weather patterns. In most places on Earth, one can observe prevailing wind patterns, which are due to the movement of weather fronts across that region. These weather fronts usually propagate along certain directions. In the case of Den-
Fig. 2: (Left:) Autocorrelation function of wind power production at a single farm labelled as 4 in Fig. 1. (Right:) Spatial correlations of wind power production generated at the 24 wind farms of the portfolio, see section 4.1, at temporal lag equal to zero.

mark this direction is from west to east. This basically means that the weather on a westerly location is significantly correlated to the weather at a location to the east of the first location at a future time. As a result, the covariance structure is anisotropic since space is no longer homogeneous over all directions.

Fig. 3 (Left) shows the empirical correlations of contemporary wind power production, and Fig. 3 (Right) shows the wind power production for a temporal lag of 6 hours, between the fifteen stations indicated in Fig. 1. There is a dependence of the correlation on the direction west to east. For example wind farm 1 is at the west of 14 and the maximum of their correlation is not attained at temporal lag 0, which is the case when the correlation is symmetric in time. This basically means that the correlation between a wind farm \( s_i \) and a wind farm \( s_j \), located at the east of \( s_i \), will be larger at temporal lag \( \tau \) than at temporal lag \(-\tau\). Indeed, the correlation between the wind power production at the farm 10 and farm 3 that is at the east of farm 10, after 6 hours is less than the corresponding correlation between the wind power production at the farm 3 and farm 10 after the same time lag, i.e \( \text{Cov}(Y(s_{10}, t), Y(s_3, t+24)) = 0.69 \neq 0.8 = \text{Cov}(Y(s_3, t), Y(s_{10}, t+24)) \). This is mainly due to the time needed for the weather fronts to travel from station \( s_3 \) to station \( s_{10} \).

It is reasonable to assume that this type of behaviour is also inherited by the underlying Gaussian random field. This suggests that the covariance structure for the underlying field needs to be anisotropic in the spatial dimension and hence since it is not fully symmetric anymore it can no longer be separable, see [14].
When constructing correlation structures for this type of situations, where correlation depends on the orientation, the general idea of a moving Lagrangian reference frame may be applied. Specifically, we may start by considering a purely spatial random field with a stationary correlation structure and suppose that the entire field moves time forward according to some velocity field, see [5], [3] and [1].

In this spirit, [14] suggest for the Irish wind data, see [16] for a description of the data set, a correlation structure that is a convex combination of a static spatio-temporal correlation structure \( C_{FS} \) and a Lagrangian correlation function \( C_{LGR} \). The resulting correlation can be formulated as

\[
C(h, \tau) = (1 - \lambda)C_{FS}(h, \tau) + \lambda C_{LGR}(h, \tau).
\]

The suggested choice of correlation functions, that look compatible with the plots in Fig. 3, is

\[
C_{FS}(h, \tau) = \frac{1 - \nu}{(1 + a |\tau|^{2\alpha})^{\gamma}} \left( \exp \left( - \frac{c||h||}{(1 + d |\tau|^{2\alpha})^{\beta/2}} \right) + \frac{\nu}{1 - \nu} \delta_{|h|=0} \right),
\]

where \( a \) and \( c \) are nonnegative scale parameters of time and space respectively, the smoothness parameter \( \alpha \) and the space-time interaction parameter \( \beta \) take values in \((0, 1]\). The purely spatial correlation function \( C_{FS}(h, 0) \) is of the powered exponential form, and the purely temporal correlation function \( C_{FS}(0, \tau) \) belongs to the Cauchy family. The suggestion for the Lagrangian correlation function \( C_{LGR} \) is the following compactly supported function

\[
C_{LGR}(h, \tau) = \left( 1 - \frac{||h - v\tau||}{d||v||} \right)^{\gamma},
\]

where \( ||v|| \) is the speed of the weather front, \( x^+ = \max\{x, 0\} \) and the parameter \( d \) controls the range of dependence. Notice that (4) belongs to the class of continuous homogeneous and stationary correlation functions for \( \gamma \geq 2 \), see [13]. To obtain a random field with realizations that look not as smooth, we have fixed \( \gamma = 1 \) which corresponds to a non differentiable (in the mean square sense) Gaussian random field. Compactly supported correlation are preferred correlation models since they lead to sparse matrices.

On a different approach, instead of altering the spatial coordinate, [21] started from a purely temporal random field and transformed the temporal lag instead of the spatial. The suggested correlation structure has the following formulation:

\[
C(h, \tau) = C_{ST}(h, \tau) + \delta_{|h|=0} C_0(\tau),
\]

with the following spatio-temporal

\[
C_{ST}(h, \tau) = c_0 \exp \left( - (\alpha ||h||)^{2\gamma} \right) \exp \left( - (\beta \tilde{\tau})^{2\eta} \right)
\]

and purely temporal correlation

\[
C_0(\tau) = \exp \left( - (\beta \tau)^{2\eta} \right) - c_0 \exp \left( - (\beta \tau)^{2\eta} \right).
\]
The time is shifted by $(\mathbf{h} \cdot \mathbf{v})/||\mathbf{v}||^2$, the time needed for the weather front to propagate between the two locations, so that

$$\tilde{\tau} = \tau + \frac{\mathbf{h} \cdot \mathbf{v}}{||\mathbf{v}||^2}.$$  

The parameters $\alpha, \beta, \tilde{\beta} > 0$ are the scale parameters for space and time respectively, $0 < \gamma, \eta, \tilde{\eta} \leq 1$ are the shape parameters, $0 \leq \epsilon_0 \leq 1$ controls the nugget effect $C_0$. In this case, both the purely spatial $C(\mathbf{h}, 0)$ and purely temporal $C(0, \tau)$ correlations are of the power exponential form.

Finally, we compare the two previous models that contain a dynamic component, to a relatively simple model that consists of a separable correlation together with a temporal nugget effect, since the same model but with a spatial nugget effect is a part of the model in (2),

$$C_{SP}(\mathbf{h}, \tau) = (1 - \nu)e^{-c||\mathbf{h}||} \left( \frac{1}{1 + a||\tau||^{2\alpha}} + \frac{\nu}{1 - \nu} \delta_{(\tau=0)} \right).$$  

Note that we discuss and fit correlation rather than covariance structures, i.e. we consider the variance is constant and equal to one.

### 2.1.1 Correlation fitting

The fitting of the correlation models can be achieved in the following way. Suppose that the empirically estimated anamorphism function is given by $f_s$, which we regard as the true anamorphism function. Using (1), we can obtain estimates of the truncated Gaussian random field, $z(s, t)^+$, by applying the
inverse of \( \hat{f}_n \) to the observed wind power data. Then, the empirical correlations of the truncated field \( Z^+ \) between the two farms indicated by the subscripts and time lag \( \tau \) can be computed by

\[
\hat{\rho}_{ij}^+(\tau) = \frac{\bar{z}(s_i,0)^+ \cdot \bar{z}(s_j,\tau)^+ - \bar{z}(s_i,0)^+ \cdot \bar{z}(s_j,\tau)^+}{\sqrt{\text{Cov}(Z(s_i,0)^+, Z(s_j,\tau)^+) Cov(Z(s_i,0)^+, Z(s_j,\tau)^+)}}.
\]

(7)

where the overline indicates sample mean of the corresponding quantity. Next, we assume that estimates of the mean values \( \hat{\mu}_i = E(Z(s_i)) \) are available, and the data have been standardized to have variance one. The correlations \( \hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau) \) of the Gaussian random field \( Z \) can now be retrieved by minimising the expression

\[
\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau) = \min_{\rho} \left| \hat{\rho}_{ij}^+(\tau) - \text{Cov}(Z(s_i,0)^+, Z(s_j,\tau)^+) \right|,
\]

(8)

where the empirical correlations \( \hat{\rho}_{ij}^+(\tau) \) are given by 7. On the other hand, \( \text{Cov}(Z(s_i,0)^+, Z(s_j,\tau)^+) \) are related to \( \rho_{ij}(\tau) \) (the correlation of the random field \( Z \)) through the following relation that can be obtained by straightforward but lengthy calculations, see [35] and [4],

\[
\text{Cov}(Z_i^+, Z_j^+) = (\mu_i \mu_j + \rho \sigma_i \sigma_j) F(\alpha_i, \alpha_j; \rho)
\]

\[
+ \mu_i \sigma_j \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}} \Phi \left( \frac{\alpha_i - \rho \alpha_j}{b} \right) + \mu_j \sigma_i \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}} \Phi \left( \frac{\alpha_j - \rho \alpha_i}{b} \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{b \sigma_i \sigma_j}{2\pi} \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha_j^2 + \alpha_i^2 - 2 \rho \alpha_i \alpha_j}{2b^2} \right) - E[Z_i^+] E[Z_j^+].
\]

(9)

\( F \) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a standard bivariate normal with correlation \( \rho \), and \( \alpha_i = \mu_i / \sigma_i \) and \( b = (1 - \rho^2)^{1/2} \). The short-hand notation \( Z_i^+ \) has been used instead of \( Z(s_i,0)^+ \) and \( \rho \) instead of \( \rho_{ij}(\tau) \). Since (9) involves the cdf of a normal random variable evaluated at the target correlation, numerical methods need to be employed for the calculations.

Once the correlation estimates are obtained, the model correlation function \( C(h, \tau; \eta) \) with parameters denoted by \( \eta \), is fitted by minimizing the weighted squared errors

\[
\min_{\eta} \sum_{\tau} \sum_{i \neq j} \left( \frac{\hat{\rho}_{ij}(\tau) - C(h, \tau; \eta)}{1 - C(h, \tau; \eta)} \right)^2,
\]

(10)

for \( h = s_j - s_i \). In practice, the indices \( i \) and \( j \) go through all the different combinations of wind farms, but the temporal lag \( \tau \) cannot go through the infinite number of time lags, a certain cut-off level \( \tau_0 \) needs to be chosen so that the summation in (10) is truncated to \( \tau = 1, 2, \ldots, \tau_0 \).

Alternatively, one could fit the correlation function based on some cross-validation method, i.e., by choosing an empirical cross-validation criterion and then estimating the correlation parameters based on the prediction results of the specific data set and according to some objective each time, see [27]. This direction has not been explored any further.
2.2 Anamorphosis function

In this section we discuss how to model the anamorphosis transformation \( f(\cdot) \) that appears in (1). The anamorphosis function in general is a positive monotonic function chosen to obtain a specified marginal distribution for the positive wind power production. The restriction that one needs to have in mind when choosing the transformation \( f(\cdot) \) is that the distribution of wind power production is right skewed and bounded between zero and one after normalization.

Using (1), we see that
\[
F_{Y|Y>0}(\cdot) = F_{Z|Z>0} \circ f^{-1}(\cdot) \Leftrightarrow f(\cdot) = F_{Y|Y>0}^{-1} \circ F_{Z|Z>0}(\cdot),
\]
where the symbol \( \circ \) denotes the composition of two functions. \( F_{Y|Y>0} \) and \( F_{Z|Z>0} \) (for notational simplicity the dependence on location and time has been supressed), are the cdf’s of the distribution of \( Y \) and \( Z \) conditionally that we observe only their positive parts. For \( Z \) being a Gaussian random field with mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \), the distribution \( F_{Z|Z>0} \) is a truncated normal distribution with the first two moments, \( \tilde{\mu} \) and \( \tilde{\sigma}^2 \) given by the following expressions
\[
\tilde{\mu} = \mu + \sigma \lambda(\alpha), \quad \tilde{\sigma}^2 = \sigma^2 [1 - \delta(\alpha)],
\]
where
\[
\alpha = -\frac{\mu}{\sigma}, \quad \lambda(\alpha) = \frac{\phi(\alpha)}{1 - \Phi(\alpha)} \quad \text{and} \quad \delta(\alpha) = \lambda(\alpha)[\lambda(\alpha) - \alpha].
\]
Given that wind power production data have been normalized, resulting to measurements that fall inside the interval \([0, 1]\), a reasonable model for \( F_{Y|Y>0} \) is the beta distribution. In general, transformation \( f(\cdot) \) and therefore the shape parameters of the Beta distribution could be space and time dependent, but since only very short time predictions are of interest in this work, the dependence in time is dropped.

2.2.1 Anamorphosis fitting

Anamorphosis fitting consists of two independent components, fitting the Beta distribution and the first two moments of the Gaussian random field, as the moments of the truncated normal distribution depend on them, see (11).

The fitting of the Beta distribution can be achieved at each wind farm located at \( s \), by maximizing the log-likelihood of the positive wind power production,
\[
\sum_{t : y(s,t) > 0} \log \left( \frac{F'_{Y}(\alpha_s + \beta_s)}{F'_{Y}(\alpha_s)} y(s,t)^{\alpha_s - 1} (1 - y(s,t))^{\beta_s - 1} F_{Z}(\beta_s) \right).
\]

Under the assumption that data have been standardized to have variance one, estimation of the mean of the truncated normal distribution reduces to
estimation of the mean of the normal distribution. To estimate the mean $\mu$, it is enough to notice that the following relation holds

$$P(Y > 0) = P(Z > 0) = \Phi(\mu),$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $\Phi$ is the cumulative distribution of a standard (mean 0 and variance 1) normal random variable.

Hence, to estimate the mean $\mu$ we numerically invert (13) and observe that the left-hand side of (13) can be approximated as the proportion of time the field $Y(s,t)$ stays above level 0 over the whole observation time, i.e.,

$$P(y(s,t) > 0; t = 1, 2, \ldots, T) = \frac{\text{number of observations above level 0}}{T}. \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

3 Kriging

The goal of this section is to provide with background for predicting the wind power production at new unobserved locations and future time points. The natural predictor of $Y(\cdot,\cdot)$ would be the conditional distribution of $Y(s,t)$ given the observations of $Y$, which can be computed assuming that the distribution of $Y$ is specified. Even if this is the case, this conditional probability density is expressed in terms of high-dimensional integrals, which usually could be calculated using Monte-Carlo methods, see [35]. This is an approach that we will not pursue any further in this article but we leave it for further study.

Instead, we suggest the use of kriging, see [10]. The idea is to transform observations to a Gaussian random field through the “known” anamorphosis function and then standard kriging theory, or as is also known unbiased prediction theory, is applied to the Gaussian random field. The resulting predicted values are transformed back by using the inverse anamorphosis transformation and then truncated. This sounds like a reasonable prediction of the original process except from being biased since in general $E(f(X)) \neq f(E((X))$ for nonlinear $f$.

In the following we shall derive the prediction formulation for discrete space and discrete time domains but it is equally appropriate for continuous space-time formulations also. Suppose we have a set of locations $\{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \subset D_s$ where the random field is observed at times $\{0, \Delta t, \ldots, t \cdot \Delta t\} \subset D_t$. Suppose also that we want to predict the random field $Y$ at a set of $m - n$ locations $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\}$ at times $\{(t+1) \cdot \Delta t, \ldots, (t+h) \Delta t\}$. The $m - n$ locations can be some or all of the locations at which we have already observations, i.e, $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\} \subseteq \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$ or it can be a totally new set of locations, i.e, $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\} \subseteq D_s - \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\}$ or even some of the predictor locations are locations with observations and the rest are new unobserved locations.

For simplicity in notation, from now on we shall write $x_{i,j} = (s_i, j \Delta t)$ and

$$Y_o = (Y(x_{1,0}), \ldots, Y(x_{1,t}), \ldots, Y(x_{n,0}), \ldots, Y(x_{n,t}))^T$$

the $n(t+1) \times 1$ vector of observed values. the superscript $T$ denotes the transpose. Similarly we define the vector $Z_o$. 
For current time $t$ the target is to obtain predictions $Y(s, t + h)$ at the prediction locations $\{s_{n+1}, \ldots, s_m\}$ and future times $t + h$, where $h$ is the prediction or forecast horizon, also known as lead time. To do so, we shall obtain predictions for the Gaussian random field $Z$, and then transform them back to predictions for $Y$. For this, let us denote by

$$Y_p = (Y(x_{n+1,t+1}), \ldots, Y(x_{m,t+h}))^T,$$

the $(m - n)h \times 1$ vector consisting of the random field $Y$ at the unobserved locations and times where prediction is desired and by $Z_p$ the corresponding vector for the Gaussian random field $Z$.

We shall consider the case of a “known mean” which underlies the theory of simple kriging. In case of a Gaussian random field, the kriging estimator coincides with the conditional expectation $\mathbb{E}(Z_p|Z_o)$, which is the ideal estimator of $Z_p$ in the mean square sense and the error is uncorrelated with every random variable in $Z_p$ and with the predictor itself, see [8].

Since $Z$ is a Gaussian random field, the vectors $Z_o$ and $Z_p$ are jointly Gaussian, with mean and covariance that are given in the next relation

$$\begin{pmatrix} Z_o \\ Z_p \end{pmatrix} \overset{d}{=} \mathcal{N} \left( \begin{pmatrix} \mu_o \\ \mu_p \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{oo} & \Sigma_{op} \\ \Sigma_{po} & \Sigma_{pp} \end{pmatrix} \right),$$

where $\mu_o = \mathbb{E}(Z_o)$ and $\mu_p = \mathbb{E}(Z_p)$ are the mean vectors and $\Sigma_{oo}, \Sigma_{op}, \Sigma_{po}$ and $\Sigma_{pp}$ are covariance matrices with dimensions $n(t + 1) \times n(t + 1)$, $n(t + 1) \times (m - n)h$, $(m - n)h \times n(t + 1)$ and $(m - n)h \times (m - n)h$ respectively and defined as follows.

$\Sigma_{oo}$ is a block matrix of the form

$$\Sigma_{oo} = \begin{pmatrix} C_{11} & C_{12} & \ldots & C_{1n} \\ C_{21} & C_{22} & \ldots & C_{2n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C_{n1} & C_{n2} & \ldots & C_{nn} \end{pmatrix},$$

where $C_{ij}$ is a $(t + 1) \times (t + 1)$ covariance matrix of the form

$$C_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 1) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t) \\ C(||s_j - s_i||, -1) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t - 1) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ C(||s_j - s_i||, -t) & C(||s_j - s_i||, 1 - t) & \ldots & C(||s_j - s_i||, 0) \end{pmatrix},$$

for $i, j = 1, \ldots, n$.

The covariance matrix $\Sigma_{pp}$ is also a block matrix consisting of $(m - n)^2$ blocks each one of which is a $h \times h$ matrix of the form of the matrix in (16) but with the $s_i$ and $s_j$ running through the locations of the prediction set, i.e. $i, j = n + 1, \ldots, m$. 
The covariance matrix $\Sigma_{po}$ is defined similarly as a matrix with $n(m-n)$ blocks

$$
\Sigma_{po} = \begin{pmatrix}
C'_{n+1,1} & C'_{n+1,2} & \cdots & C'_{n+1,n} \\
C'_{n+2,1} & C'_{n+2,2} & \cdots & C'_{n+2,n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
C'_{m,1} & C'_{m,2} & \cdots & C'_{m,n}
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where $C'_{ij}$ is a $h \times (t+1)$ covariance matrix of the form

$$
C'_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix}
C(||s_j - s_i||, t+1) & \cdots & \cdots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t+1) \\
C(||s_j - s_i||, t+2) & \cdots & \cdots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t+2) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
C(||s_j - s_i||, t+h) & \cdots & \cdots & C(||s_j - s_i||, t+h)
\end{pmatrix},
$$

for $j = 1,\ldots,n$ and $i = n+1,\ldots,m$ and $\Sigma_{op} = \Sigma_{po}^T$.

Since the field $Z$ is assumed to be Gaussian the best linear unbiased predictor of $Z_p$ given the observed vector $Z_o$ coincides with the conditional expectation $E(Z_p|Z_o)$ and is given by

$$
\tilde{Z}_p = \mu_p + \Sigma_{po} \Sigma_{oo}^{-1} (Z_o - \mu_o)
$$

with kriging covariance matrix

$$
\sigma^2 = \Sigma_{pp} - \Sigma_{po} \Sigma_{oo}^{-1} \Sigma_{op},
$$

which depends on the locations and times of the different sampling points. Obviously when the random field is considered stationary this dependence is through the distances in space and temporal lags of the sampling points.

Once the optimal unbiased predictor $\tilde{Z}_p$ is obtained, then, the “plug-in” but biased predictor of $Y_p$ would be given by

$$
\tilde{Y}_p = f_p(\tilde{Z}_p),
$$

where $f_p = (f_{s_{n+1}} \times 1, \ldots, f_{s_m} \times 1)$ with $1$ denoting a vector of $1$’s of size $h$. We understand the symbol $f_p(\tilde{Z}_p)$ in (20) as a pointwise application of the components of the vector transformation $f_p$, i.e. as $f_{s_{n+1}}(\tilde{Z}(x_{n+1,t+j}))$, for $j = 1,\ldots,h$.

Although the mean $\mu$, the covariance $C$ and the anamorphosis $f$ are unknown, we shall suppose that the estimators $\hat{\mu}_Z, \hat{C}_Z$ and $\hat{f}_p$ are given (see Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1) so that

$$
\tilde{Y}_p = \hat{f}_p(\hat{Z}_p),
$$

where $\hat{Z}_p$ is the $\tilde{Z}_p$ in (18) with the mean and covariance function being replaced by their corresponding estimates.
When \( f_s \) and therefore \( f_p \) are nonlinear the predictors in (20) and (21) are biased. Often this bias is significant. [10] suggests, for anamorphosis transformation that is at least twice differentiable, a bias correction obtained from the Taylor expansion of \( f_s(\cdot) \) around \( \mu \) using only the first two derivatives.[30] has shown that this bias correction works well for low order polynomials but fails to correct the bias of most non-linear functions with nonzero higher order derivatives and suggest instead the use of a bias-corrected predictor based on a bootstrap method that produces asymptotically unbiased predictors. Since, in this work the transformation is highly nonlinear (a composition of a beta distribution with the empirical cdf) and the interest is on very short-term predictions, both of the above correction methods are not of any assistance. We have not pursued this any further.

4 Model application

4.1 Danish wind power data

We shall apply the methodology presented in this article to a wind power portfolio consisting of 30 wind farms spread throughout the western part of Denmark, see Fig 1. The portfolio, that is part of a large network consisting of 349 wind farms, was provided by the Transmission System Operator in Denmark, and covers the period January 2006 - March 2012, with the wind power measurements being recorded every fifteen minutes. The wind farms are located at distances that range from 1 up to 310 km.

Different wind farms may have different capacities, so in order to facilitate the analysis, wind power production data has been normalised by dividing individual measurements by the maximum nominal power value of the specific wind farm, resulting in measurements that fall within \([0, 1]\).

4.2 Model fitting

To allow for out-of-sample evaluation of predictive performance, we split the data set into a training set of 24 wind farms and a test set consisting of the remaining 6 farms, see Fig. 1.

*Beta distribution:* The estimates \( \alpha_s \) and \( \beta_s \) of the Beta distribution are obtained for each farm separately, by numerically maximizing (12) using the Nelder-Mead method, see [26]. Direct estimates of the Beta parameters are available only at the locations of the wind farms and over the observation time period. When the goal is to perform temporal kriging, it is not unreasonable to assume that these parameters are constant over the short time horizon of the predictions.

In a spatio-temporal setting, to obtain the spatial dependence of the beta shape parameters, we regress both \( \alpha_s \) and \( \beta_s \) on covariates. Coastal areas are
expected to be more windy than offshore areas, and some of this information is encoded in the geographic coordinates of each location. Hence, a natural choice of covariates is the spatial coordinates of the location of each wind farm. In particular, we have

\[
\log(\alpha_s) = \xi_{\alpha,0} + \xi_{\alpha,1}x_1(s) + \xi_{\alpha,2}x_2(s) + \varepsilon(s),
\]

\[
\log(\beta_s) = \xi_{\beta,0} + \xi_{\beta,1}x_1(s) + \xi_{\beta,2}x_2(s) + \varepsilon(s),
\]

where \( s = (x_1(s), x_2(s)) \) and \( \varepsilon(s) \) is an error term distributed as \( \varepsilon(s) \sim N(0, \tau_\varepsilon^2) \). The log transformation guarantees the parameters take on positive values. The regression coefficients in (22) are estimated by maximum likelihood. The estimated parameters of the beta distribution can be found in Fig. 4. Note that we have also performed regression with more covariates than just the spatial coordinates, such as distance from the coast but it did not improve the performance of the predictions. Another option would be to consider these parameter estimates as a realization of a random field and obtain estimates at new locations in a hierarchical framework or even use kriging to obtain parameters estimates at new locations. An example of the Beta distribution with its mean and precision parameter modelled through regression structures involving fixed and random effects can be found in [20].

**Mean function:** The mean function \( \hat{\mu}(s) \) is obtained at each farm separately, by numerically inverting (13), i.e., \( \hat{\mu}(s) = \Phi^{-1}(\hat{p}_n) \), where \( \hat{p}_n = P(y(s) > 0) \) is the proportion of time process \( Y \) stays above the level 0, and is computed using (14). The mean \( \mu(s) \) depends on the wind farm but it is considered as constant over the times covered by the prediction and observation periods. Direct estimates of the mean are available, as in the case of beta distribution, only at the locations of the farms in the training set.

In a spatio-temporal setting the estimates of the mean function at the locations in the test set, are also obtained by fitting a linear regression with covariates as expressed by the longitude and latitude of each wind farm,

\[
\mu(s) = \xi_{\mu,0} + \xi_{\mu,1}x_1(s) + \xi_{\mu,2}x_2(s) + \varepsilon(s).
\]

**Correlation structure:** Estimates of the inverse anamorphosis transformation are applied to the positive wind power production data to obtain estimates \( \tilde{z}(s,t) \). The correlation functions discussed in Section 2.1 were fitted, using the methodology described in Section 2.1.1 to the data from the training set for \( |\tau| \leq 20 \) (i.e. 5 hours). The value of \( \tau_0 = 20 \) has been selected having the following two aspects in mind. First, the computational burden of inverting the \( n(t+1) \times n(t+1) \) covariance matrices in (18) for \( t \leq \tau_0 \) when \( \tau_0 \) is large. Moreover, when \( \tau_0 \) is large, the covariance model does not result in reasonable fits for all the possible values of \( \tau_0 \). To minimize the error function in (10), the \( R \) function \texttt{optim} with method L-BFGS-B, which is a modification of the quasi-Newton method, has been used. This function allows specification of a lower and upper bound for each variable.
To fit the correlation model in (2), a sequential fitting procedure has been applied, see [14]. The model component (3) was fitted and the parameters were estimated. Then the model component (4) was fitted with the values of the parameters in 3 equal to their estimated values. [14] claim that the fitting quality is the same using this sequential procedure or fitting the whole model simultaneously to the Irish wind data. We have decided to use the sequential fitting due to convergence issues. We have applied this approach for different values of $\lambda$ (the contribution of each model component to the final model) and the resulting parameters were robust.

For the velocity vector, we have considered three different directions, the horizontal, vertical and the one of the main diagonal, denoted $v_x$, $v_y$, and $v_d$ respectively. The resulting estimated velocities for (2) are $v_x = 1.2673$, $v_y = 1.0082$ and $v_d = 1$. The estimated values for the different choices of the $\lambda$ parameter are almost indistinguishable. The corresponding estimates for (5) are $v_x = 5.0358$, $v_y = 5.8179$ and $v_d = 5.0376$. As it can be noticed, the velocity estimates for the different directions are almost the same, therefore the prediction results will be presented only for velocity in the horizontal direction. Hence, we shall only consider the case the weather fronts are moving from west to east, which is in accordance to the prevalence of westerly winds over Denmark. The velocity estimates are approximately 1m/s for the model given in (2) and 5m/s for the model given in (5), which are reasonable estimates since the annual average wind speed across Denmark is 5.8 m/s.

The graphs in Fig. 5 illustrate the goodness of fit for the different correlation models and for $v_x$, the velocity along the west to east direction. In each of the graphs, the fitted correlations are plotted versus the empirical ones, for
Fig. 5: (Top, Left:) Empirical versus fitted correlations at temporal lag zero, (Top, Right:) temporal lag equal to three, i.e 1 hour, (Bottom, Left:) temporal lag eight, i.e 2 hours and (Bottom, Right:) temporal lag equal to twelve, i.e. 3 hours. The lines represent the fitted correlation models given in (6) (blue), (2) (red) and (5) (green).

Table 1: Estimated parameters of the correlation functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
<th>( c )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
<th>( v_x )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eq 2</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0705</td>
<td>0.1102</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>1.0024</td>
<td>1.0576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq 5</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>( \hat{\eta} )</td>
<td>( c_0 )</td>
<td>( v_x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.5637</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.2315</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.1487</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>5.0358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq 6</td>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>( c )</td>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>( v_x )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0705</td>
<td>0.1102</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>1.0024</td>
<td>1.0576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kriging: As it is obvious from (18) and was mentioned earlier, the kriging predictor coincides with the expectation of \( \mathbf{Z}_p \) conditionally on \( \mathbf{Z}_o = \mathbf{z}_o \). Estimates \( \hat{\mathbf{z}}_o \) are obtained by the inverse of the estimated anamorphosis transformation
only in the case the corresponding $y_o > 0$. When $y_o < 0$ we generate non-positive values of $\tilde{z}_o$ from a normal distribution with mean $\tilde{\mu}_o$ and variance 1 since we assume from the beginning that the data has been normalized to give variance one, see (15).

5 Prediction performance

To assess the performance of predictions based on the three different correlation structures, we consider time forward predictions at the locations of the training set.

5.1 Temporal kriging

We initiate this analysis by considering 1–8 time steps forward kriging predictions at the 24 wind farms that constitute the training set. For the correlation function we used $\tau_o = 20$ and in (15) we have used the past 12 observations, i.e. $t = 12$. This choice is based on the fact that the autocorrelation of the wind power production at an individual wind farm drops to 0.1 in about 20 hours and the covariance between the wind power produced at two wind farms of distance 282 km drops to 0.55 in 12 time steps, i.e 3 hours. So $t = 12$ seems like a good compromise between numerical efficiency and making the most of the spatio-temporal correlation. At each location of the training set simple kriging predictors for the wind power production at times $t+1, \ldots, t+8$ were obtained following the procedure that was described explicitly in section 4. The associated kriging variance matrix is given by (19).

In addition to the point predictions provided by (18), we obtain probabilistic prediction by drawing 5000 samples from the multivariate Gaussian probability distribution, $N(\tilde{Z}_p, \tilde{\sigma}^2)$ with predictive mean vector $\tilde{Z}_p$ and predictive covariance structure $\tilde{\sigma}^2$ respectively and then translating them to samples for the wind power production field $Y$ following the procedure described in section 4.

Both point and probabilistic forecast scores are used to assess the performance of the proposed method. To quantify and rank the point forecasts at lead times $t = 1, \ldots, 8$, we use the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and bias which are computed for every time $t$ by

\[
\text{RMSE}_t = \sqrt{\frac{1}{24} \sum_{i=1}^{24} (y(s_i, t) - \hat{Y}(s_i, t))^2} \quad (24)
\]

\[
\text{bias}_t = \frac{1}{24} \sum_{i=1}^{24} (y(s_i, t) - \hat{Y}(s_i, t)) \quad (25)
\]

\[
\text{MAE}_t = \frac{1}{24} \sum_{i=1}^{24} |y(s_i, t) - \hat{Y}(s_i, t)|. \quad (26)
\]
where \( \hat{Y}(s_i, t) \) is the translation of the kriging predictor \( \hat{Z}_p \) to the wind power production at location \( s_i \) and time \( t \) and \( y(s_i, t) \) is the observed value.

To evaluate the predictive distributions we consider the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), which is a strictly proper scoring rule for the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts of a univariate quantity [15]. The CRPS is negatively oriented, i.e., the smaller the better, and is defined as

\[
\text{CRPS}(F, y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (F(x) - \delta_{\{x \geq y\}})^2 \, dx
\]  

(27)

where \( F \) is the cumulative distribution function of the density forecast, \( y \) is the observed realization.

With the samples available, we can approximate the mean CRPS among the wind farms in the training set for each \( t \) by

\[
\text{CRPS}_t(F, y) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |\hat{Y}^{(j)}(s_i, t) - y(s_i, t)| - \frac{1}{2N^2} \sum_{j,k=1}^{N} |\hat{Y}^{(j)}(s_i, t) - \hat{Y}^{(k)}(s_i, t)| \right),
\]  

(28)

for \( n = 24 \) and \( N = 5000 \).

Fig. 6 compares the RMSE, MAE and bias of point forecast and CRPS values using the correlation models provided in section 2.1, at horizons from 15 minutes up to 2 hours ahead. The results are the mean of the performances across all 24 wind farms in the portfolio. In terms of these performance measures, the kriging predictions based on model (5) performed better than the rest, since it has the smallest RMSE, MAE and CRPS and its bias is closer to zero at all forecast horizons. The ranking of the covariance performance was sustained over different data sets. Moreover, a small experiment showed that the data set length does not affect the ranking of the covariance functions according to those criteria. However, the exact impact of the length of the data set used in the covariance estimation on the prediction performance should be investigated further in future work.

We access the predictive distributions in terms of probabilistic reliability with reliability diagrams. Reliability measures how the predictive distributions correspond to the actual observations. For instance, a calibrated prediction with nominal proportion \( \alpha \) should cover the observation \( \alpha \% \) of the times. The diagrams in Fig. 7 compare the theoretical proportions of a set of quantiles with the observed proportions of the same set using the correlation models described in section 2.1. We use 19 quantiles, from the 5% to the 95% in steps of 5%. The expected fluctuations in the observed frequencies are plotted as consistency bars using the binomial density.

The plots in Fig. 7 correspond to reliability diagrams for prediction at times \( t + 1 \) and \( t + 8 \). For perfect calibration, the empirical coverage should lie in the straight line along the diagonal. We can see that all the covariance models perform similarly in terms of reliability, with most of the quantiles within the consistency bars, which indicates relatively well calibrated prediction densities.

The plots Fig. 8 compare the density forecast of each of the 24 wind farms in the training set, which are computed using 5000 samples of \( \hat{Y}(s, t) \) with
the actual observed values at times $t + 1$ and $t + 8$, respectively. Each curve represents one correlation model: (6) is the curve in blue (2) in red and (5) in green. The vertical line is the observed value of normalized wind power. We can see that at times $t + 1$ and $t + 8$ the observed normalized wind power is well estimated, since in most of the wind farms, it lies close to the mean of the predictive distributions.

![Graphs showing RMSE, MAE, bias, and CRPS](image)

Fig. 6: RMSE, MAE, bias and CRPS for 1 up to 8 time steps ahead kriging predictions of the wind power production at the training set using the correlation models given in (2) (red), (5) (green) and (6) (blue).

5.2 Spatio-temporal kriging

All the predictions considered in section 5.1 are for the wind farms inside the training set. In order to assess the performance of the spatial component of the covariance function, we perform out-of-sample predictions for the locations in the test set. Ideally, parameters estimated using data from the wind farms inside the training set could be readily used to predict the wind power production at a larger portfolio including wind farms with no historical data available.

To obtain out-of-sample predictions, we randomly select 6 wind farms out of the 30 wind farms in the data set, which are indicated as red circles in Fig. 1.
Fig. 7: (Left) Reliability diagram with respective consistency bars for 1 time step ahead kriging predictions of wind power production at the training set. (Right) Reliability diagram with respective consistency bars for 8 time steps ahead kriging predictions of the wind power production at the training set. The diagrams were calculated using the correlation models given in (2) (red), (5) (green) and (6) (blue).

We repeat this procedure 15 times. The resulting $15 \times 6 = 90$ out-of-sample predictions are estimated at time horizons ranging from 15 minutes up to 2 hour ahead using the spatio-temporal kriging predictor described in section 4.

For each prediction horizon, the point prediction performances are ranked under the RMSE, MAE and bias criteria, with the mean taken over the 90 randomly drawn selections of wind farms in the test set. Using the same random samples, we evaluate the performance of probabilistic prediction under mean CRPS, which is described in (28) and reliability diagrams. The out-of-sample prediction densities are obtained as in section 5.1, i.e., by drawing 5000 samples from the multivariate Gaussian probability distribution $\mathcal{N}(\hat{Z}_p, \hat{\sigma}^2)$ with predictive mean vector $\hat{Z}_p$ and predictive covariance structure $\hat{\sigma}^2$.

Fig. 9 shows the RMSE, MAE, bias and CRPS scores for the out-of-sample predictions at lead times 1-8 for the three correlation models described in section 2.1. The model in (2) resulted in smaller RMSE, MAE and CRPS scores for all lead times but one. For lead time 1 the model in (6) resulted in a slightly smaller CRPS value. The plots in Fig. 10 correspond to reliability diagrams for prediction at times $t + 1$ and $t + 8$. The prediction densities corresponding to the correlation model given by (2) outperformed the other two models in terms of calibration at lead time 1. At lead time 8, the correlation model given in (5) seems to be better calibrated than the other two for quantiles larger than 0.7.

It can be argued that the bounded nature of wind power generation may cause the shape of predictive distributions to vary depending on the power level. From Fig. 10, we see that the predictive distributions especially for
Fig. 8: Predicted density obtained with the transformed values from the 5000 samples drawn from $\mathcal{N}(\mathbf{Z}_p, \sigma^2)$ at times $t + 1$ in (a) and $t + 8$ in (b) of the 24 wind farms in the training set. Each plot corresponds to one wind farm and each curve represents one correlation model: (2) (red), (5) (green) and (6) (blue).
models (5) and (6) seem to be too wide on average, since the observed coverages are smaller than the nominal coverages for nominal proportions below 50%. A possible explanation is that the variance is overestimated when wind generation is at a low level, which leads to a slightly underestimated coverage for power values close to zero.

The plots in Fig. 11 show the predictive distribution of the 6 wind farms (indicated in red in Fig. 1) at \( t+1 \) and \( t+8 \), respectively, using the correlation models in section 2.1. The vertical line is the observed value of normalized wind power at each wind farm. These plots show that the three models considered in the analysis have similar predictive distributions at times \( t+1 \) and \( t+8 \). While the predictive densities of the models given in (2) and (6) have a similar shape, the densities of the predictions generated using model (5) are more narrow around the mode. Moreover, for all three correlation models and for most of the wind farms in the test set, the true normalized wind power generation is well-estimated, since the highest density coincides with the observed values.
6 Summary and Discussion

In this article we suggest a way to obtain very short-term spatio-temporal predictions of wind power production using what is called kriging equations together with a latent truncated Gaussian random field. Use of the truncated Gaussian field allows to model simultaneously both the mass at zero, and also through an anamorphosis transformation, the heavy tails of the empirical distribution. At any individual wind farm, the wind power production is modelled using a Beta distribution with shape parameters that vary spatially. The spatio-temporal dependence of the Gaussian field is modelled using three different anisotropic covariance models, two of which take additionally into account the propagation of the weather fronts that are, at least partly, responsible for the generation of wind energy. The mean of the Gaussian field is estimated locally by inverting the cumulative distribution function of the proportion of positive wind energy.

The proposed methodology has been applied to a portfolio of 30 wind farms located in western Denmark. 15 minutes up to 2 hours ahead probabilistic predictions of wind power production were obtained at the locations of wind farms and the results were validated against historical data, using different statistical scores, reliability diagrams and predictive distribution. Same type of predictions were also obtained for wind farms that did not contribute to the estimation data set, with comparable results. All covariance models used in the analysis performed reasonably well in terms of predictive densities. However, in terms of both deterministic and probabilistic scores and reliability diagrams,
Fig. 11: Predicted density obtained with the transformed values from the 5000 samples drawn from $\mathcal{N}(\hat{Z}_p, \sigma^2)$ at times $t + 1$ in (a) and $t + 8$ in (b) of the 6 wind farms in the test set. Each plot corresponds to one wind farm and each curve represents one correlation model: (2) (red), (5) (green) and (6) (blue).
the use of the richer and more realistic covariance structures that take into account the weather front dynamics outperformed the simple separable model.

For a country like Denmark, that aims making wind power one of the main sources of clean energy in the coming years, the ability to provide with reliable short-term predictions of wind power in a spatio-temporal setting is of utmost importance. This article is a first attempt towards this direction.
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